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FOREWORD
The following report on "Ihe Native and Naturalized Trees of Illi-
nois" is a part of the product of a forest survey of the State begun by
the State Natural History Survey in 1919 and ended, as to the collection
and organization of its data, in 1925. The senior author was a member
of the State Survey from its commencement until June oOth of the latter
year, and towards the end of this period he assembled the data of this
report from all available sources, including, of course, those of the Survey
itself, and prepared and filed for publication a comprehensive manuscript,
to which some additions were made by him after his appointment as Chief
Forester of the State Department of Conservation. In order to make
this the best possible product of the botanical resources of the Natural
History Survey and of the University of Illinois, it was submitted, for
critical revision and comjjletion to the junior authcn-, who was favored
with the unstinted advice and assistance of Dr. William Trelease, pro-
fessor cincritits and former head of the Department of Botany of the Uni-
versity of Illinois : and with all these agencies in cordial cooperation, it
can be confidently oft'ered to its public as an authoritative compend of the
existing state of our knowledge concerning the trees of Illinois.
Stephen A. Forbes
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INTRODUCTION
In presenting this book to the people of IlHnois, it has been the
authors' aim to furnish not merely a manual of the trees of the State but
to give as complete an account of them as our present knowledge would
permit. Consequently, the reader will find in the following pages not only
a means for identifying trees but also the important facts concerning their
distribution, their history, their uses, their past and present importance in
commerce and industry, and many other things.
As a background for the book, there have been available not only
the large collections of specimens made by previous workers and now
widely scattered among the herbaria of our universities, colleges, and
museums but also a great fund of data and observations gathered by the
Natural History Survey's staff of foresters during the course of a
thorough and painstaking survey of the forests and wooded lands of the
State. From these records and observations, and from the printed re-
ports and communicated experiences of the botanists now actively en-
gaged in studying our trees, it has been possible to select a fund of infor-
mation bearing upon the distribution of each species, upon its relations to
soil, topography, and situation, upon its form and habits, and upon its
commercial usefulness, so large that it has had to be sifted and condensed
carefully. Nevertheless, it is believed that the interest and usefulness
of the book will be greatly enhanced by the inclusion of this information,
which tends to make it particularly a book of the trees of Illinois.
In order to encourage a wider and deeper interest in our trees, a final
section has been added, in which the lover of trees, the amateur botanist,
and teachers and students in high schools and colleges will find instruc-
tions for preparing and keeping collections of the trees of their localities,
as well as suggestive material regarding the botanical classification of
trees, their gross and microscopic structure, and a short account of the
study of trees and the present interest in forest preserves in Illinois.
The body of the book is, quite naturally, devoted to a discussion of
the individual trees. The plan for this part is simple. On page 15
the reader will find a section entitled "Keys to the Trees for the Four
Seasons." These were prepared by Dr. William Trelease, an eminent .
botanist who was for years head of the Botany Department in the Uni-
versity of Illinois. He also prepared the lucid statement of how to use
them. In spring, in summer, in fall, or in winter, the genus to which a
[9]
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ircc belongs can be determined easil)- by means of these keys. Alter the
genus has been determined, a reference directs the user of the l)0()k to a
page where a fuller account of the characteristics of the genus is given.
Here one will also find a staternent of the total number of species belong-
ing to the genus, their general distribution over the world, the history of
the genus, and the number of its species occurring in Illinois. If there
are more than one species native to Illinois, a key is given for them, by
means of which the exact species may be determined, and a reference
leads the user frcjni the key to the page where the botanical characters of
the species are printed.
The materials used in the description of each species have been put
in a definite order. First comes the scientific name and its author, as a
heading ; this is followed by a line made up of one or mcjre common
names ; and the text l)egins with a catalog of the botanical characteristics,
which is succeeded in turn by a discussion of distribution, and this in its
ttirn is followed by a statement of the uses to which a tree may be put.
The scientific names and authors are those given in C. S. Sargent's
"]\Ianual of the Trees of North America," second edition' ; and the com-
mon names are also given largely on the same authority, though we have
not hesitated to employ other names when we know them to be used com-
monly in Illinois. Simplicity has been the aim in omitting all except the
commonest and most easily recognized varieties, although now and then
a variety customarily recognized as a distinct kind of tree has been given
an individual place. The pleasant task of distinguishing the less readily
recognized varieties is left to the reader, as a means of proxing his in-
creasing interest and knowledge.
In the botanical description of the species, the use of technical words
has been avoided as mucli as possible, as fine botanical distinctions re-
lating to variations in the shape of leaves and fruits and in the relative
abiuidance and texture of plant hairs are ai)t to be confusing not only to
the novice but also to those of wider ex])erience. The full-page i)lates
ttsed to illustrate each species will show the shapes of leaves and fruits
and suggest the difl^erences in hairiness far better than words could de-
scribe them. There is, however, a more complete description of other
characteristics of trees than is usually found in manuals. The twigs,
buds, pith, and other structures are described with respect to their size,
their color, and their other characteristics, with the intention of leading
the reader to observe closely and to become intimately acquainted with
all the parts of the trees he identifies. It is supposed that, for the few
1 Houghton Mifflin Company. 1022.
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trees where it is necessary, the reader can distinguish between the sepals,
ihe petals, the stamens, and the pistils, without any special explanation
;
and the use of a large array of botanical terms for various flower arrange-
ments has been avoided also. The term hiflorcscciicc will be understood
to mean a large collection or cluster of flowers ; the catkin, familiar on
the willows, will be recognized easily on other trees ; the spike is an in-
florescence in which the individual flowers sit on a central axis ; and a
race I lie is an inflorescence in which the individual flowers are joined to a
central axis by pedicels.
The range in North America, as given by C. S. Sargent and others,
is stated briefly for each species, so that the reader may see how the Illi-
nois range fits in ; and the particular features of distribution, range, and
habitat peculiar to Illinois are discussed in as much detail as possible, in
order to include such interesting facts as former occurrences, unusual
sizes, present abundance, and the like.
The maps indicating the distribution of species show by counties, and
in two instances by localities, the proved occurrence in each case. The
meaning of the symbols on the maps is as follows : Cross-hatching by
solid lines running diagonally in a county indicates that the occurrence
of a species in that county has been proved by a specimen deposited in a
herbarium ; similar cross-hatching by broken lines means that the species
was found in a county during the course of our forest survey, though no
specimen has been kept ; and cross-hatching by horizontal lines shows an
occurrence reported in some published article, for which a confirmatory
specimen has not been seen. The approximate localities in which two of
our rarest trees occur are marked by black circles.
Though accurate in themselves, these maps are intended to be re-
garded als(j in a broader sense. Even though a species is not recorded
for a certain county, its proved occiu'rence in adjoining counties may be
taken to mean that it occurs in the first, provided suitable habitats exist.
if the timber has not been cut and destroyed. ( )n the other hand, there
are certain species which have only a limited distril)ution in the State, and
these will be found only in their proper habitats in the counties marked
for them. ^laps such as these could not be complete unless collectors
and observers had covered the entire State and had made known the re-
sults of their work both by printing their observations and by preserving
herbarium specimens as verifications. Herein lies the opportunity for the
tree enthusiast; for b}- collecting in his own locality he will be able to add
several trees to the list for his county and will also be contributing worth-
ily to the knowdedge of tree geograph}' in Illinois.
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As an introduction to the paragraphs concerning the uses of each of
the trees, the reader will find a brief statement of the technical qualities
of the woods derived from them. From this he may see why the woods
from certain trees are desirable for fine building, while the woods of others
can serve only for posts or the roughest kinds of construction. To this
brief statement, he may add a further understanding by referring to the
photomicrographs of woods given on the closing pages of the book.
The inclusion of data obtained by the Natural History Survey's staff
of foresters upon the present stands of the important timber species and
the potential yields from these stands will serve as a warning of the dan-
ger in which Illinois now stands with respect to its future supply of lum-
ber. There was a time when more than 40 per cent of the area of the
State was covered by magnificent hardwood forests. Today there is but
8 per cent of its area in forests, and even these have been depleted by
the axe and by fire.
Yet at the present time there are 19 large and important industries,
constituting in themselves nearly 18 per cent of all the manufacturing en-
terprises of the State, which are almost completely dependent upon wood
as a raw material. And there are, besides, 14 other industries to which
a supply of wood is exceedingly important. In the aggregate, these manu-
factories give employment to more than 163,000 persons; they have an
invested capital amoimting to $547,000,000 ; they purchase annually $400,-
000,000 worth of raw material, sell their manufactured products for
$734,000,000, and add to the wealth of the State the sum of $334,000,000
each year.
The amount of wood actually produced in Illinois' forests and wood-
lots is only one-fifth of the amount consumed in the State. The remain-
ing four-fifths is shipped in. As the supply of timber becomes depleted
elsewhere, it will become more and more difticult to bring into Illinois a
quantity of wood adequate to the needs of her industries, unless definite
steps are taken to })reserve and improve the remnants of our forests.
Though our present forests are becoming pitifully small and poor in
species, when compared with the extensive virgin forests, wealthy in hard-
wood species, which once existed here, there still remain to us 5 million
acres of potential woodland, which can be made to produce from 250 mil-
lion to 400 million cubic feet of wood, or from one-half to two-thirds of
our present consumption. By proper management, the percentage of
valuable wood produced can be increased greatly; and from this conser-
vation of her potential forest resources, the State of Illinois will derive
tremendous benefits in all lines of industry.
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Trees Included
Although it is fruitless to try to draw a line of demarcation between
trees and shrubs, we have endeavored to include every species that attains
tree size, whether or not the tree yields lumber, bark-products, fruit, or any
other commercial product. Several species, such as the flowering Dog-
wood and the Hop Hornbeam, which by many would be considered only
as large shrubs, have been included, partly because they form a character-
istic understory in our forests and partly because they furnish small
amounts of often very valuable and useful woods. The treatment ac-
corded the hawthorns is by no means adequate ; but they form so diffi-
cult a group botanically that we have thought it best only to provide a
key by means of which the common tree-like species may be identified.
The number of species given individual treatment in the text is ex-
actly 94 ; but in addition 3 varieties are treated separately, giving a total
of 9i trees. If the 16 species of Crataegus, the 8 less important varieties
mentioned, the 9 oak hybrids, and the 7 other species mentioned as prob-
ably native are added, the total number of tree species in the State may
be placed at 137. If all the species of Crataegus which attain tree size
had been included and if more had been known concerning the kinds of
Mains present in the State, this number would undoubtedly have been
much larger ; and the number could still be increased by counting in no
less than 18 additional varieties, the occurrence of which we have been
unable to validate, though they are reported from Illinois.
Trees Excluded
The exclusion of trees from this account has had to be based in part
on the ({uestion of expediency. Of the very numerous species of haw-
thorns, we have retained in the book only such as are relatively common
;
in handling varieties, we have had to leave out those not easily distinguish-
able as well as those not capable of being validated. To have included
more of this type of information than we have done would have served
only to confuse those for whom the book is intended.
Certain other species have been excluded from the book, though they
do occur w ithin the State, on grounds that are purely arbitrary. One of
the sumachs, RJiits copalma Linnaeus, attains tree size on rare occasions
in southern Illinois, but in the main it is shrubby and yields at present no
valuable product. The Black Haw, Vihurnum prunifolium Linnaeus, oc-
curs in Richland, Pope, and Johnson counties ; but we leave it to be treated
as a shrub with the other Viburnums. The Button Bush, Ccphalanthiis
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occich'iiliilis Linnaeus, though tree-like in its nortiiern range, is only a
small shrub less than lo feet high throughout most of Illinois. The Silver
Bell Tree, Halcsia Carolina Linnaeus, is small and shrul)l)y in Massac
County, its only known locality in Illinois, though in the South it becomes
tree-like; and Mercules' Club, Aralia spinosa Linnaeus, also a tree in the
South, attains a height of only l-'). or at most '10. feet in Pulaski, John-
son, and Pope counties, where it is fairly common. The Ironwood, Bu-
mcUa h'cioidcs Gaertner, which occurs in Alexander, Pulaski, Pope, and
Hardin counties, attains a height of 20 feet or so 1)ut yields no valuable
wood.
A list of the varieties and s])ecies not mentioned in the body of the
text but variouslv reported as natixe or naturalized in Illinois will be
found on pages 285 and 2.S().
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KEYS TO THE TREES FOR THE FOUR SEASONS
By William Trelease
A "key" is a means of finding out simply and directly the name of
a plant, without having to look over and compare many descriptions
or illustrations. Anyone who can use one kind of key will quickly
learn how to use another with a little study.
How TO Use the Keys
In the kind of keys used here, one passes by a succession of sub-
divided steps from the beginning of the key to a point where the name
of his tree is found, just as he might go from the bottom floor of a large
building to any room he wished by choosing properly-labeled stairways.
As an example of their use. we may take the beautiful and important
Tulip Tree.
Jn the "foliage" key (page 16) : The leaves of our specimen are
not evergreen, as required in the first full line, a, so we go to the second
full line, aa ; they are not small and narrow, as required in b, so we
go to the second principal subdivision, bb ; there is only one leaf at a
joint of the stem, so the plant must be confined to the c subdivision;
the leaves are not "compound" like those of a locust or a hickory, so
we confine ourselves to the next subdivision, d ; they are cut into sev-
eral rather large parts, "lobes,'' which takes us into subdix'ision eee
under d : they have several ribs or veins radiating from the base, which
tells conclusively that the name of the tree can be found under sub-
division i of this group ; the absence of a milky sap, the broad leaves,
and the fact that they seem to have been cut oft' in a shallow notch
at the end leads unquestionably to the Latin name Liriodendron
that botanists give to the Tulip Tree.
If one were to find the same tree with its tulip-like flowers blossom-
ing, the foliage key would still lead to its name ; but on the basis of its
flowers, it would be even more quickly named by the "flower" key (page
18). for the flowers are so large and showy that it nuist go into the first
general division, a ; its petals are not grown together, which places it in
subdivision bb ; since its flowers resemble neither pea nor apple nor
cherry blossoms, we go on down to subdivision coco oi bb : and the
fact that the tree is already in foliage and the flowers large and parti-
colored leads directly to Liriodendron.
In autumn, when its "seeds" are being scattered by the wind, though
neither leaves nor flowers are present, the "fruit" key (page 19) leads
to its name almost as directly. The dry fruit puts it in division aa
:
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what are called seeds really are separate pistils massed about a spike-
like axis, but uot at all of the "cone" type of the pine or hemlock, so
we ])ass first to the d subdixision and under it to the ee subdivision;
and as the fruits are not nuts, have a thin winy; at the end, and overlap
in what was one flower, we pass directly into the subdivision ggg and
to the name Liriodendron.
In winter these fruits are seen commonly, yet a Tulip Tree which
lacks leaves, flowers, and fruits can be named with e(iual certainty by the
"winter" key (page 21). Not being evergreen, it falls into the division
aa of this key; one leaf-scar at a joint and the fruit not a pine-like
'"cone" lead to the subdivision d; and the very narrow scar-line around
the twig and tlie wonderful 2-edged buds, in which next year's growth
is already found, take one again to Liriodendron.
I. KEY TO THE TREES WHEN IN FOLIAGE
PAGE
a. Leaves evergreen, small and narrow.
Leaves needle-like; fruit a large cone Pinus 23
Leaves not needle-like nor fruit large.
Fruit a thin-scaled cone, leafy branches flat and fan-like.. Thuja 41
Fruit like a dry berry; branches not fan-like Juniperus 42
aa. Leaves falling in autumn.
b. Leaves small and narrow: fruit a small cone.
Scales of cone thin ; leaves needle-like Larix 33
Scales of cone thickened; leaves flat Taxodium 37
bb. Leaves never very small nor fruit a cone,
c. One leaf at each joint (node) of the stem.
d. Leaves of one blade or piece (simple).
e. Margin of leaf entire.
Sap milky; twigs spiny Madura 177
Sap not milky, nor twigs spiny.
Leaf as broad as long Cercis 221
Leaf longer than broad.
A narrow scar around the twig at each node. Magnolia 179
Without such a scar.
Leaf widest above the middle Asimina 185
Widest at or below the middle.
Underside finely hairy Quercus 110
Leaves not hairy.
Twigs very slender Celtis 168
Twigs moderately stout.
Pith with cross-plates Nyssa 254
Pith without cross-plates Diospyros 265
ee. Margin of leaf toothed.
f. Leaf with several strong veins from the base.
About as broad as long Tilia 251
Longer than broad Celtis 168
ff. Leaf with only one strong vein from the base.
Twigs rather spiny Malus 198
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Twigs not spiny. page
g. Leaves single toothed (the teeth entire).
h. Teeth coarse.
Leaf about as broad as long Populus 46
Longer than broad.
Teeth very few Nyssa 254
Teeth many.
Buds long and sharp Fagus 103
Buds short.
Leaves widened upwards Quercus 110
Leaves widest at middle Castanea 107
hh. Teeth fine.
Leaf-stalk with small glands Prunus 210
Leaf-stalk without glands.
Leaves 5 times as long as broad Salix 59
Leaves broader.
Bark not scaly Carpinus 93
Bark scaly.
One side of leaf-base smaller Planera 164
Leaf base symmetrical Amelanchier 202
gg. Leaves doubly toothed (the teeth again toothed).
One side of leaf-base smaller Ulmus 156
Leaf-base symmetrical.
Bark scaly Ostrya 94
Bark not scaly, often papery Betula 98
eee. Margin of leaf cut more deeply (lobed).
i. Leaf with several strong veins from the base.
Sap milky Morus 174
Sap not milky; leaves as broad as long.
Leaves notched at end Liriodendron 182
Leaves maple-like.
With a narrow scar around each node Platanus 195
Without such a scar Liquidambar 191
ii. Leaf with only one strong vein from the base.
Mucilaginous and aromatic Sassafras 188
Not mucilaginous nor aromatic.
Pith star-shaped when cut Quercus 110
Pith round; twigs often spiny Crataegus 205
dd. Each leaf with several blades or leaflets (compound).
Prickles at base of leaf; leaflets simple Robinia 231
Branched spines on stem; some leaflets compound. Gleditsia 226
Without either prickles or spines.
Pith round in cross-section Gymnocladus 222
Pith star-shaped when cut across; leaflets simple.
Pith solid when split Carya 71
Pith with cavities Juglans 64
cc. Two leaves at each joint (node) of the stem.
Leaves simple (of one blade).
Margin of leaf entire Cornus 260
Leaves lobed Acer 234
Leaves compound (of several leaflets).
Leaflets spaced along the stalk Fraxinus 268
Leaflets all from one point.
Twigs slender ; buds small Acer 234
Twigs stout; buds large Aesculus 248
ccc. Three large simple leaves at each node Catalpa 282
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II. KEY TO THE TREES WHEN IN FLOWER
a. Flowers showy, with both stamens and pistils. page
b. Petals united.
Forming a small regular white urn Diospyros 265
Forming an irregular open funnel Catalpa 282
bb. Petals not grown together.
c. Flower resembling a pea-blossom.
Large, white, fragrant Robinia 231
Small, pink, scentless Cercis 221
cc. Flower like an apple-blossom.
Large and very fragrant Malus 198
Small and rather ill-scented Crataegus 205
ccc. Flower a small cherry-blossom Prunus 210
cccc. Flower neither pea-, nor apple-, nor cherry-like,
d. Appearing before or with the leaves.
White, in clusters Amelanchier 202
Brownish-red, on the twigs Asimina 185
dd. Appearing after the leaves.
Small, several on a one-bracted stalk Tilia 251
Moderate, clustered, irregular Aesculus 248
Large, not clustered, regular.
Uniformly yellowish Magnolia 179
With differently colored center Liriodendron 182
aa. Flowers small, not very showy.
e. In a flower-like cluster with 4 large white bracts Cornus 260
ee. Without petal-like bracts.
f. Leaves evergreen, small and narrow.
Needle-like Pinus 23
Not needle-like.
On fan-like branches; scale-like Thuja 41
Not on fan-like branches Juniperus 42
ff. Leaves falling in autumn.
g. Leaves narrow and very small.
Needle-like Larix 33
Appearing compound Taxodium 37
gg. Leaves larger and veiny.
h. Some or all of the flowers in catkins,
i. Stamens and pistils on the same tree,
j. Leaves simple (of one piece).
k. Pistillate flowers 1 to 3 together.
In a prickly bur Castanea 107
In a spiny bur Fagus 103
Each in a small cup Quercus 110
kk. Pistillate flowers in catkins.
Each flower in a small but enlarging and
scale-like sac Ostrya 94
Each flower with a scale at base.
Scales enlarging Carpinus 93
Scales small Betula 98
kkk. Pistillate flowers in a round stalked head.
Twigs with a narrow scar around each
node Platanus 195
Without such a scar Liquidambar 191
jj. Leaves compound (of several leaflets).
Pith solid when split Carya 71
Pith with cavities when split Juglans 64
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ii. Stamens and pistils on different trees. page
Sap milky.
Twigs somewhat tliorny Madura 177
Twigs not thorny; some leaves lobed Morus 174
Sap not milky.
Each flower with a small cup at base Populus 46
Without a cup at base Sa I i x 59
hh. Flowers not in catkins.
I. Branches mostly spiny Gleditsia 226
II. Not spiny.
m. Leaves simple.
n. Mucilaginous and aromatic Sassafras 188
nn. Neither mucilaginous nor aromatic.
o. Flowers in compact clusters on the twigs;
appearing before the leaves.
Clusters 2 at a node Acer 234
One cluster at a node.
Leaves double-toothed Ulmus 156
Leaves single-toothed Planera 164
oo. Flowers or flower clusters stalked.
Leaves two at a node Acer 234
Leaves one at a node.
Twigs moderately stout ["^yssa 254
Twigs very slender Celtis 168
mm. Leaves compound,
p. Two at a node.
Ovary 2-winged Acer 234
Ovary 1-winged Fraxinus 268
pp. One at a node; leaflets compound ... .Gymnocladus 222
III. KEY TO THE TREES WHEN IN FRUIT
a. Fruit fleshy when ripe.
b. Flesh thin, drying.
Leaves evergreen, small; fruit bitter Juniperus 42
Leaves falling in autumn; fruit with thin sweet flesh Celtis 168
bb. Fruit a mass of pistils with fleshy calyxes; sap milky.
Fruit scarcely an inch long, edible Morus 174
Fruit round, large, not edible Madura 177
bbb. Fruits several from each flower, large; seeds large Asimina 185
bbbb. Fruit one from each flower.
c. With a stony "pit"; only one seed.
Each fruit in a colored cup Sassafras 188
Fruits not in colored cups.
Edible Prunus 210
Not edible.
In small dense clusters, red Cornus 260
Stalked, purplish or dull Nyssa 254
cc. Without a stony "pit"; seeds several.
With a firm papery core Malus 198
With a hard bony core Crataegus 205
Without a core.
Small and sweet, purple Amelanchier 202
Large and astringent, yellow Diospyros 265
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aa. Fruit dry when ripe. page
d. Fruit not opening to let tlie seed out.
e. Fruit forming a scaly "cone."
f. Leaves evergreen.
Cones long, leaves needle-shaped Pinus 23
Cones scarcely an inch long; leaves like scales Thuja 41
ff. Leaves falling in winter; cones small.
Scales of cone thin Larix 33
Scales of cone thickened Taxodium 37
ee. Fruit not a cone.
g. Fruit a nut. with large seed.
Nuts in large, very prickly burs Castanea 107
Nuts in small, warty or spiny husks Fagus 103
Nuts (acorn) with a cup at base Quercus 110
Nuts enclosed in a smooth husk.
Husk finally opening; pith solid when split Carya 71
Husk not opening; pith with cavities Juglans 64
gg. Fruits small, not winged; seed small.
Solitary on the ends of fascicled stalks, ridged
and tubercled Planera 164
Several on a one-bracted stalk Tilia 251
Massed in a naked, slender-stalked, round ball. . . . Platanus 195
In catkins.
Each fruit in a large scale-like sac Ostrya 94
Each with a toothed scale Carpi nus 93
ggg. Fruits with thin wings.
Many, overlapping in each flower Liriodendron 182
Very small, in catkins Betula 98
Neither very large nor very small nor overlapping.
Two wings, separate Acer 234
Only one wing.
Fruit circular, flat U I mus 156
Fruit elongated, flat Fraxinus 268
dd. Fruit opening to let the seed escape.
h. In a cucumber-like mass from each flower Magnolia 179
hh. In round bur-like heads Liquidambar 191
hhh. In catkins; seeds very small and feathery.
Each fruit with a thin cup at base Populus 46
Without a cup at base Salix 59
hhhh. Neither in heads or catkins nor massed.
Pencil-shaped capsules Catalpa 282
Round capsules Aesculus 248
Flat pods.
Pods large and hard Gymnociadus 222
Pods hard-papery.
An inch or two wide Gleditsia 226
Scarcely half an inch wide.
Clustered at the nodes Cercis 221
In terminal clusters Robinia 231
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IV. KEY TO THE TREES IN WINTER
a. Leaves evergreen, small and narrow. page
Leaves needle-shaped, in clusters. . ; Pinus 23
Leaves not scale-like, spreading Juniperus 42
Leaves scale-like, not spreading.
Twigs flat, branching in a fan-like way Thuja 41
Twigs not fan-like Juniperus 42
aa. Leaves falling in winter, leaving evident scars.
b. Three scars at a node, or joint, of the stem (whorled) Catalpa 282
bb. Two scars at a node (opposite).
End bud half an inch or more long; twigs thick Aesculus 248
Buds much smaller.
Leaf-scars very small, on raised bases; twigs slender. . .Cornus 260
Leaf-scars narrow, V-shaped Acer 234
Leaf-scars broader and not V-shaped Fraxinus 268
bbb. Only one scar at a node (alternate).
c. Fruit a "cone."
Scales of cone thin Larix 33
Scales of cone thickened Taxodium 37
cc. Fruit not a "cone."
d. With a narrow scar around the twig at each node.
Buds long, sharp and spreading Fagus 103
Buds not long and sharp.
Buds with 2 scales meeting at the edges. ... Liriodendron 182
Each bud covered by one scale.
Bud hairy; leaf-scar U-shaped Magnolia 179
Bud not hairy; leaf-scar encircling the bud. . . Platanus 195
dd. Without a narrow scar around each node.
e. Pith usually with cavities, when split.
Twigs very slender Celtis 168
Twigs moderately thick.
Twigs and pith angular; leaf-scars large Juglans 64
Twigs round; leaf-scars small Diospyros 265
ee. Pith solid.
With firmer cross-lines when split Nyssa 254
Without firmer cross-plates.
f. Sap milky.
Twigs spiny IVlaclura 177
Without spines IVIorus 174
ff. Sap not milky.
g. Twigs very thick; leaf-scars large Gymnocladus 222
gg. Twigs slender or moderate.
Twigs mucilaginous and aromatic Sassafras 188
Twigs not aromatic,
h. The small buds covered by the leaf-scars.
Two prickles at each node Robinia 231
Often with branched thorns Gleditsia 226
hh. None of the buds covered by the leaf-scars.
End bud without scales (naked) Asimina 185
End bud, if present, with specialized scales.
i. Lowest bud-scale directly over the leaf-scar.
Only one bud-scale; pith round Salix 59
Several scales; pith angular Populus 46
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ii. Lowest scales at the side of bud. page
j. Pith star-shaped when cut across.
Three large scars on each leaf-scar. .. Liquidambar 191
Small scars clustered in groups on each
large leaf-scar Carya 71
Numerous small scars on each leaf-scar.
Twigs angular at end Quercus 110
Twigs round Castanea 107
jj. Pith flattened, 3-sided; twigs very slender. ... Betula 98
jjj. Pith round when cut across.
k. Commonly with spiny twigs.
Bud scales fleshy and colored Crataegus 205
Bud scales dry Malus 198
kk. Twigs not spiny.
Buds becoming sharp and relatively
long Amelanchier 202
Buds short or blunt.
Twigs 3-ridged at the nodes Cercis 221
Twigs not prominently ridged.
I. Each leaf-scar w-ith 3 scars on it.
m. Scales in 2 rows on each bud.
Fruit winged Ulmus 156
Fruit ridged and warty Planera 164
mm. Scales of buds not in 2 rows.
Trunk fluted, with smooth bark. .Carpinus 93
Trunk uniformly rounded; bark scaly.
Twigs with bitter almond flavor. . Prunus 210
Not suggesting bitter almonds .... Ostrya 94
II. Leaf-scars without 3 separate small scars.
Twigs and buds somewhat hairj'. . . . Diospyros 265
Not hairy, often colored red Tilia 251
Volume XVIII. Article I.
THE NATIVE AND NATURALIZED
TREES OF ILLINOIS
Robert Barclay Miller and L. R. Tehon
Description of the Species
PINUS Linnaeus The Pines
Family Pinaceae
Evergreen, cone-bearing trees, with needle-like leaves in bundles of
2 to 5. Flowers in the form of cones, which are of two kinds: the pol-
len-bearing cones clustered at the base of the season's shoots; the seed-
producing cones on the sides or near the ends of the shoots, maturing at
the end of their second or third season and bearing two small, winged
seeds at the base of each scale.
There are about 66 species of pines, with a range that includes a
very large part of the Northern iriemisphere. In North America there
are 28 species, and in Illinois three. Eight of the North American spe-
cies are classed as "soft pines" and twenty as "pitch pines." Of the
three Illinois species, one belongs to the first class and two to the second.
KEY TO THE ILLINOIS PINES
Leaves commonly 5 in a bundle; cones long-cyllndric, stalked, pendant;
cone-scales unarmed P. Strobus p. 24
Leaves 2 or 3 in a bundle; cones ovate or oblong-conical, nearly sessile;
cone scales furnished with weak, usually deciduous prickles.
Leaves 3-5 inches long P. echinata p. 29
Leaves %-li/4 inches long P. Banksiana p. 28
[23]
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PINUS STROBUS Linnaeus
White Pine
The White Pine is a tall, straight tree. In dense stands the trunk
rises straight from the ground, without tai^ering much and without divid-
ing, to a height of GO feet or more. It is devoid of branches for a long
distance uj^ward, but toward the top it bears a small crown of living
branches. The branches are produced,
usually 5 at a time, in a whorl, like
the spokes of a wheel, at the top of
each year's growth. The long, flexi-
ble, blue-green, 3-sided needles grow
in Ijundles of 5. Pollen-bearing cones,
about Ys inch long, are clustered, 12
to 18 together, at the base of the
growth of the season. The seed-pro-
ducing cones occur on other twigs,
solitary, or in small groups of 2 to 5,
near the top of the growth of the
season. They are at first stalked, up-
right, cylindric, and about ^ inch
long, but by July of their second year
tbev have become long-stalked, pend-
ant, cylindrical green cones 4 to 6
inches or more in length. Towards
autumn, they turn brown, open, and
shed their seeds ; and during the fol-
lowing winter and spring they fall
from the trees. The bark on mature trees is dark gray, fairly thick, and
is divided by shallow, longitudinal, connecting fissures into broad, con-
tinuous ridges, such as appear on the trunk of the closest tree in Figure 1.
Distribution: The present range of the White Pine is far to the
north and east of Illinois ; but in past times this tree was common through-
out the northern third of the State. Now^ it is represented only by a few
scattered remnants, the best known being a tract of li)3 acres now a State
Park near Polo in Ogle County. This grove, similar to the best found
in New England, stands at a considerable elevation above Pine Creek,
on a rather deep, sandy-loam soil that is fairly well supplied with water
—
the characteristic habitat. The trees are about SO years old. Some of
them have attained a height of 90 feet and a diameter of 27 inches; and
^^^^i
Fig. 1. White Pine in the State
Park near Polo, Ogle County.
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PLATE 1
PINUS STROBUS Linnaeus WHITE PINE
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tlieir volume lias increased at a rate of 85 cubic feet per acre annually.
Fine trees which have grown to a height of (l*^ feet in -10 years and have
reached a diameter (at breast height) of 17 Vj inches, have been found in
sandy land and here and there in the valley of the Illinois River and its
tributaries. By way of contrast, black
oak becomes only 42 feet high and 8
inches in diameter in the same time.
A fine grove formerly existed on
the banks of the Spoon River, near
Dahinda, in Knox County: but it has
been cut. and no trees can be found
there now. In the Apple River Can-
yon in jo Daviess County, the trees are
faring better, for though some of the
original stand has disappeared, there
is at least one large area where numer-
ous seedlings ha\e taken root and are
making a good growth.
The White Pine has been grown
successfully at Oregon, Illinois, and it
promises to be a useful tree for plant-
ing on sandy lands.
Uses: The White Pine, by the
lumber trade called also "northern
pine" and "eastern white pine", is one
of the soft pines. Its wood is soft,
light in weight, even-textured, and
easily worked. It is excellent for planing-mill products, boxes, crates,
novelties, matches and many other things. It is one of the best woods for
pattern making, but on account of its high price in Illinois, California
sugar pine and other woods are being used in its place. It dries easily
and does not shrink or swell greatly when its moisture content changes.
It is remarkably durable. Many of the oldest houses in New England
were built of it, even to the shingles on the roof.
Fig. 2. Distribution of White Pine.
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PLATE 2
PINUS BANKSIANA Lambert JACK PINE
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PINUS BANKSIANA Lamiikkt
Jack Pine Gray Pine
The Jack Pine is a tree of varied hal)it. Usually it is small, 15 to 40
feet high, with an open, stimted, irregular crown, which begins nearly at
the ground. Its stout, stiff leaves, between .)4 and 1^ inches long, grow-
in bundles of 2 and generally are curved and twisted. The oblong stani-
inate cones occur in large clusters at
the base of the new growth. The
smaller, globular ovulate cones stand
in clusters of 2 to 4 on the sides of
the shoots and, as they grow, they be-
come oblong-conical, IJ^ to 2 inches
long, strongly curved, and turn to a
light yellow. They remain closed for
several years, but after they have shed
their brownish-black, winged seeds,
they cling to the tree for a decade or
more. The trunks of fine trees may
reach a height of 60 or TO feet and
a diameter of 15 inches, or more; and
the thin, red-tinted, dark-brown bark
is divided irregularly into narrow,
rounded, scaly ridges.
Pistribulioii: The records that
have been available show that the
Jack Pine has been found in Lake.
Cook, DuPage. and Ogle counties.
The jM'esent range of the tree is to the
north of Illinois, but it has been able
Distribution of the Jack Pine, to survive in favorable situations in
this State. Preferring sunlight for
the germination of its seeds and for growth, the Jack Pine is to be found
on poor, sandy soils and on burned-over barren land. Pepoon^ states
that the tree still occurs near Lake Michigan on the W'aukegan sand
moors.
Uses: When growing in open stands on barren lands, the Jack Pine
has the form of an orchard tree, with a short bole and an open, spreading
crown. Its wood is then of little value ; but in denser stands the trunk is
Fig. 3.
'Flora of the Chicago Region, p. 157.
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fairly tall and straight, with only a small crown, and gives logs of value
for rough uses. In the Lake States, the tree was looked upon formerly
as a weed tree, for the wood, which is light, soft, weak, and close-grained,
was not durable in the soil and could not be used for posts. But after the
development of methods for treating timber to prevent rotting, the wood
could be used for railroad ties ; and it is now employed, mixed with other
woods, in manufacturing paper pulp.
In Minnesota, stands are producing annually six railroad ties and a
cord of other merchantable material per acre ; and Allison- says that on
second-rate agricultural soils it should grow to a height of 45 or 50 feet
and a diameter (at breast height) of 11 inches. In Canada," it is de-
pended upon to produce not less than ^ of a cord of wood per acre
annually through its growth period of 40 to 50 years. In Illinois, its use-
fulness is limited, however, as other pines appear more suitable for our
sand barrens.
PINUS ECHINATA Miller
Yellow Pine Short-leaf Pine
The Yellow Pine is a tall, straight, slender-trunked tree, capped by
a large, oval or round head of living branches. The dark blue-green
leaves are soft and flexible, finely toothed, abruptly pointed, 3 to 5 inches
long, and bound in fascicles of two or three. The nearly sessile staminate
cones are about ;M inch long. Pistillate cones occur in pairs, or in groups
of 3 or 4, near the end of the season's growth on short, stout stalks. At ma-
turity they reach a length of 1,^/2 to 2 inches (the smallest of all the pine
cones), and become chestnut-brown. Old cones remain attached to the
branches for several years. The ends of the cone scales are slightly thick-
ened and bear weak, deciduous prickles. The trunk reaches a height of
80 to 100 feet and a diameter of 3 to 4 feet. The cinnamon-red bark,
sometimes an inch thick, is divided into irregularly angular, scaly plates
by a network of deep fissures.
Distribution: The present range of the Yellow Pine, or Short-leaf
Pine as it is also called, lies chiefly to the south and west of Illinois, but the
tree occurs in two localities in the southern part of the State. The larger
stand occupies a tract of about 200 acres on the hills in Union County
near Wolf Lake, and the smaller stand grows in a sandstone ravine of
Piney Creek, near the town of West Point in Randolph County. The
-Forestry Quarterly 21: 706. 1023.
^ Tree Pamphlet No. 7. Forestry Branch, Department of the Interior. Ottawa,
Canada.
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PLATE 3
PINUS ECHINATA Mii,li:k SHORT-LEAF PINE
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Wolf Lake stand was mentioned years ago by Dr. S. A. Forbes under
the name Finus iiiifis. According to Dr. Schneck. the Short-leaf Pine
formerly grew on the hills in Gallatin County, near the mouth of the
Wabash Ri\er ; but Sargent believes that the tree must have been Piuits
virgiiiiaiia. the eastern Scrub Pine, which is found on the "knobs" of
southern Indiana, and Deam' refers all records of the Short-leaf Pine
in Indiana to this species.
The Short-leaf Pine usually grows in pure stands, though east of
the Mississippi River it often is mixed with hardwoods. It thrives in
well-drained, light, sandy, and gravelly soils. The "Pine Hills" of Union
County, on which it grows, are cherty or gravelly.
Uses: The Short-leaf Pine belongs to the hard pine group, and
its wood is difficult to distinguish from the wood of the Long-leaf and
Loblolly pines, both of which have similar growth rates. The quality of
Short-leaf Pine wood is variable, some of it being almost as light as
white pine, and a certain grade is sold
under the name "Arkansas soft pine."
It is a very useful wood, being utilized
commonly for the interior and ex-
terior finishing of houses, for gen-
eral construction, for manufacturing
paper pulp, excelsior, and cooperage
stock, as well as mine props, and for
numerous other purposes. The small
stands of this pine in Illinois natural-
ly are of no economic importance ; but
some of the trees were cut for lumber
in the early days, and there is an old
log house, still standing just below the
edge of the bluff at Wolf Lake, that
was built entirely of hewed Short-
leaf Pine logs.
Naturalized Pines
In the region just south of the
outlet of Dead River, on the sands
known as the W'aukegan Moorland,
there is, in the words of Pepoon', "a ^ , T^ * -u 4.- * *u v n* Fig. 4. Distribution of the Yellow
veritable miniature forest of conifers, Pine.
'Trees of Indiana, p. 290.
" Flora of the Chicago Region, p. 5.
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of many s|»ecit's. tlu' rcMiIt of wlmlesale seed sowinj^^ sonic sixty years ago"
of Robert Douglass, who "traversed the area on horseback, carrying a
bag of mixed seeds, and threw them
into the wind, thus scattering the
seed far and wide Today some
parts are covered with a most vigor-
ous forest growtli." The pines now
present are the W bite Pine, the
Austrian Pine (P. laricio), the Scotch
Pine (/*. sylvcstris), the Table Moun-
tain Pine {P. piingcns), and the Pitch
Pine (P. rifiida). "To the unobserv-
ant or to the poorly informed ob-
server." says Pepoon, "this growth has
every aj^pearance of being natural,
and in fact is so for all jiractical pur-
poses ; and if no disturbance occurs
in the next generation, the evidence
will all point to Nature instead of Art
Fig. 5. Yellow Pine on the bluffs 'i^ the causation of the peculiar coni-
overlooking the Mississippi bot- ferous flora."
toms at Wolf Lake, Union County.
^
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LARIX Adansox Larch Tamarack
Family Pixaceae
Tall, pyramidal trees with awl-like, deciduous leaves which occur
separately, in a spiral arrangement, on the leading shoots but are held. 20
to 50 together, in crowded fascicles on the older branches. Flowers in
the form of cones, the staminate cones on leafless, and the pistillate cones
on leafy branches ; both kinds terminal and solitary, the latter at matur-
ity bearing 2 winged seeds at the base of its scales ; each scale in the axis
of a persistent bract.
Of the three American species, only one occurs in Illinois.
LARIX LARICINA K. Koch
Tamarack Larch
The Tamarack is a straight tree of moderate height, with long, droop-
ing branches that form an extended, narrow, spire-like head in open stands
or, in close stands, a short, open crown. The awl-like, sharply pointed
leaves are from fi to l^--^ inches long and are borne in characteristic com-
pact bundles of 20 to 50 at intervals
on the older twigs and singly, in a
close spiral, on the season's shoots.
The staminate cones are borne singly
on the tips of short lateral branches
on the one- or two-year-old twigs.
The ovulate cones are borne at the
tips of short, leafy shoots along the
sides of one- to three-year-old twigs
;
and, w^hen they attain maturity in the
autumn of the first year, they are
chestnut-brown and Yz to JK; ii^ch long.
Their 20 or so cone-scales are con-
cave, nearly round, irregularly and
shallowly toothed along the mar-
gins. The bracts are persistent and only half as long as the scales. The
slightly tapering trunk, which rises to a height of 40 or 50 feet and at-
tains a diameter of 15 or sometimes 20 inches, is covered by a reddish-
brown, thin, scaly bark.
Fig. 6. Tamarack in a Lake Coun-
ty bog. Photo by W. G. Waterman.
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LARIX LARICINA K. Kocii
TAMARACK
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Distribution: The Tamarack ranges as a rare and local tree from
Newfoundland westward to Alaska and southward into the north of Illi-
nois and Indiana. Its occurrence in Illinois is limited to two counties,
McHenry and Lake, where it grows in the interior of deep sphagnum
swamps and bogs and along the edges
of lakes. Professor \V. G. Water-
man^ reports that in the Lake County
bogs "the Tamarack forest has been
cut in places, but where relatively un-
touched the growth is dense and there
are many trees up to 10 and 1'3 inches
in diameter." The growth of these
trees is slow, for Professor W'ater-
man says that "a 4-inch stump showed
40 to 50 very narrow rings while one
10 inches in diameter showed T5
rings." In the southern part of its
general range, the Tamarack grows in
cold, deep swamps, in association with
black spruce and Arbor Vitae ; but
in Lake County the trees that accom-
pany it are the Birch, the Aspen, and
the Mountain Ash.
Uses: The wood of the Tama-
rack resembles the wood of the
hard pines. It is brownish, coarse-
grained, and fairly durable, and Fig. 7. Distribution of the Tamarack
1 .^1 1 T.L • J ill Illinois,has a thni sapwood. It is used
for fence posts, telegraph and telephone poles, and railroad ties ; and the
large roots are sometimes dug out and, together with a part of the trunk,
hewed to form "ship's knees," which are used in the keels of wooden ships.
However, the few trees in Illinois have no usefulness beyond the fact
that they stand as representatives of an ancient Illinois forest, now long
vanished throus^h chan<iin"' soils and climates.
Tran.s. Illinois St. Acad. Sci. IG: 220. 1923.
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LARIX DECIDUA .Mii.lkk European Larch
The European Larch, a tret- nnidi like the Tamarack, has been grown
(juite commonly in Illinois for windbreaks and as shade trees; and in
favt)rabk' situations it makes a fjood growth. In 1S*1 Professor T. J.
Hurrill. of the University of Illinois, planted a i)lol of 1^4 acres in the
I'orest Tree Plantation at L'rbana with one-year-old seedlings; and 48
years later (in 1 !»!!•). when a 3^4 -^^'^e i)lot was measured, the trees were
found to have grown an average of 1 1 1 culiic feet per acre annually. The
trees on higher ground bad done verv much better than those ])lanted in
the wetter i)laces.
The usefuhiess of this tree in northern Illinois is indicated by the
fact that in ISl"? Robert Douglas, a niu-seryman of Waukegan already
mentioned in connection with the naturalized ])ine forest near that city,
exhibited, at a meeting of the Illinois Ilorticuhural Society, some speci-
mens of the European Larch, one of which was about a foot in diameter
—an average growth of nearly an inch for each of the tree's thirteen years.
It is stated by Pepoon^ that the European Larch is now "occasionally
spontaneous about towns and along railways" in the Chicago region,
"where it is jilanted as a snow protection."
TAXODIUM Ri( HARD Bald Cypress
Family Pinaceae
Deciduous, cone-bearing trees, with scale-like and needle-like leaves
that are borne singly and disposed respectively in close spirals or in two
ranks on the lateral twigs. Flowers in the form of cones ; staminate cones
in terminal, scaly-leaved panicles; ovulate cones scattered on the ends of
year-old branches, maturing the hrst year. Seeds in pairs under each
cone-scale : each seed with '-i thick lateral wings and a long slender point.
Although in ancient geological ages the genus was widely distril)uted
over North America and Europe, it is confined now to the North Ameri-
can continent, where there are two species, one of which occurs in the
United States.
'Flora of the Chicago Region, p. 157.
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TAXODIUM DISTICHUM Richard BALD CYPRESS
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TAXODIUM DISTICHUM Richard
Bald Cypress Deciduous Cypress
The Bald Cypress is a tall, straight tree, with long, slender branches
that give voung trees a narrow. ])yramidal shape, but on old trees spread
out to form a very broad, low crown. The short lateral branchlets usual-
ly extend nearly at right angles to their supporting branch and fall from
the tree at the end of the season. The leaves are of two kinds, appear-
ing on some vegetative twigs in 2 ranks as linear, pointed, yellowish-green
needles ^2 to -j^ inch long, and on the staminiferous panicles and other
vegetative twigs as spirally-arranged, appressed scales. The numerous
staminate cones are borne on long panicles on the season's growth. The
ovulate cones usually are borne in pairs (but not ojiposite each other)
toward the ends of one-year-old branches ; and at maturity they appear
as woody balls about 1 inch in diameter, made up of closely fitted scales.
The straight triuik, which often attains a height of 150 feet and a di-
ameter of 4 or 5 feet above its broad and buttressed hollow base, is clothed
with cinnamon-red bark 1 to •? inches thick, which is divided by narrow
fissures into broad, flat ridges. In natural situations, the roots send up
woody growths, the "cypress knees," through the ground and water above.
Distribution : The range of the Bald Cypress extends from south-
ern Delaware southward along the Atlantic coast to Florida, westward
through the Gulf region to Texas, and northward by way of the valleys
of the Mississippi and its tributatries to southern Illinois and Indiana. In
Illinois, at the present time, it is growing in the ^Mississippi bottoms in
Alexander and Union counties and is. besides, an important tree in the
bottomland forests of the Ohio, the Cache, and the Wabash rivers. It
extends northward along the Wabash River to the southern part of Wa-
bash Countv and, according to Hall and IngalP, it grew in Hamilton
Comity previous to l!)(li3.
Throughout its range in Illinois, the Bald Cypress is associated, as
a dominant tree, with the Tupelo and the Red and Black gums in the
forest that occupies the low and swampy bottomlands of the Mississippi,
the Ohio, and the lower Wabash ; and in these situations grow also the
Pecan, Water Hickory, Soft Maple, Sycamore. Ash. Elm, Hackberry.
Honey Locust, cottonwoods. and the water-tolerating oaks.
Uses: The wood of the Bald Cypress is light, soft, and straight-
grained, and has a characteristic greasy feeling when it is rubbed. The
growth rings are often double, and there are numerous resin cells but no
resin ducts. The lumber trade recognizes a special grade, known as
1 state Lab. Xat. Hi.st. Bui. Vol. U. Art. 4. l&ll.
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"pccky" or "pegjry" cypress, whicli
comes from trees attacked by a para-
sitic fungus. Trees so diseased can
not be recognized before they arc cut
:
l)ut, as the decay stops with the death
of the tree, the kimber is still usable
for crating and other purposes where
strength is not re(|uired.
Since cypress responds well to
paints, enamels, and varnishes, it is in
demand for ceilings, wainscoting, and
flooring ; and, as striking effects can
be secured, it is in demand also for
])ancls and doors. Its durability when
exposed to water and weather makes
it a desirable wood for drain-boards
and kitchen cupboards in homes, as
well as for constructing greenhouses,
silos, tanks, coffins, boats, and ships,
and for posts, poles, and railroad ties.
Cypress shingles- last for 15 to 30
years, equaling the durability of cedar
and exceeding the durability of all
other American woods used for that
])urpose.
The Bald Cypress has been cut for lumber in all the counties marked
in Figure 10. and according to the Census Reports the yield of lumber
has ranged from 1.435,000 board feet in 18i>!) to 2,228.000 board feet in
]!)!!). The original cypress forest, estimated to have covered, in mixed
and pure stands, an area of approximately 250,000 acres', has been re-
duced by cutting to about 21,000 acres of commercial timber, and the yield
in 1!»25 was only : 00,000 board feet. The settlement of the forest land
and its reclamation to agricultural jjurjjoses l)y drainage are setting up
conditions that not only prevent the re-estal)Iishment of cypress in the
cut-over forest but even result in the death of established trees. Where
the forest land is not otherwise used, the new soil conditions allow hard-
woods such as the Maple, Ash, Elm, and Cottonwood to take precedence.
Already this once abundant tree has been exploited to the full ; and it is,
indeed, but a matter of years till the cypress will exist only in the small
and isolated remnants of a once magnificent forest.
Fi(j. 10. Distribution of the Bald
Cypress.
= See N.
Page .160.
'Stale Nat. Hist. Surv. Bui. 16: 12
Brown's Fore.st Products: Their Manufacture and Use. 1919.
1926.
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THUJA Linnaeus Arbor Vitae
Family Pinaceae
White Cedar
Evergreen, cone-bearing trees, with small, scale-like leaves flatly com-
pressed on the smaller branchlets. Flowers in the form of cones and of
two kinds, the pollen-bearing and ovulate cones, terminal and solitary on
separate short lateral branches grown from buds of the previous autumn.
The erect seed-bearing cones mature the first year. Seeds in pairs, erect on
the base of the cone-scales, and (in our species) with broad lateral wings.
There are five recognized species of Thuja, all confined to North
America. Japan, Korea, and Northern China. Of these, only two are
North American, one native in the East, the other in the West.
THUJA OCCIDENTALIS Linnaeu.s
Arbor Vitae White Cedar
The Arbor Vitae is a rather small tree, with a straight or divided
trunk and short branches that bend upward to form a narrow and com-
pact conical head. On the leading
branches there are long-pointed leaves
34 inch long ; but on the lateral bran-
ches the much-flattened, short-pointed,
-i-ranked leaves are about ^s nich
long. Both kinds of cones are termi-
nal and solitary on short lateral
branches, the globular staminate cones
and the o\oid ovulate cones both about
1/16 inch long, the former with -1 to
6 pollen-bearing scales, the latter with
4 to 6 pairs of scales. The mature
seed-bearing cone, from j/3 to 3,-2 inch
long, though opening in the autumn of
its first year, clings to the tree through
the following winter. The thin, cin-
namon-brown cone-scales are some-
what woody and. though the outer
pair usually are sterile, bear 2 light-
brown seeds, each about Is inch long
and nearly encircled by a broad wing.
The trunk, which commonly attains a
height of 30 to 50 feet and a diameter Fig. 11.
of 1 to 2 feet, usually divides into tw^o
Distribution of the Arbor
Vitae.
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or three stout, upright secondar\- stems, and it often is lobed and but-
tressed at the base. The light, red-tinted mature bark. '4 inch thick, is
broken into narrow ridges by shallow fissures.
Distribution: The range of the Arbor \'itae extends westward from
Nova Scotia to the Saskatchewan and southward, along the mountains.
to North Carolina. \'irginia. and Tennessee ; but the tree is found in Illi-
nois only in the northeast corner of the State, where it is associated with
the Tamarack in the bogs of Lake County and persists as an isolated rem-
nant of larger stands in the P^lgin City Park, as one of the trees clothing
historic Starved Rock, "and on 'springy' blufifs" at Highland Park^ in
Cook County. These situations are characteristic of its natural habitat
in the far north.
Uses: The aromatic, brown-tinted, yellow wood of the Arbor \'itae,
known in tiie lumber trade as "northern white cedar," is light, soft, brittle,
and straight though coarsely grained. Like the wood of other swamp-
inhabiting evergreens, it is durable ; and because of this it serves excel-
lently for railroad ties, poles, ])osts, and shingles, as well as for manufac-
tured articles, such as canoes, where its lightness is also an asset.
JUNIPERUS Ltxx.\eus Red Cedar
Family Pinaceae
Small, aromatic, evergreen trees and shrubs, with slender branches.
The leaves are awl-like or scale-like and are borne in whorls of three,
oppositely in pairs, or alternately. Flowers in the form of cones, axillary,
or terminal on short axillary branches grown from buds of the previous
autumn
; ovulate cones maturing into a fleshy, berry-like fruit.
This is a genus of many species and with a range that extends through-
out a great part of the Northern Hemisphere. There are about a dozen
species in North America, some being trees and some low shrubs. Of
the two species in Illinois, one is a tree.
JUNIPERUS VIRGINIANA Linnaeus
Red Cedar Savin
The Red Cedar is a small, straight tree, with slender, horizontal or
ascending branches that form a narrow, com])act, conical crown. The
dark blue-green, sharply pointed leaves, which stand in four ranks formed
by the alternate placement of pairs, are of two kinds, one scale-like and
about 1/16 inch long, the other awl-like and from 1/4 to •>4 inch long. The
'Flora of the Chicago Region, p. 157.
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THUJA OCCIDENTALIS Linnaeus ARBOR VITAE
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PLATE T
JUNIPERUS VIRGIXIANA Linnaeus RED CEDAR
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staminate and ovulate cones are borne on separate trees ; and the ovulate
cones mature, in autumn of the first year, as globose, dark-blue, glaucous
berries, which bear 1 or 2 small, brown, wingless seeds on each of their
fleshy, coherent scales. The straight trunk, which attains a height of 20
to 50 feet and a diameter of 1 to 2 feet, often is lobed. eccentric, and
buttressed at the base ; and its thin, red-tinted, brown bark peels off in
long, narrow, fibrous strips.
Distribution: The Red Cedar ranges from Nova Scotia southwest-
ward to eastern North Dakota and southward to Florida and Texas.
Throughout this territory it thrives in a wide range of situations, pre-
ferring abandoned fields, wastelands, and rocky, limestone cliff's, but grow-
ing well in swamps and bottomlands. It is found throughout the length
and breadth of Illinois, where it is by far the commonest and best known
of the evergreens. It grows very abundantly on barren and sterile soil.
In hilly country, it often forms an evergreen rim on the edges of cliffs.
In southern Illinois, where the Red Cedar is most abundant, it is
found frecjuently in association with the Black Locust and the Black Oak.
and farther north, as in Adams County, it grows with the Black and
White oaks and hickory.
Uses: The light, fragrant, fine-
grained wood of the Red Cedar is soft
and brittle but exceedingly duralJe.
and serves well for fence posts, poles,
railroad ties, and in the manufacture
of wooden articles which must Avith-
stand the weather. Red Cedar rail-
road ties, untreated, are reported' to
have a durability of from 12 to 15
years—a record exceeded only by the
Black Locust and equalled only by the
Northern White Cedar and the Red-
wood.
The contrast in color between the
red heartwood and the white sap wood
makes it possible, by proper sawing,
to secure a variegated lumber beauti-
fully adapted to certain types of inter-
ior finishing. The essential oils that
the lumber contains make it useful for
moth-proof chests and clothes closets.
...
, „^^ ^„„ , , . . Fig. 12. Distribution of the RedAlthough 600,000 board teet ot Cedar.
See N. C. Brown's Forest Products: Their ;Manufacture and Use, p. 292.
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Red Cedar luiuber was i)roduced in Illinois in 1922, the tree cannot be
recommended as protitable. for an analysis of the stems of 2(iO trees taken
in 1920 from pure and mixed stands showed that the tree grows very
slowly, requiring an average of 50 years to produce 2 fence posts.
The Red Cedar acts as an alternate host for a destructive fungous
disease of apples, the apple rust ; and for this reason is not recommended
for planting, even as an ornamental tree, in the vicinity of apple orchards.
POPULUS Linnaeus The Poplars
Family Salicaceae
Large, rapidly growing, deciduous trees, with broad-bladed. alter-
nately arranged leaves. Flowers in large, pendulous catkins, and of two
kinds ; the pistillate and staminate flowers appearing on separate trees
before the leaves, each flower surrounded by a cup-shaped disk. Twigs
of moderate size, round or o-angled. wath small, o-angled pith and with
sessile, solitary, medium-sized buds covered by several thin, resinous
scales.
There arc 34 recognized species of Populus. ranging through the
Northern Hemisphere from the Arctic Circle south into Mexico and
Northern Africa; and of the 15 species that occur in North America, 4
are found in Illinois.
KEY TO THE ILLINOIS POPLARS
Leaves 2-3 inches long, with 12 or fewer stout teetli on each side of tlie
blade; buds divergent, hardly resinous, hairy at least on the
thin margins of their scales P. grandidentata p. 50
Leaves generally in excess of .3 inches long, and with more than 12
teeth on each side of the blade; buds generally appressed,
distinctly resinous, and without hairs.
Leaf-petioles round; buds small and brown; young twigs and leaves
heavily coated with white wool P. heterophylla p. 52
Leaf-petioles flattened laterally; buds red- or chestnut-brown,
lustrous; leaves at most hairy; young twigs sometimes
woolly.
Leaves rather finely toothed, usually less than 3i/^ inches wide;
buds slightly resinous, less than % inch long.. P. tremuloides p. 47
Leaves more coarsely toothed, usually 3i/^ inches wide; buds
gummy with resin, more than % inch long.... P. balsamifera p. 54
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POPULUS TREMULOIDES Michaux
Aspen Quaking Asp
The Aspen is a small tree, with a narrow, open, ronnd-topped crown
consisting of slender, up-tilted branches that droop at the tips. The thin,
tirm. smooth, lustrous leaves are broadly ovate and have a sharp point and
a rounded base. Their margins are finely and regularly toothed, and the
petioles are strongly flattened. The
cylindrical, hairy catkins, which ap-
pear late in March or early in April,
are from 1^^ to 'ZjA inches long, the
staminate catkin reddened by its pol-
len-sacs. The pistillate catkin ma-
tures in May or June, bearing minute
brown seeds, each with a tuft of white
hair at one end, in curved, thin-walled
capsules, about 34 i"ch long, situated
at intervals along the now elongated
(
.") to 4: inches ) stalk. The twigs are
slender, smooth, and lustrous, turning
reddish-brown and finally gray. The
conical, slightly resinous, curved, and
jjointed leaf-buds, about ^ of an inch
long, are covered by 6 or 7 lustrous,
hairless, reddish scales and are close-
ly appressed to the twigs, while the
larger but otherwise similar flower
buds are rather divergent. The trunk,
which may attain a diameter of 1 or
even 2 feet, is clothed at maturity Ijy
nearly black, fissured bark with broad,
flat ridges; but on younger trees and higher on the boles of mature trees
the bark is thinner, yellow-green to gray, and roughened by wart-like
growths. The tree usually attains a height of from 30 to 60 feet.
Distribution: The Aspen in the north has a transcontinental range
that extends from southern Labrador westward to Alaska, but southward,
on the plains, it extends onlv through northern Indiana and Illinois into
northeastern Missouri. In Illinois it is not a common tree. It has been
found as far south as St. Clair County in the west, but according to Rob-
ert Ridgwav it does not occur in the woods of Wabash Countv. In the
Pig. 13. Distribution of the Aspen.
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POPULUS TREMULOIDES Michaux ASPEN
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licaoh re.iiion north (jf Waiikegan, Gates found Aspen with Burr Oak
and hickory. In Lake County he found it on the edges of boggy prairies,
while Gleason' says that the Aspen is an inhabitant of the swampy swales
between the sandy hills and that an occasional tree is found in the Burr
Oak association in the sand areas of Winnebago, Lee, and Kankakee
Counties. In Whiteside County, we have found it in young stands of
oak. hickory, ash. cherry, and Black Locust, presumably on burned-over
land, and we have found it in company with poplars on the sides of eroded
gullies in Lee and Carroll counties, where it seemed as much a pioneer
as on sand and burned-over land.
Uses: The light-brown, close-grained wood of the Aspen is light,
soft, and weak, and has few commercial uses. When mixed with spruce
and hr. it is used in the manufacture of "sulphate-pulp," and its lumber
is used occasionally in turnery. As a fuel wood, it is fair, but it does not
have the heating and lasting qualities of birch and maple. The wood is
not durable in the soil and so is not satisfactory for fence posts, poles, or
ties. But the ability of the tree to establish itself quickly on burned-over
or denuded land makes it useful as a protecting cover for slower-growing
and more valuable trees.
POPULUS GRANDIDENTATA Michaux
Poplar Large-toothed Aspen
The Poplar is a small to medium-sized tree, with slender, rather rigid
branches and stout twigs, which form a narrow, round-topped, and open
crown. The thin, firm leaves, though at first white-woolly, are at length
smooth and yellow-green, with sharp points and rounded or broadly
wedge-shaped bases and petioles strongly flattened at the sides. The
cylindrical, hairy catkins, at first 1^4 to 2^ inches long, appear in late
March and April, the staminate and pistillate catkins being on separate
trees. The fruit, which matures in May as the leaves come out, consists
of a small, curved capsule, many of which are disposed loosely on the
stalk of the mature pistillate catkin, which is then 5 to 6 inches long. The
minute brown seeds set free from the capsules are provided at one end with
a tuft of white hair. The divergent flower and leaf buds are separate, the
broadly ovate, rather pointed leaf buds, which are covered by 6 or 7
rounded, somewhat hairy, chestnut-brown scales, being about Ys inch
long, and the flower buds, which are similar, being larger and more diver-
gent. The twigs are rather stout and, though mostly smooth and lustrous,
' in. state Lab. Nat. Hi.st. Bui. Vol. 9, Art. 3. 1910.
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often gray-hairy toward the tip, with a dark reddish or yellowish brown
bark. The trunk, which on old trees is covered by thick, dark-brown bark-
roughened by irregular fissures and broad, flat ridges, attains a diameter
of from 1 to 2 feet. The tree usually is from 25 to 50 feet tall.
Distributioji: The Poplar is an
inhabitant of rich, sandy soils near
the borders of swamps, from Nova
Scotia westward to northern Minne-
sota and southward to central Ken-
tucky and Tennessee. In Illinois, it
is to be found in most of the coun-
ties in the northern tier ; and its range
extends southeastward as far as Wa-
bash County, where it has been col-
lected by Jacob Schneck and Robert
Ridgway. According to Gleason, it
grows with Burr Oak in the sand area
at Amboy, Lee County, and also as
an occasional pioneer in the Black Oak
woods. In the main, the tree pre-
fers rich, sandy soil in the vicinity of
streams and swamps, although it is
reported in the dry, upland woods of
Peoria County and may be found
on eroded land and sand dunes.
Uses: The close-grained, pale-
brown heartwood and nearly white
sapwood of the Poplar (see page 301 ) is light, soft, and weak. Though
used for excelsior and pulp and in the manufacture of small wooden
articles, it has little commercial value. The tree itself, because it grows
rapidly on burned or barren land, is useful as a covering beneath which
more valuable trees can establish themselves.
Distribution of the Poplar.
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POPULUS HETEROPHYLLA Linnaeus
Swamp Cottonwood Black Cottonwood
The Swani]! Cottonwood is a small tree, with a few irregularly ar-
ranged, large limbs which form a narrow. o])en, roun(l-topj)e(l crown.
The thin, firm leaves, which are at first densely hairy but later become
dark-green and smooth above and ])aler and woolly beneath, are broadly
ovate, with rather oljtuse points,
round or heart-shaped bases, and fine-
ly toothed margins. The stout, dense-
ly flowered staminate catkins, which
appear in April or May. are about 2
or 2^ inches long, while the broad,
few-flowered pistillate catkins, which
occur on other trees, are from 1 to 2
inches long. The fruits, thick-walled,
long stalked, reddish-brown capsules
about 34 ii'ich long, open in May,
when the leaves are about half grown,
and set free the minute, dark-brown,
white-hairy seeds. The twigs are
stout and, though at first velvety, soon
become lustrous ; and their angled
pith is a conspicuous orange. The
flower and leaf buds are distinct, the
ovate, sharply pointed, reddish-browai
leaf buds, which are covered by 4 to
1 slightly hairy scales, being about 34
inch long, and the flower buds, though
Fk;. 15. Distribution of the Swamp otherwise qtiite similar, about ^ inch
Cottonwood.
,^,,^^ yi^g straight, tapering trunk.
which at maturity is covered by light reddish-brown, thick bark I'ough-
ened by narrow, shallow fissures and long, narrow, flat ridges, rarely at-
tains a diameter of 12 inches; and the height of the tree usually is from
25 to 40 feet.
Distribution: The natural range of the Swamp Cottonwood extends
from Connecticut southward to Georgia and I-'lorida, westward along the
Gulf to l>ouisiana, and northward again along the Mississippi Valley into
Michigan. In Illinois, it is a distinctly southern tree, for it extends north-
ward onlv to Richland Countv in the east and to St. Clair Countv in the
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west. It is a lover of low. rich lands subject to the overflow of rivers
and makes its best growth on the flood plains of the ^lississippi and in
the valleys of the Bi": Muddy, the Cache, and the Little Wabash rivers.
According to Ridgway, it occurs with the Black Willow on the bord-
ers of swanijjs and attains a height of S)<> feet and a diameter of 2}/4 feet
in the Wabash X'alley.
Uses: The dull-brown heartwood and the thin, pale-brown sapwood
of the Swamp Cottonwood are close-grained, soft, and w^eak, and have
little commercial value. In Arkansas and Missouri, however, the tree is
cut and sawed ; and the lumber derived from it, known in the lumber trade
as "black poplar" and "black cottonwood," is used in the interior finishing
of houses. In Union and Alexander Counties, where the Swamp Cotton-
wood is cut, along with other swamp inhabiting trees, its lumber is sold,
chiefly in the Cairo market, for use in the manufacture of box boards and
egg crates ; and in this region, natural stands are capable of yielding over
7,500 board feet per acre.
POPULUS BALSAMIFERA Linnaeus
Cottonwood
The Cottcnwood is a large tree, with a narrow, open, irregular crown
made up of a few massive, erect branches which are bushy at the ends.
The dark-green, lustrous leaves, which are thin and firm, from 3 to 6
inches long and about half as broad, very sharply pointed, and rounded
or heart-shaped at the base, have finely toothed margins and long, slender,
round petioles; and there are 2 glands on the leaf blade at its union with
the petiole. The pendulous, densely flowered catkins, which appear in
April and May before the leaves, are hairy, cylindrical structures from
2y2 to 4 inches long. The pistillate catkins, which mature in late May or
June, bear a considerable number of rather closely placed, oval, pointed,
brown capsules, which open by 2 opposite seams and set free the minute,
pale-brown, white-haired seeds. The stout, lustrous twigs, at first bright
reddish-brown, finally become yellowish and often angular. The sharply
pointed, gummy buds, which are J/< to 1 inch long, are rather divergent
from the twig and are covered by dark-red scales. The trunk, which is
covered by dark, red-tinted, gray, thick bark that is roughened by narrow
fissures and broad, scaly ridges, attains a diameter of 1 to 3 feet ; and the
height of the tree is from 60 to TO feet.
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Distribitfio)!: The Cottonwood is rather widely distrihuted over the
northeastern part of the United States, hut it is everywhere a rare and
local tree. In Illinois, it is found here and there through the length and
hreadth of the State, in small groups on rich, moist river banks and bot-
tomlands.
Uses: The pale-brown heartwood and the thick, white sapwood of
the Cottonwood are light and weak, soft and close-grained, and of little
value, except that when mixed with the wood of other trees they serve
in the manufacture of paper pulp. Cottonwood can be used also for ex-
celsior ; and when the tree is large, it can be made into match stock. Al-
though the wood is tougher than that of the Aspen, it does not make a
desirable fuel.
Fig. 16, Distribution of the Cottonwood.
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POPULUS BALSAMIFERA Linnakus
\ aricty VIRGINIANA Saro;ent
Virginia Cottonwood
The X'irfjinia (, ottonwoixl is a fairly large tree, with a broad, rounded,
and open crown formed of several massive, spreading limbs that are pen-
dulous at the ends. The smooth and lustrous, light-green leaves, which
at maturity are thicl< and firm and somewhat triangidar, have sharply
])ointed li])s. nearly square or wedge-
shaped bases, and rather coarsely
toothed margins ; and the long, slender
petioles are smooth and flattened on
the sides. The stout, cylindrical stam-
inate catkins, from 3 to 4 inches long,
are densely flowered. The long and
pendulous pistillate catkins are few-
flowered and produce, in May or early
June, a number of ovoid, sharply
pointed capsules, ^4 to ^2 inch long,
which open by 3 or -i partitions and
liberate the tiny, pale-brown, white-
or rusty-hairy seeds. The stout and
smooth, green-tinted, yellow, and lus-
trous twigs are round, or, just below
the buds, a little angular ; and the
ovate, sharply pointed, and divergent
buds, j/2 to ;}4 inch long, are inclosed
I y (i cr 7 smooth and lustrous, chest-
nut-brown scales that bear a yellow,
fragrant resin on their inner surface.
Distribution of the Virginia The trunk, which is clothed by ashy-
Cottonwood.
gj.,^y ^^^^ 1^, to 2 inches thick, with
l)road. rounded, scaly ridges, reaches a diameter of 2 to 3 feet : and the
height of the tree is from 50 to 70 feet.
Distribution: The range of the Virginia Cottonwood extends from
the Province of Quebec westward to southern Minnesota and southward
to Florida, the Gulf States, and western Texas. It is found, often in
extensive, open groves, along the banks of streams. In Illinois, it oc-
curs in suitable situations throughout the State and is far more common
than Populus balsamifcra itself. On the islands of the Mississippi River
FKi. 11
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PLATE 11 VIRGINIA COTTONWOOD
POPULUS BALSAMIFERA VIRGINIANA Sargent
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in Whiteside County. X'irginia Cottonwood is found with Soft Maple.
Ehn. Willow. River I'irch. Pin Oak, and Ash. where it forms a
growth per acre of SS trees over (! inches in diameter and yields 18 cords
per acre. The tallest tree in this region measured <S() feet in height. To
the south, this tree grows, with the Swamp Cottonwood, along the levees
of the Mississippi River in Union and Alexander counties, where it often
is mixed with maples, gums. Sycamore, Elm, and Willow, though the stand
at times may be almost pure.
Uses: The wood derived from the \'irginia Cottonwood is light and
soft as well as weak and fine-grained, but tough. The heartwood is
dark-brown, and the sapwood is thick and nearly white. In the main, it
is used for manufacturing pulp and packing cases and for light fuel. The
lumber is hard to season, due to a tendency of the wood to warp exces-
sively, and though easily worked and finished, it often has a "woolly" tex-
ture when planed. It is especially valuable for crating uncanned foods,
for besides making a strong container it does not impart a woody taste
or odor to the foods. As a result, the trees that are cut in Union and
Alexander counties are used mainly in the manufacture of egg crates,
baskets, berry boxes, and the like. Because of its toughness, it is used
also in three-ply veneer, from which trunks, musical instruments, and
furniture drawers are made ; but it is most acceptable for wagon boxes,
scoop-boards, barn flexors, the lining of refrigerator cars, and for bridge
floors, in all of which its toughness is its main asset. Its minor uses in-
clude pyrography, where its whiteness is of value, and the manufacture
of excelsior and slack cooperage, that is, the staves and heads of barrels.
Grown on the Mississippi, Ohio, and Illinois rivers, trees of this variety
are being cut into logs, or "bolts," -i^/^ feet long with a minimum diameter
of 3 inches, and are sold in Ohio for pulpwood.
Because of its softness, this is one of the few woods not acceptable
for railroad ties, but it provides serviceable fence posts when treated with
coal-tar creosote against decay.
In southern Illinois, this tree grows very rapidly, for there the over-
flowed land and the rich, alluvial soil afford its ideal conditions ; but even
on sand it will make a fair growth. Its seeds require abundant sunlight
and moisture for germination ; and it proves a useful tree for planting on
"blow sand" and in eroded regions. But, being intolerant of shade, the
stand rapidly thins out as it grows ; and at maturity there may not be over
80 or 00 good-sized trees to the acre.
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Other Poplars in Illinois
Populus tacaiiuihacca Miller, the Tacamahac, is possibly not native to
Illinois, though numerous collections have been so reported. Populns
canadensis Muenchhausen, which is believed to be a hybrid between P.
balsamifcni and P. nigra, is best known by the variety Eugenic Schelle.
the Carolina I'oplar of the American nurseries. It occasionally escapes
from cultivation. The Balm of Gilead, Populus candicans Alton, is re-
ported by Pepoon^ near the shore of Lake Alichigan in the vicinitv of
Montrose Boulevard and northward
; and the Lombardy Poplar, Populus
nigra Italica du Roi, is also reported by Pepoon' as having been "original-
ly abundant near Lake Michigan for one-fourth of a mile north of Wil-
son Ave."
SALIX Linnaeus The Willov^s
Family Salicaceae
Deciduous trees or shrubs, with broad- or narrow-bladed, feather-
veined, alternately arranged leaves. Flowers in sessile or stalked catkins
placed laterally or terminally on leafy branches; pistillate and staminate
catkins on separate trees, appearing before the leaves ; each flower with
a small, gland-like disk. Twigs slender and round, with small and round
white pith. Buds mostly small, sessile, appressed, covered by a single
exposed scale. Fruit a small, sharply pointed, one-celled capsule, which
separates at maturity into 2 recurved parts.
There are between 160 and 170 species of Salix, and the range of
the genus extends from the Arctic region southward to Brazil and Chili
in the Americas, and to Madagascar, southern Africa, the Malay Peni-
sula, Java, and Sumatra. About 70 species attain tree size; and of this
number, 21 occur in North America and 2 in Illinois.
KEY TO THE ILLINOIS WILLOWS
Leaves narrow ( i/4--?4 inch wide), green on both sides; petioles short;
twigs dark green S. nigra p. 60
Leaves broader (%-li4 inches), whitened beneath; eptioles longer
(%-% inch) ; twigs yellowish S. amygdaloides p. 62
' Flora of the Chicago Region, pp. 272-273.
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SALIX NIGRA Marshall
Black Willow
'i'he Black \\'i!U)w usually is a small tree, with a broad, open crown
of stout, ascending branches that droop at the ends. The thin, light-
green, and lustrous leaves. 3 to (i inches long by yi to ji inch wide, have
long, attenuated tips, rounded or wedge-shaped bases, and finely toothed
margins. The petioles are short and
straight. Narrow, cylindrical catkins,
I to 3 inches long, appear in May on
the ends of short leafy branches, the
pistillate catkins maturing smooth, red-
dish-l)rown capsules about % inch
long, which contain the minute, white-
hairy seeds. The slender, reddis-
brown to pale-orange twigs are brittle
at the base and have no end bud ; but
the sharply pointed lateral buds are
about
-fV to ^8 inch long and are
covered by one reddish-brown scale.
The trunk, which occasionally attains
a diameter of 2 or 3 feet, is covered
by thick, brown or nearly black bark
deeply furrowed into narrow, con-
nected ridges. The height of the
tree usually is from 30 to 40 feet.
Dislribittioii: The Black Willow
ranges from southern New Brunswick
westward to the north of Lake Super-
ior and southward to Georgia in the
East and Texas in the West. It is a
tree of low, alluvial ground, and occurs in such situations throughout Illi-
nois. It is particularly prevalent along the course of the Mississippi, and
increases in size and abundance toward the south.
Uses: The fine-grained, soft wood of the Black Willow, pale red-
dish-brown in the heart and nearly white in the sapwood, is light and weak
and yields only a low grade of lumber, suitable in the main for crates and
boxes, because of its toughness and pleasant odor. But a fine grade of
charcoal is obtained from it, which is particularly in demand for medici-
nal and chemical purposes, especially the manufacture of gun powder.
The wood is suitable also for paper pulp ; and the tree is now cut on the
Fig. 18. Distribution of the Black
Willow.
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islands and shores of the Mississippi, the Ilhnois. and the Ohio River up
to Shawneetown and deHvered by barge to the markets, where it is pur-
chased at a fair price by an Ohio pulp manufacturer. For this use, the
willow logs must be sound and must be at least 3 inches in diameter at
the small end.
The Black Willow also has an important agricultural use, for the
cuttings sprout readily and grow rapidly, and when they are planted in
eroded guUies and along stream banks they successfully combat the de-
-structive action of water.
SALIX AMYGDALOIDES Andersson
Peach Willow Almond Willow
The Peach Willow is a rather tall tree, with a narrow, rounded head
of straight, up-tilted branches. The broad and firm but thin leaves are
green and lustrous above but whitened with bloom beneath, and they have
long, slender points, rounded or wedge-shaped bases, and finely toothed
edges. Their slender petioles are
round, 34 to ^ inch long, and usually
twisted. The catkins, which are long
and erect, appear in May with the
leaves ; and the pistillate catkins bear
at maturity a considerable number of
short-stalked, yellowish, conical cap-
sules y^ inch long, which open along
2 seams to liberate the tiny, hairy
seeds. The slender, yellowish twigs,
which are not brittle at the base, are
smooth or rarely a little hairy and are
marked with scattered, pale lenticels.
There is no end bud. The lateral buds
are about y% inch long, rather blunt,
and are inclosed in one shiny brown
scale. The trunk, which extends high
into the crown, attains a diameter of
1 to 2 feet ; and the brown bark with
which it is covered is divided by fis-
sures into flat, connected ridges. The
tree customarily attains a height of
60 to rO feet.Ym. 19. Distribution of the Peach
Willow.
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Distribiilioii: The I'each Willow, sometimes called the Almond Wil-
low, is a tree of stream banks. It ranges from Montreal westward into
Oregon and Washington and southwestward into Texas. In Illinois, it is
confined to the southwestern section of the State, with the exception of
Adams and Pike counties.
Uses: The close-grained, weak wood of the Peach Willow, which
is light-brown in the heart and white in the thick sapwood, is soft and
inferior and is only occasionally sawed into cheap lumber. But it fur-
nishes a good source of charcoal and is cut in Illinois for the same pur-
poses as the wood of the Black Willow.
JUGLANS Linnaeus The Walnuts
Family Juglandaceae
Large, deciduous trees, with very large, alternate leaves divided into
a number of leaflets arranged in pairs at intervals on the petiole, which
is tipped by a single leaflet. Flowers of two kinds, both produced by
the same tree : the staminate flowers in catkins ; the pistillate flowers soli-
tary or in clusters. Fruit consisting of a pulpy husk and. within it, a
globose, roughly fissured, hard, and thick-walled nut. Twigs stout and
more or less fluted, their brow n and angular pith chambered by thin plates,
their large end buds covered by 2 pairs of opposite scales, and their blunt
and somewhat flattened axillary buds standing above large, 3-lobed leaf
scars.
The 11 species of this genus are widely distributed in the temperate
and subtropical regions of North and South America, in China, Japan,
and Formosa. Of the 6 North American species, 2 are natives of Illinois.
KEY TO THE ILLINOIS WALNUTS
Leaflets 7-19; twig-pith dark-brown; terminal bud elongated; leaf-scars
hairy at the upper edge; husk and nut much longer than wide;
bark gray, with smooth ridges J. cinerea p. 65
Leaflets 11-23; twig-pith light-brown; terminal bud globular; leaf-scars
without hairs; husk and nut nearly spherical; bark dark-brown,
with rough ridges J. nigra p. 68
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JUGLANS CINEREA Linnaeus
Butternut
The Butternut, called also White Walnut, is a tree of moderate size,
with a trunk that divides into several stout limbs which spread horizon-
tally and form a broad and symmetrical, round-topped crown. The com-
pound leaves, which are 15 to 30 inches long, are made up of from 6 to
18 nearly sessile leaflets arranged in
pairs (not necessarily opposite) along
the stout, hairy petiole and a single
terminal, long-stalked leaflet. The
leaflets themselves are 3 to 4 inches
long by iy2 to 2 inches wide, their
blades unequally expanded on the two
sides of the main nerve, the upper
face yellow-green and wrinkled, and
the lower face pale and covered with
soft hairs. The pendulous, cylindri-
cal staminate catkins grow from lat-
eral buds on year-old twigs, and the
pistillate flowers, which are about Ys
inch long and without a stalk, are
found in spikes of 6 to 8 flowers at
the tip of the new growth. Both
kinds of flowers are borne on the
same branchlet, usually near each
other. The fruit, an ellipsoid, 4-
ridged, roughly corrugated, pointed
nut. lies within an indehiscent, green,
pulpy husk covered with glandular
hairs. The stout, lustrous twigs, at
first greenish but becoming reddish-or orange-brown, have dark-brown
pith divided by firm diaphragms and carry small, blunt, lateral buds often
superposed above the hair-fringed tops of the 3-lobed leaf scars. The
terminal bud is J^ to ^ inch long and very bluntly pointed. The short,
stout trunk, which is clothed by a thin, light-gray bark fissured into broad,
scaly ridges, attains a diameter or 1 or 2 feet and usually divides at a
height of 15 to 20 feet, but under good conditions often forms a tall,
straight bole with very little taper. The tree is usually 30 to 50 feet high,
but it may attain a height of 100 feet.
Fig. 20. Distribution of the
Butternut.
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Distribution: The Butternut has a range that extends from New
Brunswick, in eastern Canada, westward into Minnesota and southward
into Georgia and Arkansas. It is fovind throughout lUinois, in the rich,
moist soils of ravines and on drier and poorer hilly groimd along streams.
In the northern counties, in which it is not encountered frequently, it oc-
curs in small, scattered, and often isolated groups ; but in the southern
counties, which are nearer the center of its distribution in Kentucky and
Tennessee, it is common and even conspicuous in the ravines. It is re-
ported by Pepoon\ however, as "common along the north Ijranch of the
Chicago River and in the Niles Woods," as well as "along the Des Plaines
Valley from Riverside northward." The Butternut forms no distinct
forest type, for the individual trees are scattered and are never dominant
;
but it is associated with the Tulip Tree, Bass Wood, Black Cherry, Black
Gum, and the Beech in the ravines and bottomland, and with oaks and
hickories on the uplands.
Uses: The light, rather coarse-grained wood of the Butternut is soft
and weak, but it is easily worked and polished. The heartwood is light-
brown and darkens with exposure, and the sapwood is thin and light-
colored. Although the tree is not an important source of timber, its
lumber is used occasionally for the interior finishing of houses and also
fur the lining of furniture drawers and cabinets. The husks of the nuts,
when they are boiled, yield a yellow or brownish dye which is used now
for dyeing carpets and rugs and was employed by the pioneers for color-
ing cloth. The brown color so obtained is called "butternut." The oily
and nutritious nuts are highlv prized in their wild state, and Colby'' says
that "promising varieties originating in the East, such as the Manchester,
should be tried out under our conditions."
' Flora of the Chicago Region, p. 274.
-Trans. 111. St. Aoad. Soi. Vol. IS, p. 142. 1925.
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JUGLANS NIGRA Linnaeus
Black Walnut
The Black Walnut is a lari;e. high tree, with a straight and continu-
ous trunk which grachially breaks up, as it ascends, into stout, spreading
limbs to form a round-topped crown. The large, compound leaves, which
are from 1 to 3 feet long, are made up of 10 to 22 very short-stalked leaf-
lets set in pairs along the
hairy petioles and one long-
stalked leaflet at the end.
The stout, unbranched cat-
kins, 3 to 5 inches long,
which bear the staniinate
flowers, are found on the
one-year-old growth ; and
the sessile pistillate flowers,
^4 inch long, are in 2- to 5-
flowered spikes at the end of
the new growth. Both kinds
occur on the same branchlet.
The fruit is a spherical,
slightly flattened, hard- and
very rough-shelled nut, 1 to IjA inches in diameter, borne in a thick, in-
dehiscent, pulpy husk covered with clusters of pale hairs. The stout,
orange-brown, soft-hairy twigs, wliich eventually become light-brown,
have their pith cavities divided into numerous small chambers by persist-
ent, pithy partitions. The nearly spherical, pale-gray terminal bud, Ys
inch long, is covered by 2 pairs of scales, the outer pair lobed and the
inner pair somewhat divided at their tips. The lateral buds are smaller
and stand, often superposed, above a notch in the somewhat 3-lobed and
hairless leaf scar. The trunk, which usually attains a diameter of 2 to 3
feet, is clothed by dark-brown to blackish bark 2 or 3 inches thick, which
is divided by deep fissures into broad, scaly-topped, rounded ridges. The
tree usually attains a height of 75 to 100 feet, but it is sometimes 150 feet
high and 5 to 6 feet in diameter at the trunk.
Distribution: The Black Walnut is an inhabitant of rich bottom-
lands and hillsides from Massachusetts westward to Minnesota and south-
ward to Florida and Texas. In Illinois, it grows in suitable situations
throughout the length and breadth of the State, but it is found in pure
stands only occasionally, in small areas where the soil and moisture con-
Fio. 21. Black Walnut cut at AUsndale. In
felling Walnut, no stump is left, for the
veneer obtained from the bass of the trunk is
beautifully figured.
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ditions are particularly favorable. Usually it grows in company with
such trees as the ashes and hickories, the Tulip Tree, Red Gum, Hack-
berry, and Honey Locust.
Uses: The heavy, hard, coarse-grained, rich-brown wood of the
Black Walnut, with its thin, pale sapwood. is not only strong and durable
but also easily worked and capable of being highly and beautifully pol-
ished. As a consequence, the Black Walnut is one of the most valuable
of our timber trees. It is in great demand in the manufacture of furni-
ture, gunstocks, steering wheels, and automobile wheel spokes, and during
the World War it was one of the woods used in airplane propellors. For
wood carving, it always has been our finest native stock. At the present
time, the greatest demand is for logs 16 inches or more in diameter, which
can be sawed into veneer.
Trees that have been grown rapidly in small groups furnish veneer
wood with striking figures, which is used extensively in the finishing of
organs, pianos, and cabinet articles such as desks, as well as for panels
in the interior decoration of houses. Between 50 and 60 years ago, the
Black Walnut trees in the Wabash
Valley, many of which were 125 feet
high, with a clear bole 50 feet long
and 15 feet around, were grubbed out,
instead of being cut as they are now,
in order to obtain lumber bearing the
fantastic patterns formed by the con-
torted grain of the wood where the
roots and trunk join. Native trees
sometimes bear large deformities on
their trunks, to which has been given
the name "burl" ; and these structures
are so much in demand that they can
be sold by the pound, for they furnish
a pattern-grained veneer which, when
carefully matched, produces decora-
tive effects very similar to the expen-
sive, imported Circassian walnut.
The consumption of walnut lum-
ber in Illinois is very large, and the
price which the logs will bring at the
mill, given by Chapman and Miller^
as $85 per thousand board feet in
1920, is the highest of any Illinois
Fic. 22. Distribution of the Black
Walnut.
> Xat. Hist. Surv. Bui. Vol. 15, p. 143. 1924
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woods. In 1925, Illinois sawmills produced 4,589,000 board feet of wal-
nut lumber. According to W. D. Brush-, there were approximately 79
million board feet of walnut in our standing trees in 1920, though .Mis-
souri had at the same time some 107 million board feet.
Although it is not suited to sandy, gravelly, poorly drained, or thin
soils, the Black Walnut thrives on good, deep, well-drained, clayey or
loamy soils. A plantation in Pope county, near Rose Bud. situated on a
yellow silt-loam soil of poor cjuality, has not made a satisfactory growth
;
but in the rich lands along the Mississippi and in flat valleys of many sec-
ondary streams it grows well, requiring about 36 years to attain the mini-
mum 10-inch sawlog size, while other trees under the same conditions re-
quire from 42 to 86 years.
The bark and nut-husks of the Black Walnut yield a yellow dye ; and
the oily and nutritious nuts, collected and prized for their flavor, are used
commercially in candies, cakes, and salads. It is also possible to secure
nuts of more commercial value by "top-working," that is, grafting the
tops of the native trees with the improved varieties (which may also be
planted), such as the Stabler, the Ohio, and the Thomas, which have more
easily cracked nutshells and larger kernels.
CARYA NuTTALL The Hickories
Family Juglandaceae
Moderate to large, deciduous trees, with large, alternate, compound
leaves composed of an odd number of toothed leaflets disposed in pairs
along the petiole, which is terminated by the odd leaflet. Staminate and
pistillate flowers separate ; the former in slender catkins borne. 3 together,
on the 1-year-old wood ; the latter in 2- to 10-flowered spikes at the end
of the new growth ; both kinds on the same tree and usually on the same
branchlets. Fruit a globose to oblong, thick and tough or thin and brittle,
hard-shelled nut with 2 or 4 more or less evident seams, borne in a glo-
bose to pear-shaped, woody husk that splits into 4 parts.
Excepring a single species, which has a restricted range in China,
Carya is confined to the eastern part of the North American Continent,
where 17 species are known, 15 of which occur in the eastern part of the
United States. Our present-day hickories are remnants of a much larger
group, which was distributed during ancient geological times over much
of North America, Europe, Northern Africa, and possibly Asia. Except
in North America, the hickories were exterminated during the Ice Age
;
^ U. S. Dept. Agric. Bui. 109. 1921.
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and some of the species, such as the White Hickory, the Water Hickory,
and the Shaijl)ark, now present in Illinois, are known, by fossils taken
from ancient clay deposits and river terraces, to have lived in the Pleisto-
cene epoch of the Ouaternary Period.
There are, at the present time. 8 species of Carya in Illinois. As
some of the species are variable, they have been divided into several varie-
ties, which, if considered as distinct trees, raise the number of Illinois
hickories to IG. As the varieties are difficult to identify, only the species
are iriven in the kev.
KEY TO THE ILLINOIS HICKORIES
Buds with opposite scales; leaflets generally curved backwards; nut
husks usually winged.
Leaflets 9 to 17; catkins short-stalked; nuts elongated, with sweet
meat C. pecan p. 73
Leaflets fewer; catkins long-stalked; nuts globose to oval, with
bitter meat.
Leaves 6 to 10 inches long; leaflets 5 to 9; nut husk 4-winged in
its upper half; nut gray C. cordiformis p. 77
Leaves 9 to 1.5 inches long; leaflets 7 to 13; nut husk 4-winged
from top to base; nut brown to black C. aquatica p. 80
Bud scales not in pairs; leaflets not recurved; nut husks usually wing-
less, meat sweet.
Terminal buds i/^ to 1 inch long; branchlets stout; twigs hairy; nut
husks thick.
Leaflets 5; leaves 8 to 14 inches long; nut nearly white, com-'
pressed, more or less 4-ridged C. ovata p. 81
Leaflets usually 7, but sometimes 5 or 9.
Leaves 15-22 inches long; nuts yellow to reddish-brown,
somewhat compressed, 4- or 6-ridged C. laciniosa p. 83
Leaves 8-12 inches long; nuts reddish-brown, more or less
compressed and 4-ridged C. alba p. 86
Terminal buds not over i^ inch long; branchlets slender; twigs
smooth; nut husks thin.
Leaflets usually 5; leaves 8 to 12 inches long; nut obovate, com-
pressed, not ridged; shell thick and hard C. glabra p. 88
Leaflets usually 7, rarely 5.
Leaves 6-10 inches long; nut pale, ridged in the upper half;
shell thin C. ovalis p. 90
Leaves 8-12 inches long; nut dark reddish-brown, 4-angled
in the upper, or in both halves; shell thin, conspicuously
reticulate-veined C. Buckley! p. 93
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CARYA PECAN Ascherson & Greene
Pecan
The Pecan is a very tall tree, with stout, spreading branches which
form a narrow crown in close stands but a broad, round-topped head in
the open. The alternate, compound leaves, 12 to 20 inches long, are com-
posed of from 8 to 16 falcate, toothed leaflets set in pairs close upon the
petiole, which is capped by the odd
leaflet. The soft-hairy or smooth leaf-
lets are dark-green on the upper face,
pale beneath, 4 to 8 inches long by 1
to 3 inches wide, with narrow, yellow
midribs and conspicuous veins. The
staminate-flowered catkins, 3 to 5
inches long, grow in bundles of 3
from buds situated toward the tip of
the 1-year-old wood, and the pistillate
flowers develop in few to many flow-
ered spikes at the end of the new
growth. The ellipsoid, elongated
nuts which are borne in 4-winged and
J:-angled, dark-brown, yellow-scaley,
brittle husks 1 to 2^^ inches long by
^ to 1 inch broad, are found in clus-
ters of 3 to 11 at the twig ends. The
branchlets, at first hairy and red-
tinted but later smooth, are marked by
orange lenticels and bear pointed ter-
minal buds about Yi inch long. The
compressed lateral buds, which are
covered by clusters of bright-yellow
hairs, stand above large, keystone-shaped leaf-scars. The massive trunk,
often 6 or 7 feet in diameter above the l)uttressed base, is clothed by red-
tinted, Ijrown bark deeply fissured into narrow, forked ridges. The tree
often attains a height of over 100 feet.
DistrihnUon: The Pecan is an inhabitant of low, rich ground
throughout the Mississippi Valley, from Iowa and southern Indiana south-
ward to Mississippi, Louisiana, and Texas. In Illinois, it extends north-
ward along the Mississippi to Jo Daviess County and up the Illinois River
into Peoria County, while in the southern part of the State it grows in
Fig. 23. Distribution of the Pecan.
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the bottomlands of the Mississippi, the Big Alucldy, the Kaskaskia, the
Ohio and the Wabash rivers, extending up the Wabash to Wabash County.
On the bottomlands of the Illinois River in Mason County, the Pecan
is found in association with the Pin, Red, and Burr oaks, the River Birch,
Black W'alnut, Persimmon, Shagbark Hickory, Elm, Soft Maple, Honey
Locust, Ash, and Cottonwood ; and in the Kaskaskia bottomlands of
Washington County, it grows with Black and White oaks, hickories. Soft
Maple, Elm, Ash, Sassafras, River Birch, Sycamore. Black Walnut,
Hackberry, and Honey Locust. In the bottomlands of Union County,
Pecan is found in company with Soft Maple, Elm, Ash, Box Elder, wil-
lows, and Pin Oak.
According to Pepoon\ the Pecan grows just within ths southern
limit of Jo Daviess County ; and in the course of our forest survey, it was
found also in the Mississippi bottoms of Whiteside County. In this part
of the State, it is associated with Soft Maple, Elm, Pin Oak, Ash, and
River Birch.
On the islands of the Illinois River, below Hardin, in Calhoun County,
the Pecan has been left standing, for the sake of its nuts, though the other
hardwoods have been cut for charcoal ; and on the bottoms of the Missis-
sippi and Big Muddy, trees are allowed to stand in the fields and along
the levees, for the same reason.
In the lower Wabash Valley, Ridgway observes that the I'ecan "is
the most symmetrical and majestic of all the trees, and the largest of the
hickories." Ten trees measured by our survey party ranged from To to
95 feet high, with trunk diameters, taken at breast height, of from 16 to
26 inches. The trunks of the trees are long and straight, occasionally
extending clear for 80 or 90 feet to the first limb, and bearing a large
head with a spread of 100 feet or more. Ridgway reports a very large
Pecan 17 feet high with a trunk, clear for 90 feet, measuring 16 feet in
circumference.
Uses: The heavy, coarse-grained wood of the Pecan, the heart a
light red-tinted brown and the thin sapwood a light brown, is hard but
brittle and weak. It has little commercial value, being used mainly as
fuel and occasionally for tool handles and for the wooden parts of farm-
ing implements. In southern Illinois, Pecan logs are cut into veneer, from
which the rims of bushel baskets are made.
The tree's greatest value, however, lies in the nuts it produces. In
the Wabash Valley, the average wild tree yields annually about T5 pounds
of nuts, which are sold at a price of IT to 25 cents a pound. Although
Trans. lU. St. Acad. Sci. Vol. 3, p. 1.55.
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the tree grows well in northern Illinois, it can not be depended upon to
produce an annual crop north of the 39th parallel, which corresponds
closely to a line drawn from the mouth of the Illinois River eastward to
Robinson. There are. besides the native tree, several excellent varieties
such as the Xiblack, Busseron, and Posey, which can be grown in our
southern counties.
•. ^
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CARYA CORDIFORMIS K. Koch
Pignut Bitternut
The Pignut is a moderate to large tree, with stout, ascending branches
which form a rounded and broad-topped crown. The ahernate, com-
}xjund leaves, usually G to 10 inches long, consist of 7 or 9 firm, coarsely
toothed leaflets, one set apically on the end and the others sessile in pairs
along the petiole. The leaflets, which
are 4 to 6 inches long by '}i to 1J4
inches wide, are dark-green and
smooth on top but paler and hairy, at
least on the midrib, beneath. The
staminate catkins, which are 3 to 4
inches long, are borne 3 together on a
long stalk on the 1 -year-old growth ;
and the pistillate flowers are found, 1
or 2 together, at the end of the new
growth. The globose to oblong husk
of the nut,
-^^ to 1^ inches long, is
thin and a little hairy and bears 4
wings, which extend from the tip
about to the middle ; and the oval to
oblong, reddish-gray or brown nut,
which is marked between and along
the seams with dark lines, has a thin,
brittle shell, within which is a bright-
brown, very bitter seed. The glossy,
rather slender twigs, which are often
hairy and covered with yellow glands
at the tip, become at length light-gray
and contain angular, brown piths.
The yellowish, blunt terminal bud, ^ to }i inch long, is inclosed by 4
paired scales ; and the smaller lateral buds, % to ^i inch long, stand super-
posed above the large, shield-shaped leaf-scars, which are marked by 3
groups of bundle-traces. The trunk, which is covered by thin, light-gray
bark with shallow fissures and narrow, flaked ridges, attains a diameter
of 1 to 2^ feet; and the tree becomes 40 to 75, and exceptionally 100,
feet high.
Distribution: The Pignut, a tree of wet, low stream banks and
swamps, ranges from Maine westward through Canada into Minnesota
Fig. 25. Distribution of the
Pignut.
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and southward into Florida and Texas. It is to be found throuj^hout
Illinois, growing along streams and on rich bottomlands, together with
elm, the White, Red. and Pin oaks, the White Ash. and the Shagbark and
Big Shellbark hickories. In Wabash County, it is associated with the
Shagbark and the Pignut Hickory. Three trees between 93 and 3 06
years old, which stand on a deep, gray, silt-loam soil near Benton, in
Franklin County, are from 61 to 83 feet high and 16 to 22 inches in di-
ameter.
Uses: The strong, close-grained wood of the Pignut, dark-brown in
the heart and pale or nearly w^iite in the sapwood, is heavy, tough, and
elastic. It is used in the manufacture of wagon and automobile wheels,
for wagon-tongues, whipple-trees, and tool handles, as well as for hoops
and for fuel. The tree, which is a valuable timber species, furnishes a
part of the hickory lumber of commerce. In Illinois, its commercial
range is co-extensive with its botanical range, except for a small region,
which includes the southern tip of the State.
CARYA AQUATICA Nuttall
Water Hickory
The Water Hickory is a moderately large tree, with a narrow head
of slender, up-tilted branches. Its alternate, compound leaves, usually
from 9 to 15 inches long, are made up of from 7 to 13 long-pointed, fal-
cate leaflets 3 to 5 inches long by ^ to 1^ inches wide, one standing at
the end, and the others, sessile or somewhat stalked, in pairs along the
slender, dark-red, hairy petioles. These leaflets are thin and dark-green
above but brownish beneath. The staminate catkins hang in 3's, from a
definite stalk, toward the end of the one-year-old growth ; and the pistillate
flowers are in spikes at the tip of the new growth. The conspicuously 4-
winged husk, 1^ inches long by 1 to 1>^ inches wide, is dark-brown, with
a thick sprinkle of bright yellow scales. Within it is the 4-angled and
4-ribbed, dark reddish-brown nut, the thin shell of which is very irregularly
wrinkled lengthwise. The dark-brown seed is very bitter. The slender
twigs, at first brownish or gray and woolly but later gray and usually
smooth, are marked by numerous lenticels. The terminal bud, which often
is hairy, measures >8 to y4 inch in length ; and the sharply pointed, red-
dish-brown lateral buds stand above small, oval leaf-scars. The trunk,
which rarely attains a diameter of 2 feet, is clothed in thin, red-tinted
bark which separates into long, loose scales. The tree occasionally attains
a height of 80, or even 100, feet.
Distribution: The Water Hickory, an inhabitant of swamps subject
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to inundation by rivers, ranges from Virginia south to Florida, west to
Texas, and north again along the Mississippi to southern Illinois. E. J.
Palmer, of the Arnold Arboretum, has collected specimens in Massac
County, and C. J. Telford, of our staff, has found the tree in Pulaski
County along the Cache River, where it grows wuth the Pumpkin Ash,
Cow Oak, Hackberry, Sycamore, and Red Gum.
Uses: The heavy, close-grained wood of the Water Hickory, brown
in the heartwood and nearly white in the sapwood, is strong but rather
brittle. Other than for fencing and fuel, it has few uses ; and its rarity
in Illinois places it among our non-commercial species.
CARYA OVATA K. Koch
Shellbark Hickory Shagbark Hickory
The Shagbark Hickory is a moderately large tree, with a high and
narrow crown of long, stout, ascending Hmbs. Its leaves, 8 to 1-i inches
long, are made up of 5 or 7 finely toothed leaflets sessile in pairs along
the stout, grooved petiole, with the odd leaflet short-stalked and terminal.
The leaflets, which are sharp-pointed
and ciliate on the margins, measure 5
to 7 by 2 to 3 inches. They are thin
but firm, dark-green and smooth
above, and pale and often hairy be-
neath. The staminate catkins, in
groups of 3 on long stalks, are 4 or -j
inches long, and the 2- to 5 -flowered
pistillate spikes cap the new growth.
The nearly globose, dark reddish-
brown nut husk, 1 to 2^/2 inches long,
holds a variously shaped, pale to near-
ly white, thin-shelled, more or less 4-
ridged nut with an aromatic, sweet
seed. The stout, reddish-brown or
grayish twigs bear dark-brown, hairy
terminal buds ^2 to j>4 inch long. The
white-woolly lateral buds, /^ to ^
inch long, stand above large, shield-
shaped to oblong leaf-scars. The
trunk, wdiich is usually 2 to 3 feet in diameter, is covered by light-gray
bark which separates into rough plates aften a foot long and G or 8 inches
wide, giving the "shaggy" appearance.
Fig. 26. Shagbark in the oak-
hickory forest near West Frankfort.
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Distribution: The Shagbark Hickory, found in rich, deep soil on
low hills and near streams and swamps, ranges from Maine to Minnesota
and south to Florida and Texas. It grows in suitable situations through-
out the length and breadth of Illinois and is one of the chief trees of our
oak-hickory forests, its most common
associates being the White and Black
oaks. In LaSalle and other northern
counties, the Shagbark grows wath
\\'hite. Red. and Burr oaks. Elm.
Maple, and other trees ; in Champaign
County it is found with Hard Maple,
Buckeye, other hickories. Bass Wood,
and Elm ; and in Franklin County it
is accompanied by the Post, White,
and Burr oaks. Persimmon. Ash. and
the Black and Sweet gums.
Uses: The strong, very hard,
and heavy wood of the Shagbark,
light-brown in the heart and nearly
white in the sapwood, is tough, elastic,
and close-grained. It is used in the
manufacture of wagon and automobile
wheels, farm implements, axe helves,
and tool handles. Small trees, once
used for barrel hoops, are now used to
make rustic furniture. The w'ood has
a high fuel \alue and is used by pack-
ing plants to prepare smoked meats.
Fig. 27. Distribution of tlie
Sliagbark.
CARYA LACINIOSA Schneider
Bis Shellbark King Nut
TTie King Xut is a large tree, with short, spreading branches that
form a narrow, oblong crown. The large, compound leaves, 15 to 22
inches long, are made up of 5, usually 7, or 9, sharply pointed and finely
toothed leaflets J: to 9 inches long by 3 to 5 inches wide, which are sessile
and in j^airs along the stout, somewhat flattened, and grooved petiole. The
odd leaflet is narrowed into a short stalk. The leaflets are dark-green and
lustrous above and pale and soft-hairy beneath. The staminate catkins,
which are 5 to 8 inches long, hang in clusters of 3 from rather short, pen-
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dulous stalks, and the pistillate flow-
ers form 2- to o-flowered spikelets at
the tip of the new growth. The more
or less globose, woody nut-husk :;.
which are roughened by orange-col-
ored lenticels, are 1^ to 2^ inches in
diameter and light-orange or dark
chestnut-brown. The prominently 4-
to 6-ridged, light-yellow to reddish-
brown nuts, 1^4 to 2y2 inches in di-
ameter, have hard, bony shells and
chestnut-brow^n, sweet seeds. The
stout, somewhat hairy twigs are
roughened by orange lenticels and
bear somewhat triangular leaf-scars,
above whose indented upper margins
stand the small lateral buds. The
blunt, dark-brown terminal bud is
sometimes 1 inch long. The trunk.
which attains a diameter of "2 to 3
feet, bears a light-gray, shagg)- bark.
The height of the tree, usually from
50 to 90 feet, is occasionally 120 feet.
Distribution: The King Xut, usually a tree of rich bottomlands sub-
ject to the spring overflow of rivers, ranges from Xew York and Ontario
westward into Iowa and Nebraska and southward in Louisiana. In Illi-
nois, it is commonest in the south, but occurs as far north as Peoria
County. It does not often form pure stands, but grows with other trees,
among which are ordinarily the Elm. the White Ash. the White. Cow.
and Overcup oaks and the Shagbark. In the Skillet Fork bottoms of
Wayne County, however, the forestry survey discovered it in nearly pure
stands, associated only with some Pin Oak. Soft Maple. Ekn. and Shag-
bark. And in Logan County, it grows with Pin Oak. Soft Maple, and
Ash.
Uses: The very hard, close-grained wood of the King Xut. which
is not distinguished in the lumber trade from that of the Shagbark. is very
flexib'e. heavy, and dark-brown, with a rather thin, whitened sapwood.
Though not of more than medium strength, it is equal in toughness to
other species, and is used for the same purposes as the wood of other
hickories.
Fig. 2S. Distribution of the Bis
Shellbark.
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The nuts, which are larger than Shagbark nuts, though not so pleas-
antly flavored, are sold frequently on the market. Though hard to crack,
thev can he wetted and then dried by heat—a process which renders them
easy to crack.
CARYA ALBA K. Kocii
Hickory
The tree commonly called Hickory, but known also as White Hick-
ory and Mockernut, is of moderate size, with either a narrow, oblong
crown of U])right. rigid branches or a broad, round-topped crown of
graceful, somewhat drooping branches. Its alternate, compotmd leaves,
8 to 12 inches long, have 5 or 7, some-
times 9, sharply pointed, toothed, and
lustrous leaflets sessile in pairs, the
odd one being at the end of the rather
stout, hairy, flattened, and grooved
petiole. The staminate catkins hang
in 3's from rather short, hairy stalks,
and the pistillate flowers stand in 2-
to 5-flowered spikes. The ellipsoid to
obovate, reddish-brown nut-husk, 1 y^
to 2 inches long and about % of an
inch thick, holds the more or less glo-
bose and more or less 4-ridged, light
reddish-brown, thick- and hard-shelled
nut. The dark-brown seed is small
and sweet. The very stout, hairy
twigs, gray in the second season, bear
large, 3-lobed leaf-scars, above which
stand the dark-brown lateral buds.
The reddish-brown or yellowish trunk,
which attains a diameter of 2 or 3
feet, is clothed with rather thin, gray
bark with shallow, irregular fissures.
The tree is usually 50 to 80 feet high,
but may attain 100 feet.
Distribution: The Hickory ranges from Massachusetts to Iowa,
Florida, and Texas, finding suitable situations on dry slopes and ridges
more often than on bottomlands. In Illinois, it occurs throughout the
State, but is most abundant toward the south. It rarely occurs in pure
stands, and it is found usually in the oak-hickory forests.
Fig. 29. Distribution of tlie
Mockernut.
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I'scs: The hard, close-grained wood of the White Hickory, a rich
dark-brown at the heart and nearly white in the thick sapwood, is strong,
heavy, and elastic. The toughness of White Hickory is almost proverb-
ial. This tree furnishes the best grade of commercial hickory stock,
which is put to the same uses as other hickory woods. It ranks especial-
ly high as fuel.
CARYA GLABRA Sweet
Pignut
The Pignut, or Pignut Plickory, is a moderate to large tree, with a
narrow crown of short, spreading branches, the lowest of which have a
tendency to droop. The alternate, compound leaves, usually from 8 to
12 inches long, have 5, or less often 7, sharp-pointed and sharp-toothed,
dark-green, smooth leaflets 3 to 8
inches long by 1 to 2 5^ inches wide,
which are arranged in sessile pairs
along the slender, slightly grooved
petiole. The terminal leaflet some-
times has a short stalk. The slender
staminate catkins, 3 to 8 inches long,
hang in groups of 3 from long, droop-
ing stalks, and the pistillate flowers
are in few-flowered spikes. The glo-
bose to pear-shaped, reddish-brown
nut-husk, about 1 inch long and not
usually over % inch thick, contains a
brownish-white nut with a hard and
thick she'.l. The seed is small and
^\vee:. The slender, reddish branch-
lets are marked by pale lenticels and
large, triangular leaf scars, above
which stand pointed, light-brown buds
Yi to y^ inch long. The lustrous,
reddish-brown terminal bud, usually a
little larger than the lateral buds, is
covered by rather closely fitted scales.
The trunk attains a diameter of 2 or
^Yz feet and is covered by gray, fissured bark. The height of the tree is
from 60 to 90 feet, or rarely 120 feet.
Distribution: The Pignut Hickory, a tree of hillsides and dry ridges,
ranges from Vermont to Delaware and westward into southern Illinois,
Fig. 30. Distribution of the Pignut
Hickory.
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where it is t)nc of the trees of tlie oak-hickory forest on the uplands. The
tree seems to be more abundant in southern tlian in central Illinois.
I'scs: The hard, close-grained wood of the Pignut Hickory, strong,
tough, and elastic, furnishes a valuable grade of hickory timber, which is
used, like other hickory woods, for tool handles, farming implements, and
the like.
CARYA OVALIS Sargent
Oval Pignut
'1 his Pignut is a tree of considerable height, with small, spreading
branches which form a narrow head. The alternate, compound leaves,
usually G to 10 inches long, have T, less often 5, long-pointed, finely
toothed leaflets arranged on the sides of the slender, smooth petioles in
sessile pairs. The odd leaflet, which
stands at the end of the petiole, is 6 or
T inches long by 1^^ to 2 inches wide,
with a 34" to 3%-inch stalk. The
staminate catkins, 6 or T incites long,
hang in 3's from drooping, hairy
stalks, and the pistillate spikes are 1-
or 2-flowered. The ellipsoid nut-husk,
1 to 134 inches long, is finelv hairy
and very thin, and it incloses a pale,
_| thin-shelled nut with a 4-angled top.
The seed is small and sweet. The
slender, lustrous branchlets are red-
brown and marked with pale lenticels.
The red-brown, lustrous, hairless ter-
minal bud is often y2 inch long—twice
the size of the lateral buds. The
trunk, only occasionally 3 feet in di-
ameter, is covered by gray, slightly
ridged bark, which separates freely
into small plate-like scales. The tree
is sometimes 100 feet high.
Distribution: This Pignut, a tree
of hillsides and rich woods, ranges
from New York to Iowa and southward to Georgia and Alabama. In
Illinois, it is confined to the southern third of the State. There are three
varieties of the species, each of which occurs in the State; but the dis-
tribution of all is shown without distinction on the map.
Fig. 31. Distribution of the Oval
Pignut.
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Uses: The wood of this Pignut has the usual characteristics of hick-
ory and is serviceable for tool handles and agricultural implements. The
tree is not common in Illinois and has little if any commercial significance.
CARYA BUCKLEYI Durand
Buckley's Hickory
Buckley's Hickory is a small tree, with spreading and contorted
branches which form a narrow crown. The leaves, which are 8 to 12
inches long, have 7 or, less often, 5 sharply pointed, blunt-toothed leaflets
sessile on the rusty-haired, slender petioles. The staminate catkins are
2 to 3 inches long, and the pistillate spikes have 1 or 2 flowers. The near-
ly globose, finely hairy nut-husk. 1J4 to 1^ inches long, is thin and con-
tains a dark-reddish, 4-angled nut with a thin shell marked by conspicu-
ous, pale veins. The slender, red-brown branchlets are capped by long-
pointed terminal buds }i io Yz inch long and 2 or 3 times as large as the
flattened lateral buds. The trunk, usually 1 to 2 feet in diameter, bears
thick, deeply furrowed, nearly black bark. The usual height of the tree
is from 30 to 45 feet.
Distribution: Buckley's Hickory, a tree of the sandv uplands to the
southwest, is known in Illinois by two of its varieties, arkansana Sargent
having been collected by E. J. Palmer in Randolph and Gallatin counties,
and villosa Sargent having been found by Ridgway in Richland County
and by Palmer in Gallatin County.
CARPINUS Linnaeus Hornbeam
Family Betulaceae
Small, deciduous trees, witli alternate, broad-bladed, simple leaves.
Flowers in catkins ; the staminate catkins arising from buds near the end
of the year-old growth; the pistillate catkins terminal on the new growth.
Fruit a longitudinally ribbed nut, which separates in the autumn from a
leaf-like, 3-lobed envelope. The fluted trunks have smooth, close, gray
bark and hard, close-grained wood. The zig-zag twigs are slender, with
small, roundish, pale pith, and bear buds covered by about twelve 4-ranked
scales. There is no terminal bud.
About 15 species of Carpinus are recognized, all of them in the
Northern Hemisphere. The range of the genus includes southeastern
North America, much of Europe, and southeastern Asia. There is. how-
ever, only one species native to North America.
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CARPINUS CAROLINIANA Walter
Hornbeam Blue Beech
The Hornbeam is a bushy tree, with slender, slightly zig-zag, spread-
ing branches that droop near the ends. The alternate, long-pointed,
double-toothed leaves, 2 to -i inches long by 1 to 1^ inches wide, the
blades of which often are falcate, are dull blue-green above and light-
yellow beneath. The staminate cat-
kins, about lyy inches long, have
o\ate, pointed scales which are green
below the middle and red above ; and
the nearly erect pistillate catkins, ^^ to
^ inch long, have hairy, green scales.
The broadly oval, pointed nuts, about
Ys inch long, are crowded on slender
twigs 5 to 6 inches long and hidden
within their envelopes, which are 1 to
iy2 inches long by nearly 1 inch wide.
The pointed buds, about % inch long,
are covered by chestnut-brown scales.
The trunk, occasionally 2 feet in di-
ameter, is fluted and covered by thin,
gray bark sometimes marked by
brownish, horizontal bands. The tree
is seldom 40 feet high.
Distribution: The Hornbeam in-
habits rich, moist, wooded soils from
Nova Scotia and Florida westward to
Minnesota and Texas. In Illinois, it
grows throughout the length and
breadth of the State in moist woods.
Uses: The hard, close-grained wood of the Blue Beech, light brown
in the heart and white in the thick sapwood, is strong and very heavy.
Although it may be used for levers, tool handles, mallets, and other small
manufactured articles, it has little commercial value.
OSTRYA ScoPOLi Hop Hornbeam
Family Betulaceae
Small to medium-sized, deciduous trees, with alternate, broad-bladed,
simple leaves. The flowers in catkins; staminate catkins long and clus-
tered, from lateral buds near the end of the 1-year-old growth
;
pistillate
Fig. 32. Distribution of tlie
Hornbeam.
I
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catkins terminal on the new growth. Fruit an obscurely ribbed nut in-
closed by the much-enlarged, papery scales of the catkins. The slender,
zig-zag twigs are round and have small, round, pale pith. There is no
terminal bud. but the lateral buds are inclosed in about (> spirally arranged
scales. The trunk is covered with scaly bark.
This genus, which has four known species, is widely distributed in
eastern North America and southern Europe and is found also in Japan.
Two species occur in the United States, one of them limited to the high
altitudes of the southern Rocky Mountains.
OSTRYA VIRGINIANA K. Koch
Hop Hornbeam Ironwood
The Hop Hornbeam is a small tree, with an open, round-topped crown
of slender branches. The alternate, finely double-toothed, sharp-pointed
leaves, 3 to 5 inches long by IJ/^ to 2 inches broad, are thin but leathery,
dull yellow-green and smooth above and pale-green beneath, with pale
hair in the angles of the veins. They
have slender, round petioles about ^
of an inch long and rounded or some-
what heart-shaped bases. The red-
dish-brown, hanging, clustered stami-
nate catkins are cylindrical and about
2 inches long, and the pale-green pis-
tillate catkins are 3^ to ^ inch long.
The fruit is a long-stalked, pendulous,
cone-like structure, suggestive of the
hop, with stinging hairs at the base of
the papery scales, which incloses the
pointed, flattened, chestnut-brown nut-
lets. The slender, zig-zag twigs,
smooth and lustrous at first, become
dull and dark reddish-brown. The
trunk, w^hich commonly attains a di-
ameter of 8 to 15 inches, is covered
by a thin grayish bark of narrow, ob-
long scales w^hich are loose at the ends.
The tree reaches a height of 25 to 40
feet.
Distribution: The Hop Horn-
beam is a common tree on dry, gravel-
ly, and stony soils from Nova Scotia
Fig. 33. Distribution of the Hop
Hornbeam.
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to South Dakota and southward to the Gulf of Mexico. It is found
throughout Illinois except in the southern tip of the State. It is tolerant
of shade and grows commonly among the oaks and other high trees on
the high banks of streams.
L'scs: The very hard, close-grained wood of the Hop Hornbeam.
Hght-brown to nearly white in the heart and pale-white in the thick sap-
wood, is strong and tough but not very durable in the soil. Though used
for fence posts, it is more serviceable for fuel and furnishes material for
tool handles, mallets, and levers.
BETULA Linnaeus The Birches
Family Betulaceae
Small to large, deciduous trees and shrubs, with alternate, broad-
bladed, simple, petioled leaves and staminate and pistillate flowers in sepa-
rate catkins ; the staminate catkins long and pendulous ; the pistillate cat-
kins .short and erect. Fruit an erect, cone-like structure, sessile or short-
stalked on the ends of short branchlets, with oval nutlets nearly sur-
rounded by lateral wings. The trunk covered wath smooth, sometimes
papery, resinous bark marked by long, longitudinal lenticels.
There are about 30 species of Betula, and the genus ranges through-
out much of the Northern Hemisphere, some species forming great for-
ests in the far north. Of the 12 species in North America, 9 are trees
;
and 2 of these are found in Illinois.
KEY TO THE ILLINOIS BIRCHES
Bark of the trunk white B. papyrifera p. 1 01
Bark of the trunk dark red-brown B. nigra p. 9S
BETULA NIGRA Linnaeus
Red Birch River Birch
The Red, or River, Birch is a moderately large tree, divided at a
height of 15 or 20 feet into 2 or 3 up-tilted limbs which divide in turn
into slender branches that form a narrow, picturesque crown. The
pointed, ovate, irregularly toothed leaves, 1 ^^ to 3 inches long by 1 to 2
inches wide, which are smooth above but hairy beneath, stand on slender,
hairy, somewhat-flattened petioles about 3^ inch long. The staminate
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catkins become 'i to 3 inches lonjj ; and
the pistillate catkins, at first bright-
green and about Is inch lonij, ripen in
May and June into woody, cylindric,
hairy cones 1 to 1 J4 inches Umii;,
which stand erect on stout woolly
stalks y2 inch long. The little brown
nuts, about ^s inch long, are hairy to-
ward their tips and are surrounded by
2 thin and hairy marginal wings. The
smooth and lustrous, slender twigs,
eventually dark reddish-brown, are
covered with bark which peels off in
thin, papery scales. The pointed,
oval, hairy buds, which are appressed
to the twigs, are covered by from 3 to
"i scales. The bark on young trees
peels off in reddish-brown strips, but
on mature trunks, which have at-
tained a diameter of 2 or 2 }4 feet, it
often is dark brown and fissured and
separates in plates. The tree is ordi-
narily 40 to 50 feet high, but some-
times it grows to 80 feet.
Distribution: The Red Birch, a tree of stream banks, ponds, and
swamjjs, ranges from Xew Hampshire to Florida and westward into
Minnesota and Texas. In Illinois, it grows throughout our southern and
western regions ; but though Deam has found it most abundantly in In-
diana along the Kankakee River, it is not known along the lower reaches
of this river in Illinois. In Hancock County, it is reported by Miss Kibbe
as abundant along streams and in moist lowlands ; and, in the south, it
occurs on the Kaskaskia bottoms with Black and White oaks, hickories,
maples, and others. In Wayne County, it grows with the Red and Black
gums and the Pin and Swamp White oaks, while in Perry County it is
associated also with the Black Cottonwood and a number of other oaks.
Uses: The fairly hard, close-grained wood of the Red Birch, light-
brown in the heart and ])ale in the wide sapwood, is light but strong. It
is used very largely in the manufacture of cheap furniture and other
wooden articles, in turnery, and, especially in Illinois, as fuel and for the
production of charcoal.
Fic. 34. Distribution of tlu
Birch.
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BETULA PAPYRIFERA Marshall
Canoe Birch Paper Birch
The Canoe, or Paper, Birch, recognizable especially by its creamy-
white, papery bark, is a moderate-sized tree, with short, slender, spreading
branches which form a narrow, pyramidal or round-topped crown. The
pointed, irregularly double-toothed leaves, 3 to 3 inches long by ly,
inches wide, are thick and firm, dark-
green above, and pale-yellowish be-
neath and stand on stout, yellow pet-
ioles Yz to -ji inch long. The cylin-
drical, brownish-yellow staminate cat-
kins occur 2 or 3 together, and the
pale-green pistillate catkins, 1 to 1^
inches long, are solitary and terminal
on short, lateral branches. The fruit
is a pale-brown, cylindrical "cone"
about iy2 inches long, with elliptical,
brown, wing-margined nuts about
1/16 inch long at the base of each of
its scales. The stout, smooth twigs
become light orange and bear smooth,
pointed buds, which are covered by 3
to 5 brown scales with downy mar-
gins. The trunk attains a diameter of
2 feet, and the tree grows to a height
of 60 or :0 feet.
Distribution: The Paper Birch
ranges from Labrador and the south-
ern shores of Hudson Bay southward
to Long Island in the east and Wyom-
ing in the west. In Illinois, it is a rare tree and has but a limited range.
According to Pepoon^ it is abundant at Rogers Park and north of River-
side. Good specimens have been seen, which were taken in Lake, Cook,
and Carroll counties, and it is reported in Pepoon's- list of the trees of
Jo Daviess County.
Uses: The hard, close-grained wood of the Paper Birch is strong
and light, reddish-brown at the heart and pinkish in the thick sapwood.
It is used for fuel, as it burns well when green. The degree of hardness
Fig. .35. Distribution of the Canoe
Birch.
• Flora of the Chicago Region, p. 27
- Trans. 111. St. Acad. Sci. Vol. 3, p. 155. 191C.
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of the wood is such as to make it very suitable for lathe work, and many
small articles are made from it, such as shoe-shanks and shoe pegs, dowels,
toothpicks, and many novelties. It is sawed into bars also, and these,
after being seasoned, are shipped to Scotland, where they are made into
spools.
Other Birches in Illinois
Bctula littca Michaux, the Yellow Birch, has been collected by H. de
Forest in Lee County. Two specimens were taken in September, 1932,
from small trees at Whirlpool Rock and Marshmallow Rock, opposite
Grand Detour, on the Rock River. This species is said by Waterman^
to occur also in the bogs of Lake County, where he found trees with
trunks 10 inches in diameter.
Bctula lenta Linnaeus, the Cherry Birch, is represented in the her-
barium of the University of Illinois ; but it is to be noted that this speci-
men, collected by T. J. Burrill at Princeton, was taken from a cultivated
tree in Bryant's Nursery.
FAGUS Linnaeus Beech
Family Fagaceae
Large, deciduous trees, with alternate, broad-bladed, short-stalked,
simple leaves and slender, round, zig-zag twigs containing small, round
pith. Staminate and pistillate flowers separate but on the same tree ; the
staminate in long-stalked, globular heads near the base of the new growth,
and the pistillate in 2- to 4-flowered, stalked clusters toward the end of
the new growth. The fruit is a woody, prickly, 4-parted burr containing
3 three-angled nuts.
The 8 species of Fagus are all in the temperate regions of North
America, Europe, and Asia, although a dozen beech-like trees and shrubs
classed in the genus Notho fagus are known in southern Australia, New
Zealand, and in Chile and Terra del Fuego. There is but one North
American Beech.
1 Trans. IH. Acad. Sci. Vol. 16, p. 217. 1923.
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FAGUS GRANDIFOLIA Ehrhart
Beech
The Beech is a moderate to large tree, with a compact, narrow crown
borne high on the long, straight trunk. The alternate, sharply pointed,
sharplv and coarsely toothed leaves, 2^ to 5 inches long by 1 to 3 inches
wide, are thin but leathery, dull-green above and pale-green and shiny be-
neath, where the rib-like veins have
tufts of hairs in their axils. The
short, round, stocky petioles are about
Yx inch long. The globular heads of
staminate flowers, an inch in diameter,
hang on slender stalks 2 inches long,
and the pistillate flowers usually stand
in pairs, each on a short, woolly stalk.
The fruit is a short-stalked, prickly
burr Yx inch long, which splits into 4
parts, setting free the 2 shiny, brown,
3-sided nuts. The slender, zig-zag,
bright-brown twigs bear narrow, coni-
cal, sharply pointed, divergent buds Y^
to 1 inch long, which are covered by
10 or more hairy-margined scales.
The columnar trunk, which becomes
2 to 4 feet in diameter, is covered by
dull-gray bark that is thin and smooth
and often mottled with dark spots.
The ordinary height of the tree is be-
tween 60 and 80 feet.
Distribution: The Beech ranges from Nova Scotia southwestward
into Minnesota and southward into Florida and Texas. In Illinois, it is
now a tree of limited distribution, rare in the north and by no means
abundant in the south. Formerly, it may have been more abundant, for
early writers say that cattle thrived amazingly on beech mast, their flesh
acquiring a superior flavor ; and A. H. Worthen, in his Geology of Illi-
nois, published in 1866, says that "the steep, rugged hills in the southwest
corner of Pulaski County were covered with beech timber," the beech
extending "on the slopes of the blufif hills a short distance east of the Illi-
nois Central railroad and also southward into the bottom."
In northern Illinois, the Beech is found only in Lake County, where
there are groups of trees in a ravine near Highland Park and in the Petti-
FiG. 36. A typical American
Beech. Photo from the Field Mu-
seum of Natural History.
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bone Creek ravine at Fort Sheridan. There was at one time a ckimp
of Beech in a wood one mile north of Edgebrook ; but Pepoon states that
in 1!>26 the wood had been cut over and the trees lost.
In southern Illinois, the range of the Beech, which is much the same
as the range of the Tulip Tree, extends from Vermilion County south-
ward around the State and up the Mississippi into Randolph County.
Throughout this territory, the tree appears to find small areas in the bot-
toms of small valleys and the sides of
ravines, where cherty and gravelly
soils occur, suitable for its growth
;
and in these situations it is associated
commonly with the Tulip Tree, oaks,
hickories, maples, gums, and the Elm.
In Ubedam Hollow, in Union County,
w'here Beeches grow with Tulip and
Cucumber trees, one tree had a di-
ameter of 28 inches and a clear,
merchantable trunk 62 feet long.
Uses: The hard, close-grained
wood of the Beech, light- to dark-red
in the heart and nearly wdiite in the
thin sapwood, is tough and strong ; but
it is hard to season and is not durable
in the ground. Since it takes a high
polish, it is used considerably for fur-
niture and tool handles. It is used
also for veneers, distillation and fuel,
ranking with birch and hard maple for
the last purpose. It has a slight, silver
grain on the radial surface, which
gives it a pleasing effect when used
for flooring and stairways. Since the development of wood-preserving
processes, beech is being used for railroad ties ; and in 1925 about 120,000
board feet were cut, of which a large amount probably was used for ties.
Fig. 37. Distribution of the Beech.
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CASTANEA Adanson The Chestnuts
Family Fa(;aceaI';
Deciduous trees or shrubs, with ahernate, broad-bladed leaves on
short petioles. Staminate and pistillate flowers separate, the former
grouped, 3 to 7 together, at small intervals along the axis of a long catkin,
which grows single or several together toward the base of a spike-like
structure arising from the axil of the new leaf. Fruit a stalkless, globose
burr densely covered with sharp spines, splitting into 2 or 4 parts to lib-
erate 1 to 3 globular, chestnut-brown, hairy-tipped nuts. Twigs of mod-
erate size, more or less fluted, with star-shaped pith and stalkless, oval
buds covered by 2 or 3 exposed scales. The trunk has furrowed bark.
Castanea, with its T species, is wide-spread in the Northern Hemis-
phere, ranging through eastern North America, southern Europe, and
Northern Africa to China, Korea, and Japan. This genus, like Carya,
is ancient. Fossils found in many parts of Europe as well as in New
Jersey, Colorado, Wyoming, and Oregon, in British Columbia, Alaska,
and Greenland, indicate that there were not less than 11 species in the
world previous to the Ice Age. Two of the modern species, one Euro-
pean and one American, are survivors of these ancient trees.
There are 3 native species of Castanea in the United States, one of
which occurs in Illinois.
CASTANEA DENTATA Borkhausen
Chestnut
The Chestnut is a moderately large, very bulky tree, usually with a
few stout, horizontal limbs which form a broad, round-topped crown.
The large, sharply pointed, coarsely and very sharply toothed leaves, 6 to
8 inches long by 1 to 1^ inches wide, are thin and dull, dark-green above
and pale-yellow beneath. The stout, hairy petioles are about Yi inch long.
The flowers appear in late June or July, the staminate flowers in erect,
stalked catkins 6 to 8 inches long, the pistillate flowers in clusters of 2 to 5
toward the base of slender, hairy catkins 2>4 to 5 inches long. The stalk-
less. globular, brown burr, which is densely covered wnth long, branched,
sharp spines, splits into 4 parts. \\'ithin it are from 1 to 3 lustrous
brown nuts with sharp, hairy tips and with bases marked by large pale
scars. The stout, lustrous, dark-brown twigs, which are more or ]es«
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fluted, have no terminal bud: but the half-round leaf-scars, flanked by
long stipule scars, are surmounted by obliquely formed, pointed, divergent
buds covered by 2 or 3 exposed scales. The trunk, often 3 to 4 feet in
diameter, is covered by gray bark divided by shallow fissures into broad,
flat ridges which often have a distinct si)iral course around the trunk.
Distribution: 'J"he range of the Chestnut extends from Maine west-
ward to .Michigan and southward to Delaware and Tennessee. In Illi-
nois, it is found native only near Olnistead, in Pulaski County, where
there is a grove of trees, some 80 acres in extent, on rolling clay ridges.
These trees were mentioned by Flagg and Burrill' and were described
bv the Rev. E. B. Olnistead in ISTG in the following words: "I suppo.se
that these trees are indigenous. They grow on a ridge in section 23, town
15, range 1 east, about a quarter of a mile from the Ohio River and over-
looking it. . .1 took a position in their midst today, and counted, without
moving, thirty-five beautiful and symmetrical trees, averaging in diame-
ter about 22 inches, and in height 50 or GO feet. When I came to this
place in 1839 there were a great many more than at present. About 25
years ago I saw a tree cut down and worked up into rails. It was mi-
mensely tall and four or five cuts were taken ofif for rails ten feet long.
I measured the stump of that tree today. . .and making allowance for sap
and bark which are gone, found it six feet, two inches, three feet from
the groiuid. Comparing this with a small one the concentric rings of
which we counted, the noble tree was 250 years old when it was cut down
. . .These trees did not originate with any civilized nation. No doubt,
the Indians for many generations built their council fires under their
branches, but they did not plant them."
Among a collection of woods prepared by Mr. B. T. Gault, of Glen
Ellyn, in 1!)00, and ])resented to the University of Illinois, there is a speci-
men taken from a limb of one of these trees; and the photograph which
accompanies it shows a tree 4 3/ to 5 feet in diameter, indicating an age
of between 200 and 250 years. After a visit to these chestnuts in litlG.
Dr. William Trelease- reported that most of the large trees had been de-
stroyed but that an abundant seeding had resulted in a considerable growth
of young trees. He reports also that at present Box Elder, Red Maple,
hickories, Hackberry, Persimmon, Beech. White Ash. and numerous other
trees are associated with the Chestnut, and give the Illinois location much
the same aspect as the usual habitat of the tree to the east and south.
Uses: The soft, coarse-grained wood of the Chestnut is light and
weak, but durable in the soil. It is used largely for railroad ties, posts.
'Ninth Report lU. Ind. University. 187S. Page 268.
2 Trans. lU. St. Acad. Sci. Vol. 10, p. 143. 1917.
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poles, and for clieaj) furniture and interior finishinjj of houses. The tree
is also the source of a tannin extract used in tanning hides. The com-
mercial clKstnuts of the eastern United States also come from this tree.
QUERCUS LiNNAKUS The Oaks
Family Fagaceae
Small to large trees with alternate, variously lolled or entire, usually
deciduous leaves, which are disposed in 5 vertical ranks along the branch-
lets. Staminate and pistillate flowers separate hut on the same tree : the
former in long, jiendulous, clustered catkins, the latter solitary, in few-
flowered spikes from the axils of the new leaves. Fruit a nut, called an
acorn, which is more or less inclosed by a persistent cup. 'J'wigs moder-
ate to slender and fluted, with moderate, star-shaped pith. Buds with
numerous, 5-ranked scales, sessile above moderate to small, half-round
leaf-scars. Trunk of hard and close-grained, but sometimes porous and
brittle, wood, covered by a scaly or furrowed bark.
The genus Quercus, of which more than 350 species exist, inhabits
the temperate regions of the Northern Hemisphere and extends into the
tropics in situations of a high altitude. Our modern oaks are the descend-
ants of very ancient trees. IJetween 20 and 30 forms have been recorded,
from fossils, as existing at about the time of the Ice Age. and of these
only 3 or 4 are now extinct. There are, at present, 84 species in the
United States; and of these. Illinois contains 19 tree forms. 8 being white
oaks and 11 black oaks.
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KEY TO THE ILLINOIS OAKS
Leaves with bristle tips; bark dark, furrowed; acorn-shells silky-hairy
inside; acorns mature at the end of 2 seasons (Black Oaks).
Leaves entire, bristle-pointed (Willow Oaks).
Leaves and buds without hairs; acorns stalked Q. Phellos p. 131
Leaves hairy beneath; buds more or less hairy; acorns prac-
tically sessile Q. imbricaria p. 134
Leaves more or less distinctly lobed, the lobes also bristle-tipped.
Leaves shallowly lobed, blade much expanded toward the tip
Q. marylandica p. 128
Leaves deeply and pinnately lobed.
Leaves pale and velvety beneath.
Leaves deeply cut Q. rubra p. 124
Leaves shallowly cut Q. rubra pagodaefolia p. 12G
Leaves green on both sides.
Leaves dull above, 7- to 11-lobed Q. boreal is p. 112
Leaves shiny on both faces, generally 5- to 9-lobed.
Acorn cup shallow, saucer-shaped.
Leaves generally 7-lobed; acorn oval
Q. Shumardii p. 116
Leaves 5- to 7-lobed; acorn globose
Q. palustris p. 120
Acorn cup deep, cup-like.
Cup-scales tightly appressed. .. .Q. ellipsoidalis p 117
Scales forming a loose fringe at the cup's edge
Q. velutina p. 122
Leaves never with bristle tips; bark gray and more or less scaly; acorn
shells not hairy inside; acorns maturing at the end of 1 season
(White Oaks).
Leaf-margins sinuate, coarsely toothed only (Chestnut Oaks).
Acorns sessile or very nearly so Q. Muehlenbergll p. 153
Acorns long-stalked.
Acorn stalks much longer than the petioles Q. bicolor p. 146
Acorn stalks not longer than the petioles.
Cup scales separate and distinguishable; end buds dis-
tinctly red-tinted Q. Prinus p. 149
Cup scales appearing grown together, distinguishable
only at the tips; end buds light-brown to tan
Q. montana p. 152
Leaves more or less deeply lobed.
Leaves not hairy beneath, usually 7- or 9-lobed Q. alba p. 144
Leaves hairy beneath.
Scales forming a conspicuous fringe around the rim of the
cup Q. macrocarpa p. 135
Cup scales not forming a conspicuous fringe.
Cups nearly inclosing the acorn Q. lyrata p. 138
Cups covering only % to y^ of the acorn Q. stellata p. 140
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QUERCUS BOREALIS Miciiaux
\ariety MAXIMA Ashe
Red Oak
The Red Oak is a tree of large size, with a narrow head of stout
branches. The smooth leaves, dull-green above and yellow-green below,
which arc from 5 to 9 inches long by 4 to 6 inches wide, are divided al-
most half way to the midrib into i, !), or usually 11 lobes each of which
usuallv has ;3 smaller, bristle-tipped
lobes at its point. The staminate cat-
kins are 4 or 5 inches long, and the
pistillate flowers stand on short, hair-
less stalks in the axils of the new
leaves. The pale-brown, lustrous a-
corns, 1 to 1^4 inches long by }'2 to ^
inch wide, stand alone or in pairs and
are sessile or very short-stalked.
Their shallow cups are covered with
red-brown, hairy scales, which have
thin, dark-colored margins and tips.
On the dark-red to brown branchlets,
the oval, pointed buds, about ^ inch
long, are covered by thin, pointed,
chestnut-brown scales. The trunk,
covered by dark-brown bark which is
fissured into low, continuous, flat-
topped ridges, becomes 3 to 4 feet in
diameter, and the tree attains a height
of 70 to 80 feet.
Disfributioii: The Red Oak is
I Distribution of the Red Oak. known in Illinois only by this variety,
(Quercus horcalis var. maxima) . . . .. ^.
,
. , .
which diifers from the typical tree in
its greater size and the larger acorns borne in shallow cups. One of the
most generally distributed trees of the Northern States, east of the Great
Plains, it occurs throughout Illinois, choosing porous, sandy or gravelly
clay soils in preference to swamps or dry slopes and ridges. A. G.
Vestal', in a careful study of the forests on sandy ridges, became con-
vinced that a process of succession has taken place, ranging from Black
Jack Oak, when the soil was young and poor, to a Red Oak and Hard
Fig
>I11. St. Lab. Nat. Hist. Bui. Vol. 10, Art. 1. 1913.
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Maple stand, as the soil was improved; and the latter he believes to be
the climax, or highest tyi)e of forest possible, in such situations. In 13
counties, strip lines nui by our survey party showed the Red Oak to be
associated most commonly with the White and Black oaks and with hick-
ory, as well as with other trees such as Elm, Ash, Burr Oak, Beech, and
Mulberry. The largest Red Oak en-
countered had attained a height of 107
feet, with a trunk diameter of 38
inches.
Uses: The hard, close-grained
wood of the Red Oak, light red-brown
in the heart, is heavy and strong, but
it is not durable in the soil. Red Oak
fence posts last, on an average, only
about 5 years in Illinois. But the
lumber, next to white oak, is the most
common oak on the market. It is
used extensively in manufacturing
furniture and for interior finishing in
buildings, for the "silver grain" so
conspicuous in quarter-sawed mater-
ial lends the wood a distinctive and
pleasing pattern. The strength of
Red Oak timbers makes them valuable
lor construction and for mine timbers
Fig. 39. Red Oak growing with '-i^cl, when treated, for railroad ties
maples and ashes in Brownfield and fence posts.
Woods, Champaign County.
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QUERCUS SHUMARDII Buckley
Red Oak
This Red Oak is a tall tree, with a broad, open head of stout, spread-
ing branches. The dark-green and lustrous leaves, 6 to 8 inches long by
4 to 5 wide, which are paler beneath and have tufts of pale hairs in the
axils of their veins, are deeply divided into 7, less often 5, lobes. The
slender, hairless petioles are 2 to 2^/^
inches long. The slender staniinate
catkins are 6 or 7 inches long, and the
pistillate flowers stand singly on hairy
stalks. The long-oval acorn, ^-4 to
1% inches long by ^ to 1 inch wide,
is held in a thick, saucer-like cup cov-
ered by closely appressed. thin, and
usually hairy scales. The grayish-
brown, smooth branchlets bear pointed
buds about ^ inch long, which are
covered by gray, smooth scales. The
trunk, which is inclosed by thick,
ridged bark, sometimes grows to a di-
ameter of 5 feet ; and the tree may be-
come 120 feet high.
Distribution: Inhabiting the moist
soils of stream banks and swamps,
this Red Oak ranges from Texas to
Florida and northward into Iowa and
southwestern Michigan. In Illinois,
it is to be found only in the southern
counties, where it occurs with its var-
iety. Sell necka Sargent, known as
Schneck's Oak, along the borders of streams and swamps. It is associ-
ated in these situations with Black, White, Pin, Cow and Swamp Spanish
oaks, as well as Elm, Sycamore, Black Gum, ashes, and hickories.
Schneck's Oak, named in honor of Dr. Jacob Schneck of Mt. Carmel,
is distinguished by the fact that the acorn cups are deep and cup-shaped.
It has the same general range in Illinois as the species ; but in point of
fact it has not been found in Perry, Franklin. Johnson. Richland, and St.
Clair counties, while it is recorded from Pope and Jackson counties.
Uses: The hard, close-grained wood of this oak, light reddish-
brown in the heart, is heavy and strong. It is used for furniture, the in-
FiG. 40. Distribution of the Red
Oak (Qucrcus ^humarclii) and
its variety, Schneck's Oak.
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terior finish of houses, and heavy construction. In southern Ihinois, it
furnishes mining materials such as props. One average 80-year-old tree
growing on the Big Muddy bottoms near Benton, Franklin County, pro-
duced 2 railroad ties, worth $1.60, 15 mine props, valued at $3.25, and 2
motor ties worth $0.50, the entire tree having a total value of $4.35.
QUERCUS ELLIPSOIDALIS E. J. Hill
Black Oak Jack Oak
The Black Oak, called also Hill's Oak and Jack Oak, is a tree of
only moderate size, with a narrow, oblong crown of ascending, forked
branches. The 5- to T-lol:)ed, deeply divided leaves, 3 to 5 inches long by
2^ to 4 inches wide, are bright-green above and paler and almost entirely
hairless below. The slender petioles
are 1^ to 2 inches long. The stami-
nate catkins become iy2 to 2 inches
long, and the pistillate flowers stand
alone or 2 or 3 together on stout, hairy
stalks. The nearly globular, chestnut-
brown acorns, supported on very
short stalks, are half-buried in deep
cups, which are thin, light red-brown,
and closely covered by narrow, hairy
scales. The twigs, covered at first by
matted pale hairs, become dark-brown.
The buds, Is inch long, are covered
by lustrous, brown, hairy-margined
scales. The trunk, which is covered
by thin, brown bark divided by slial-
low fissures into thin plates, may be-
come 3 feet in diameter ; and the
height of the tree is usually between
60 and TO feet.
Distribution: Hill's Oak is a
tree of very limited distribution in the
North-central States. In Illinois, it
grows commonly throughout the
northern fourth of the State. According to Trelease\ it does not go far-
ther south than a line drawn from Rock Island to Kankakee, but through
this territory it abounds on sandy and clayey uplands as well as in moister,
Fig. 41. Distribution of tlie
Black Oak.
1 Trans. IlL St. Acad. Sci. VoL 12, pp. lOS-118. 1919.
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sandv situatii)ns. On the pure sands of Lee County, where it is a pioneer
tree, it grows large enough to be cut for raih-oad ties. It grows on the
Lee County sands with hickory, Black and Scrub oaks, and sometimes
with Burr Oak. while in La Salle County it is common in the dry oak
forests, called locally "woodland pastures," in company with the Black,
White. Chin(|uapin, and Shingle oaks.
i'scs: The wood of the Jack Oak is similar to that of the Black Oak
and can be used for such purposes as posts, railroad ties, rough construc-
tion, and fuel.
QUERCUS PALUSTRIS Muenciihausen
Pin Oak Swamp Spanish Oak
The Lin Oak is a moderately large tree, with an open head of droop-
ing, ridged branches, upon which are numerous small, drooping branch-
lets. The deeply 5- to T-Iobed leaves are 4 to 6 inches long by 3 to 4
inches wide: they are thin and firm, dark-green and very shiny above,
])aler and with tufts of pale hairs in
the axils of the large veins below ; and
they stand on slender, yellow petioles
y2 to 2 inches long. The staminate
catkins are 2 or 3 inches long, and the
jjistillate flowers are often in pairs on
short, hairy stalks. The globose
acorns, about 3^2 inch in diameter, rest
in thin, saucer-like, shallow cups.
which are closely covered by thin
scales. The buds on the slender,
tough twigs are about yi inch long
and arc covered by light-brown, finely
hairy scales. The trunk, commonly
not over 2 to 3 feet in diameter, is
generally smooth. The tree attains a
height of TO or SO feet.
Distribution: The Pin Oak is
found on the borders of swamps and
on river bottoms from Connecticut
west to Iowa and south to North Car-
olina in the East and Oklahoma in the West. It is found in characteristic
situations throughout Illinois, but grows most commonly in the extreme
south, although trees of a good size occur also on some of the older and
Fig. 42. Characteristic stand of
Pin Oak on tlie bottomland of the
Kaskaskia River.
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better established islands of the Mississippi and Illinois Rivers. In the
Kaskaskia bottoms, there are trees To years old and 75 feet high which
have a diameter of 20 to 24 inches ; while the largest tree that has been
measm'ed was 112 feet high and 45 inches in diameter.
With the Pin Oak grow such trees as ash, maples, hickories, the
Swamp White, Cow, and Burr oaks, Cottonwood, River Birch, Black
Walnut, the Red and Black gums, and several others.
Uses: The hard, though coarse-grained, light-brown wood of the
Pin Oak. often called "water oak" in the southern counties, is strong and
heavy. It is suitable for all kinds of rough construction, such as barn
sills, bridge planking, mine cars, and the like ; but, because the tree prunes
itself very poorly, pin oak kunber
contains a considerable number of
knots and is, on that account, not so
good for interior finishing or for
beams, when strength is required. Its
outstanding use is for piles.
In the early days Pin Oak v/as
used for shingles and clapboards. The
logs were cut in short lengths of 3 or
4 feet and then quartered. Pieces
with straight grain were selected, and
from them the shingles and clapboards
were split, or "rived," by means of a
knife-like tool which was driven
through the wood with a mallet. The
shingles and clapboards so produced
were diu"able, but in the sun and wind
they had a tendency to curl, which
gave the roofs made of them a shaggy
appearance.
The Pin Oak is not an abundant
tree in our upland forests, but on
the bottomland it is more common,
constituting 3.3 per cent of the stand in the Cypress and mixed hardwood
type and 13.3 per cent of the stand in the mixed hardwoods of main
streams. In the virgin bottomland forests, the Pin Oak on a sample acre
amounted to 2,360 board feet, a quantity exceeded only by the Elm, Soft
Maple, and the Red Gum. As the tree grows rapidlv, its use should be
encouraged both for forest planting and for decorative purposes.
Distribution of the Pin Oak.
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QUERCUS VELUTINA Lamarck
Black Oak Yellow-bark Oak
'1 he l)!ack Oak is a moderately iiish to very high tree, with an irregu-
lar, (thlong crown of rather slender branches. The deeply 5- to 7-lobed,
thick, and leathery leaves, which stand on petioles 3 to 6 inches long, are
dark-green and lustrous above, paler and more or less hairy beneath, and
measure generally 5 to 6 inches long
by 3 to 4 inches wide, though they may
be either very much smaller or larger.
The hairy staminate catkins are 4 to
6 inches long ; and the pistillate flow-
ers usually stand in groups of 2 or 3
on short, hairy pedicels. The oval,
reddish-brown acorn, Yi to f^ inch
long, is about half imbedded in a thin,
rather deep cup. the scales of which
form a fringe-like border at the rim.
The stout, dull-brown twigs bear yel-
lowish-gray, 5-angled, hairy buds ^
to y2 inch long. The mature bark on
the trunks, which attain a diameter of
less than 3 feet, is nearly black and
divided by fissures into broad, rounded
ridges ; but the inner bark is orange.
Though usually growing 65 to 75 feet
high, the tree may attain a height of
125 feet.
Distribution: The Black Oak
ranges, on dry and gravelly uplands
and ridges, from southern Maine to
Nebraska and southward to Florida and eastern Texas. It is not surpris-
ing, therefore, to find it generally distributed through the entire State of
Idinois. It occurs most commonly with \\'hite Oak and hickories. In
the dry oak forests of the uplands. 28 per cent of the trees are Black Oak.
In La Salle County it constitutes about 20 per cent of the oak-hickory
forest. In Mason, Lee. Kankakee, and other counties, according to
Vestals it grows with Jack Oak as one of the pioneer trees on sand ridges.
Uses: The hard, coarse-grained, reddish-brown wood of the Black
Oak is strong and heavy, but is not durable in the soil. Black oak fence
'in. St. Lab. Nat. Hist. Bui. Vol. 10, Art. 1. 1913.
Fig. 44. Distribution of the
Black Oak.
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posts last about 5 years—one half as long as post oak and white oak
posts—but with preservative treatments, which the structure of the wood
renders effective, it can be used profitably for both posts and railroad ties.
It serves also for all kinds of rough construction, such as bridges, railroad
and mine cars, piling, and props.
In the virgin forests of the Wabash \'alley bottomlands, the Black
Oak yields over 2,000 board feet i)er acre. In White County, on the
bottomlands, a Black Oak tree, the largest seen in the State, measured
12o feet high and 37 inches in diameter.
QUERCUS RUBRA Linnaeus
Spanish Oak Red Oak
The Spanish Oak is a large tree, with a broad, round-topped crown
of stout, spreading limbs. The deeply 5-lobed leaves, which are dark
and lustrous above but pale and velvety beneath, are 6 or 7 inches long
and 4 or 5 inches wide. The side lobes of the leaves gradually narrow to
a point, usually without being toothed
or lobed near the end. The woolly
staminate catkins are 4 or 5 inches
long; and the pistillate flowers stand
singly on short, woolly pedicels. The
bright, orange-brown acorns, about Yi
inch long, stand in cups of various
shapes, sometimes flat and saucer-like,
sometimes deep and cup-like. The
slender, dark-red or brown twigs bear
jjointed, chestnut-brown buds about ^4
inch long ; and the trunks, which be-
come 2 or 3 feet in diameter, are cov-
ered by dark, thick bark, which is
shallowly fissured into regular, flat-
topped ridges. The usual height of
the tree is between 7 and 80 feet.
Disfnbittion: The Spanish Oak
is a southern tree with a range that
extends from southern Pennsylvania
to Florida and westward to Missouri
in the north and Texas in the south.
In Illinois, it occurs as a native only
in the southern third of the State,
where it is found on dry hills.
Fig. 45. Distribution of the Spanish
Oak.
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Uses: The hard and coarse-grained but not very durable, Hght-red
wood of the Spanish Oak is made into rough lumber ; and, because it is
less subject to defects than lumber from other red oaks, it finds consider-
able use in the manufacture of chairs, tables, and similar articles. The
bark is rich in tannin.
QUERCUS RUBRA Linnaeus
Wiriety PAGODAEFOLIA Ashe
Swamp Spanish Oak Red Oak
The Swamp Spanish Oak, though held as a variety of the Spanish
Oak. is sufiiciently dififerent from it to be considered as a separate tree. It
is much larger than the Spanish Oak ; and, though of the same habit of
growth, its leaves are from 5- to 11-lobed and are much less deeply cut
between the lobes. They measure 6
to 8 inches long by 5 to 6 inches wide
and. before falling, they turn bright-
yellow. The flowers and acorns are
similar to those of the Spanish Oak ;
but the fine-hairy, reddish-brown
branchlets bear prominently 4-angled
buds }i inch long. The bark on the
trimks, which sometimes grow to a
diameter of 4 or 5 feet, is about an
inch thick and breaks, on the surface,
into plate-like scales. The height of
the tree is often 100 feet or more.
Distribution: The Swamp Span-
ish Oak, a tree of rich bottomlands,
ranges from Virginia southward to
Florida and westward to Arkansas
and INIissouri. In Illinois, it is con-
fined to the southern part of the
State ; but there, though apparently
less widely distributed than the Span-
ish Oak, it is a much more important
Distribution of the Swamp tree. According to Hall and Ingall's^
Spanish Oak.
vtY^oxi of lOH. it made up 20 per cent
of the bottomland stand in White County. 12 per cent in Franklin County,
and 10 per cent in Hardin, Gallatin, and Saline counties. In these regions
Fk;. 46.
' in. .St. Lab. Nat. Hist. BuH. Vol. 9. Art. 4.
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it is associated especially with Pin Oak. Elm, and Black Gum. but it grows
also with the Black. White, and Burr oaks, the Red Gum. and several
other trees. Robert Ridgway reports the average measurements of 6
"Spanish Oaks" in the lower Wabash \\alley as \2() feet high. ITjX feet
in circumference, and 58 to 5i) feet in trunk length. He says that this
tree is "the most symmetrical and stately of all our oaks ; trunk straight
and columnar and top massive and dense, reminding one in its appearance
of the pecan. A more usual size is 150 feet high, the trunk fifty feet long
and 15 feet in circumference four feet from the base."
During recent years, the largest tree seen has been only 100 feet
high and St inches in diameter, but in the virgin bottomland forests this
oak is still capable of yielding some 1500 board feet per acre.
Uses: The light reddish-brown wood of the Swamp Spanish Oak
is made into lumber, and for this purpose it is valued nearly as highly as
the wood of the White Oak.
QUERCUS MARILANDICA Muenchiiausen
Black Jack Scrub Oak
The Black Jack, commonly called Scrub Oak in Illinois, is a small
tree with an open, narrow, round-topped crown of drooping branches.
The thick and leathery, dark-green leaves, yellow-green beneath, are
characteristically 3-lobed, but the lobes, which form the much-expanded
top of the leaf, often are not cut out deeply. From the lateral lobes, the
leaf blade slopes regularly to a narrow, rounded base. The leaves are 6 to
7 inches long and ecjually broad. The staminate catkins are 2 to -t inches
long; and the pistillate flowers, often in pairs, stand on the ends of short,
rusty-woolly pedicels. The light-brown acorns about ^ inch long, are
buried for yj to 7^ of their length in deep, reddish-brown, stalked cups,
the upper scales of which form a thick rim around its inner surface. The
stout, gray to Lrown branchlets bear pointed, prominently angled buds,
which are covered by rusty-haired scales. The dark-brown to black bark,
which is deeply fissured into square plates 1 to 3 inches long, covers small
trunks, which seldom exceed a diameter of 12 inches. The usual height
of the tree is from 20 to 40 feet.
Distribution: The Black Jack is a tree of sandy and clayey bar-
ren lands. It ranges from New York into Florida and westward into
Illinois, Arkansas, and Texas. In Illinois, it is found throughout a large
part of the State on sterile soils, sands, and waste lands. Its most north-
I
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cm stations are in Henderson and Woodford counties, Init southward it
becomes a common tree. Its associates are commonly the Black, Burr,
and Post oaks, hickories, and Sassafras. In the southern counties, it is
most frequently seen on the light gray silt loam soils that are underlaid
Ity tight clay—situations commonly called post oak flats—and. accord-
ing to Hall and Ingall' the Post Oak. which normally is most abundant,
is outnumbered by the P)lack Jack where fires have occurred. Vestal- also
rei)orts that, in the succession from
bunch grass to forest on the sands of
Mason County, it and the Black Oak
are anicng the tirst to become estab-
lished on the dry sand ridges.
There is a considerable dilTerence
between the leaves of the Black Jack
in the northern and the southern part
of the State. On the sandy plains in
I Uiulcrson County, about Oquawka.
its leaves are o-lobed and not very
velvety beneath, except for the petioles
and veins. But southward, the leaves
are often r)-lo])e(l and almost felty be-
neath.
L si's: J he rich-brown wood of
the iUack Jack, though heavy, hard,
and strong, has but little connnercial
value, for the tree does not attain
any considerable size and the wood is
not sufficiently durable in the soil
to make good fence posts. Its chief
uses are as fuel and in the manu-
facture of charcoal. Nevertheless,
there are now about !)(),()()() acres of sandy soils wooded with Scrub Oak,
and the preservation of these stands is justified by the ability of the trees
to prevent the drifting of sands onto neighboring fields. In these situa-
tions Scrub Oak, or P)lack Jack, constitutes between iio and 2fi per cent
of the stand, but it attains nf> great size, the largest tree measured being
42 feet high and 15 inches in diameter, in com])arison with the average
50-foot height of Black Oak in the same situations.
Fig. 47. Distribution of the Black
•Jack.
• Bui. in. St. Lab. Nat. Hist. Vol. !t, Art. 4.
*Bul. 111. St. Lab. Nat. Hist. Vol. 10, Art. 1.
1911.
1913.
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QUERCUS PHELLOS Lixxaeus
Willow Oak
The W'illuw r)ak is a moderate to large tree, with small hranches
which form an open, rather narrow crown. The light-green, shiny leaves,
the hlades of which are not lobed, measure 2y2 to 5 inches long by ^ to 1
inch wide and usually are smooth beneath. Their ]:)etioles are only
about Js or ^ inch long. The loosely
flowered staminate catkins are 2 or 3
inches long ; and the pistillate flowers
stand, alone or in pairs, on slender,
smooth pedicels. The yellow-brown,
]iale-hairy acorns, which are almost
hemispherical and
-j.s to j/4 inch long,
stand in rather shallow, somewhat
woolly cu])s. The stout, reddish-brown
twigs bear sharply pointed, chestnut-
brown buds about '
,s inch long. The
trunk, which usually has a diameter
of about 2 feet, is covered by thin,
smooth, brown bark, which eventually
divides by narrow fissures into irregu-
lar plates. The usual height of the
tree is 70 to 80 feet.
Distribution: Inhabiting the wet
borders of streams and swamps, the
\A illow Oak ranges from southern
Xew York into Florida and westward
In Texas and Illinois. It is, however,
a rare tree in Illinois, being found only
in the four southernmost counties. Its
occurrence in Pope and Massac counties is reported by C. S. Sargent,
and E. J. Palmer has collected specimens of it in Alexander County.
It has been found by C. J. Telford in Pulaski County also, on the bot-
tomlands of the Cache River, where it is associated as an occasional
tree with the Pin and Shingle oaks, the Sweet Gum, Soft Maple, and
Elm. Henry Engelmann, the geologist, writes^ that in 1S()() he "found
several north of Brooklyn," in Pope County, "in a wet flat, along with
po.st oak, water oak, Spanish oak, laurel oak, black oak, barren hickory,
scaly-bark hickory, sweet gum. and similar trees."
Fig. 48. Distribution of the Willow
Oak.
Geology of Illinois, Vol. 1, p. 43^
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QUERCUS PHELLOS Linnaeus Wir.LOW OAK
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Uses: The heavv and rather coarse-jjrained wood of the Willow-
Oak is strong, though not hard, and is used in North Carolina for rail-
road ties, bridge ])lanks. and general rough construction. In IHinois,
the tree is so rare that it has no commercial value.
QUERCUS IMBRICARIA Mriiaux
Shingle Oak Laurel Oak
The Shingle Oak is a tree of moderate size, with a long, clear bole
from which the slender, horizontal branches grow to form a narrow,
round-tojjped head. The thin, dark-green, shiny leaves, 4 to (i inches
long hv 1 to "3 inches wide, have entire, or rarely somewhat 3-lobed.
blades covered with hair beneath.
The stout, hairy petioles are about Vi
incli long. 1 he white-woolly staniin-
ate catkins are 2 or 3 inches long ; and
the pistillate flowers stand on slender,
woolly pedicels. The dark chestnut-
brown acorns, j/> to ;^4 inch in di-
ameter, are buried for about Ys of
their length in a thin cup. which is sup-
ported by a stout stalk often 3^ inch
long. The s 1 e n d e r. light-brown
branchlets bear somewhat angled.
light-brown buds about inch lonu".
The trunk, which is covered by light-
brown, shallowly fissured, broad-
ridged bark, becomes 2 or 3 feet in
diameter, and the tree attains a height
of .">() feet or more.
Disfrihiition: The Shingle Oak,
which is a tree of rich hillsides and
stream bottomlands, ranges from
Pennsylvania westward into Iowa and
southward into Georgia and Arkansas.
It is to be found practically throughout
Illinois, for though there are as yet no records of it in the northern
tier of counties, it is found farther to the north in Wisconsin. The tree
grows to its greater size in the southern counties, where, with the Pin
Oak, it is one of the commonest trees along streams tributary to the
large rivers. The biggest tree found in this region was 80 feet high
and 23 inches in diameter.
Fk;. 49. Distribution of the Shingle
Oak.
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Uses: The heavy, rather close-grained, and hard wood of the
Shingle Oak often is used for clapboards and shingles, but the trees
which are cut in southern Illinois are sold as black oak for the furniture
and veneer trade.
QUERCUS MACROCARPA Michaux
Burr Oak Mossy Cup Oak
The Burr Oak is one of the largest oaks. Its massive, spreading
limbs arise at a considerable height from the ground and form a broad
open crown. Its thick and lustrous leaves, 6 to 12 inches long by 3 to 6
inches wide, have deeply 5- to T-lobed, characteristic blades, covered
with soft pale hair beneath, which ex-
I^and from a wedge-shaped base to the
very large and wavy-toothed end lobe.
The rather sparsely flowered staminate
catkins are -i to G inches long, and the
solitary or paired pistillate flowers
stand on short or long woolly pedicels.
The chestnut-brown acorns, which are
finel\- hairy at the top and often 2
inches long, are buried to half their
length or more in a deep, bowl-shaped
cu]) whose upper scales are prolonged
into a distinct mossy fringe. The
stout, pale-orange twigs, which de-
velop into dark-brown, often corky-
winged branchlets. bear pale-brown,
oval, hairy buds ^^s to yi inch long.
The trunk, which is covered by pale-
brown, deeply furrowed, plated bark,
attains a diameter of 4 feet or more,
and the tree is often more than TOO
feet high.
Distribution: Inhabiting the deep, moist soils of bottomlands and
swales, the Burr Oak ranges from Nova Scotia westward into Manitoba
and Montana and southward to Pennsylvania, Tennessee, and Texas.
In Illinois, it grows throughout the State, finding satisfactory conditions
for growth on the sands of the north, in the gravelly moraines of the
central part, and in the bottomlands not only of the south but of the
north as well. According to G. D. Fuller^, it is found commonly in the
1 Trans. HI. State Acad. Sci. Vol. 12, pp. 251-252. Hii;t.
Fig. 50. A large Burr Oak in Union
County.
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upland oak and dry oak forests of La Salle and adjoining counties,
where it is associated with such trees as the Red, White, and Black
oaks and hickory. It dccurs also in the bottomland forests of the same
rcijion with Black \\ alnut, Black and Green ashes, Bass Wood, and
others.
In the northern parts of Illinois, it has a short bole, which often
makes but one good log length ; but in the bottomlands of southern
Illinois it towers massively above the other trees. The photograph.
Figure 50, shows a tree 220 years old. on the Spann tract near Ware.
Union County, which when measured
in li)24 had a height of 121 feet, a
crown 03 feet wide and a trunk cir-
cumference of 15 feet. The bole had a
log length of 55 feet and a lumber con-
tent of 5.000 board feet. A standing
but dead tree three miles east of Belle
Prairie. Hamilton County, had a height
of 90 feet and a trunk circumference
of i: feet.
The largest living tree that has
been measured in Illinois is a Burr
Oak in Brownfield Woods near Ur-
bana. which has a height of 10-1 feet
and is 15 feet and 9 inches in circum-
ference -4^ feet above the ground.
Uses: The close-grained, tough
wood of the Burr Oak. which is hard
and heavy, strong and very durable,
is put to a great variety of uses, w'hich
range from fuel to ship building and
cabinet making. In durability and
strength, it ranks with white oak and
is seldom separated from it on the
market.
In the Cypress forests of southern Illinois. Burr Oak constitutes
only a very small part of the stand, but it is a little more common in the
mixed hardwood forests of the main streams and is most abundant in
the upland mixed hardwood forests. But nowhere in the State does it
become an important lumber tree.
Fig. 51. Distribution of the
Burr Oak.
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QUERCUS LYRATA W'alti-r
Overcup Oak Swamp White Oak
The Overcup Oak is a tree of rather more than medium size, with a
bole that spHts, 15 feet or so above the ground, into rather small and
somewhat drooping branches which form a fine, round-topped crown.
The deejilv or shallowly .")- to !>-lobed leaves, T to 10 inches long b}- 1 to J
inches wide, are thin but firm, dark-
green and smooth above and green
and more or less hairy or velvety be-
neath. Their petioles are ^ to 1
inch long. The hairy staminate cat-
kins are from 4 to 6 inches long ; and
the pistillate flowers stand alone or in
pairs, either sessile or on stalks thickly
covered with pale, short hair. The
globular, light-brown acorn ^ to 1
inch long, is almost completely buried
in a deep, spherical cup which stands
on a slender, hairy stalk sometimes
1 Yz inches long. The edge of the cup
is thin and often irregularly split. The
slender, orange or gray-brown twigs
bear pale-brown buds about l^:, inch
long, the scales of which are more or
less hairy. The trunk, which is sel-
dom more than 2 feet in diameter, is
clothed by red-tinted gray bark, which
is broken into thick plates. The usual
height of the tree is from 60 feet up.
Distribution: Through river swamps and wet bottomland hollows,
the Overcup Oak ranges from New Jersey to Florida and westward to
Missouri and Texas. In Illinois, it is confined to the southern third
of the State, where, though relatively rare, it is one of the characteristic
trees of the bottomland Cypress forests of the Cache River, especially
on the better-drained parts of the overflowed land, and of the Mississippi
bottomland in Union County.
Uses: The wood of the Overcup Oak is very durable in the soil
and is, in general, very similar to the wood of the White Oak, with which
it is sold without commercial distinction. It is not commercially important
in Illinois.
Fig. 52. Distribution of the Overcup
Oak.
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QUERCUS STELLATA Wangenheim
Post Oak
The Post Oak is a tree of only moderate height, with a Ijroad crown
of stout, dense Ijranches. The deeply r)-lol)ed leaves, 4 to 5 inches long
by 3 to 4 inches wide, are thick, dark-green above, and covered beneath
by velvety hair. Their stout petioles are from ^^ to 1 inch long. The
staminate calkins are o or 4 inches
long, and the pistillate flowers stand
alone on very short stalks. The light-
brown, hairy-tipped acorns, jA to 1
inch long, are, for about J<3 of their
length, held within fairly deep cups,
which are sessile or short-stalked. The
stout, orange, velvety twigs bear oval
buds ys to ^ inch long, wdiich are
covered by bright, brown, hairy scales.
The trunk, which is seldom over 1 y^
feet in diameter, is covered by red-
brown, deeply fissured, broad-ridged
bark. The tree, in age, usually at-
tains a height of 50 or 60 feet.
Distribution : The Post Oak
ranges from Massachusetts southward
to Florida and westward to Mississippi
and Iowa. In Illinois, it is a common
oak of the uplands from Mason county
southward, and throughout this region
it is found on light-gray silt-loam soils
underlaid by tight clay, wdiere it forms
characteristic "Post Oak flats."
Where the conditions are uniform. Post Oak forms pure stands;
but the poorly formed trees have short, rapidly tapering trunks. On the
l)oorest soils, it is mixed with Black Jack; on better soils, it grows with
Black and White oaks and hickory; and if the ground is wet, there may
be Pin and Shingle oaks also. In southern Illinois, its most common
associates have been observed to be the Black and Scrub oaks and hickory,
with Swamp Spanish, White, Schneck's, Pin, Burr, and Shingle oaks, as
well as Ash, h21m, and Sycamore less common.
Post Oak grows very slowly
—
probably more slowly than any other
tree in Illinois
—
producing not over 16 cubic feet per acre annually. The
Fig. 53. Distribution of the
Post Oak.
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largest tree fuuiul in this State was U) feet high and 'i') inches in diameter.
Trees 55 feet high and 12 to 14 inches in diameter are usually 100 years
old. and trees which have attained a height of (55 feet and a diameter of ;)0
inches niay be as old as 'M)0 years.
Uses: The hard, close-grained wood of the Post Oak is very heavy
and is durable in the soil. Though sometimes employed in rough con-
struction, in cooperage, and in carriage-making, it is used chiefly for fuel,
fence posts, railroad ties, and mine props.
The Post Oak flats, though stocked with a considerable number of
trees per acre, do not yield any considerable amount of lumber. When
the trees are cut for fence posts and mine props, they barely pay the taxes
on the land ; and when they are cut into cordwood, they do not even do
this.
Fig. 54. Virgin stand of Post Oak on uplands in Perry County. The
smaller trees are as much as a century old, and the larger trees three cen-
turies.
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QUERCUS ALBA Linnaeus
White Oak
The White Oak is a moderately large tree, with a tall, clear bole and
a narrow crown of stout branches. The thin, bright-green leaves, 5 to i)
inches long by 2 to 4 inches wide, have shallowly or deeply 7- to 9-lobed
blades which, though paler, are not hairy beneath. The stout petioles are
smooth and ^^ to 1 inch long. The
staminate catkins are 'ijA to 3 inches
long ; and the bright-red pistillate
flowers stand alone on very short
stalks. The oval, light-brown, shiny
acorns, )4 inch long, stand in rather
shallow cups, which are either sessile
or provided with stalks 1 or 2 inches
long. The red or grav twigs bear
dark reddish-brown buds about j/g
inch long. The trunk, ordinarily 2 or
3 feet in diameter, is covered by light-
gray to nearly white bark, which is di-
\ided by shallow fissures into long,
irregular, thin scales. The tree is
usually 60 to 80 feet high.
Distribution: The White Oak
ranges, in a great variety of habitats,
from Maine southwestward to Ne-
liraska and southward to Florida and
Texas. In Illinois, it has been found
by collectors and foresters in 54 conn
tics and undoubtedly occurs through-
out the State. It often grows in piu'c
stands of some extent, on rolling u])-
lands and in ravines, diiijjing from them into the valleys, where it mixes
gradually with other species, such as Beech. Tulip Tree, and Red Gum.
The tallest and straightest trees, most suitable for sawdogs, piling, and
railroad ties, are found on the sides of ravines. In the grazed woodlots
of the northern and central counties, it often grows to a large size ; but
though the crown of heavy limbs may be immense, the bole is short and
not of great value. In the upland timber of Union County, in the neigh-
borhood of Jonesboro and Alto Pass, the White Oak constitutes from
20 to 23 per cent of the stand; on the western blufTs, from St. Clair
Fic. 5.5. White Oak in a ravine
near Alto Pass. Photo by H. H.
Chapman.
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County northward, it constitutes 3-1 per cent ; and it makes up about 48
per cent of the trees in the woodlots in the central and northern counties.
In the Kaskaskia bottoms, between IT and IS per cent of the trees are
White Oak, while in the adjoining bottoms of the secondary streams 15
per cent are White Oaks. The forest along the Big Muddy River is be-
tween 5 and G per cent \\'hite Oak ; but the tree is not common along the
large rivers in the north nor on the sterile sands and acid soils favored
by the Post Oak. Its most common associates have been found to be
Black Oak, hickory. Elm, ashes. Wild Black Cherry, W'alnut, Hard
Maple, Red Oak, Honey Locust, Bass Wood, and Sycamore, in about
the order given, with Shingle Oak. Black Jack, Red Gum. Mulberry, and
Hackberry less frequent.
The White Oak reaches its greatest size in the south'jrn counties.
The largest tree measured in our survey was 130 feet tall and -lo inches
in diameter ; and there are still fine trees, like the one shown in Figure 55,
growing in the ravines of Union County.
The original W'hite Oaks of the
Wabash Valley also attained a great
size. Ridgw^ay gives the average
height of 6 trees as 115 feet, the clear
length of the bole as 48 feet 4 inches,
and the circumference as 14 feet !)
inches. As compared with other
species, such as the Red and Pin oaks,
the \\'h;te Oak grows slowly ; but in
its stands the trees are of many ages,
and occasional trees can be cut to sup-
ply the demands of the market with-
out destroying the forest.
Uses: The strong, clo:e-grained,
light-brown wood of the White Oak
ranks highest among the oak woods
for its technical qualities. It is hard,
very heavy, tough, and durable ; and
as it IS suitable for such a wide variety
of uses, ranging from fuel and fence
posts to ship-building and cabinet
work, that the supply is not sufficient
for the demand, efforts are being made
constantly to substitute for it the in-
ferior woods of the black oak class.
Fig. 56. Distribution of the White
Oak.
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111 the early days, a large aniinint of while oak was made into head-
ing and staves for oaken barrels; but most of the stave mills have disap-
peared. It is used extensively for fence posts, rural line telephone poles,
rough construction, and bridge planking, and it is a leading wood for fur-
niture, interior finishing of houses, railroad car construction, and wagon
making. Some of the best logs go also into the manufacture of high-
grade veneer.
The getting out of ship timbers was a flourishing industry at Mt.
Carmel about ISSo. as is attested by a photograph, given us by Robert
Ridgwav. which shows the loading of flat cars with squared white oak
timbers destined for the British Navy. As an indication of the excel-
lence of the early Wabash X'alley White Dak. Mr. Ridgway reports a log
GO feet long which, when squared, was ;}6 inches wide.
White oak logs are used also for piles ; and, according to the best
estimates we can obtain, about one-third of the jiiling produced in Illinois
is of this kind.
QUERCUS BICOLOR Willdenow
Swamp White Oak
The Swamp White Oak is a tree of somewhat more than medium
size, with a narrow, open crown of rather small l)ranches. those lower
down usually somewhat drooping. The thick, firm lea\es, o to 6 inches
long by 2 to 4 inches wide, have dark-green, shiny Ijlades that are rather
densely covered beneath with white hair and are usually verv shallowly
niany-lobed or sinuate-toothed on their margins. The stout petioles are
Yj to -yi inch long. The hairy staminate catkins are 3 to 4 inches long
;
and the pistillate flowers stand, 2 or more together, on long, hairy stalks.
The chestnut-brown, hairy-tipped, oval acorns, -'4 to 'lyi inches long,
usually in jjairs on stalks Ij-'a to 4 inches long, are immersed for about y!i
of their length in thick, rather deep cups, around the rims of which the
scale-points often form a short fringe. The light-brown to yellowish
twigs, from which the bark can be pulled in thin strips when they become
older, bear blunt, oval buds 3^ to }i inch long. The trunk, which grows
to a diameter of 2 feet, is covered by a thick, gray-brown bark deeply
fissured into long flat ridges. The usual height of the tree is GO to TO feet.
Distribution: From southern Maine to Minnesota and southward to
Georgia and Arkansas, the Swamp White Oak grows in moist, fertile
soils along the borders of streams and swamps. In Illinois, it occurs in
scattered counties throughout the State, except the northwest corner, and
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very probably is more comnion than the map seems to indicate. In Cool;
and Lake counties, it is reported by Pepoon' as abundant on the moist
flats. It is common also in similar habitats in the south. In the Cypress
forest. 1 tree in ^0 is Swamp White Oak; in the mixed hardwood forests
of the main .streams, about 1 tree in 200. In central Illinois, particularly
in Lojjan. Champaign, and X'ermilion counties, its common associates are
Chincpiapin and Red oaks, hickories,
ashes. Elm, Hard Maple, Ohio Buck-
eye, Black Cherry, Bass Wood, Honey
Locust. Black Walnut, Hackberry,
and Kentucky Coffee Tree ; but in
the south, notably in Wayne and Pu-
laski counties, it grows with the Pin
and Swamp Spanish oaks, hickories.
ashes. Ehii, and Red and Black gums.
The largest Swamp White Oak-
measured in Illinois was SO feet high
and 11 inches in diameter. Trees of
this size have reached a very consider-
able age, for the average tree lives for
about LiO years, whi'e a maximum
age of 400 years has besn recorded.
I'scs: The hard, strong wood
of the Swamp White Oak, light-
brown in the heart, is tough and
as durable as that of the White Oak.
It is employed for a variety of pur-
poses, including fuel, fencing, house
Fig. 57. Distribution of the Swamp finishing, boat building, cooperac'-e, and
White Oak. u- i •
cabmet makmg.
In the better-drained virgin forests of our southern counties, there
are about 16 Swamp White Oaks to the acre—the most abundant oak;
but the yield is small, being only about 620 board feet per acre as com-
pared to the 1400 board feet of the Pin Oak, of which there are only
half as many trees to the acre.
' Flora of the Chicago Region, p. 278.
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QUERCUS PRINUS Linnaeus
Cow Oak Basket Oak
The Cow Oak is a tree of moderate size and bulk, with stout, up-
tiked branches which form a compact, narrow crown. The firm, dark-
qreen. and kistrous leaves, 6 to 8 inches long by 3 to 5 inches wide, are
Dale or even silverv-hairy beneath, and their margins are regularly and
coarsely toothed. The stout petioles
are Vi to 1 Yi inches long. The slender
staminate catkins are 3 or 4 inches
long, and the pistillate flowers stand, 3
or more together, on short hairy stalks.
The bright-brown, rather shiny, hairy-
topped acorns, 1 to 1}^ inches long,
are borne in thick and rather deep but
flat-bottomed cups with coarse and
distinct scales. The red- to orange-
brown, stout twigs bear hairy buds
about Ya, inch long, the scales of which
are distinctly red-tinted. The trunk,
which attains a diameter of 2 feet or
more, is covered by gray bark, which
separates into thin, red-tinted scales.
Distribution: The Cow Oak is an
inhabitant of the overflow lands of
swamps and rivers from New Jersey
to Florida and westward to Texas and
Missouri. In Illinois, it is distinctly
a southern tree, but it grows occasion-
ally in the central part of the State, as
our records for Champaign and Han-
cock counties show. Its chief associates, as indicated by strip survey
data in Champaign, Hamilton. Pulaski, and Perry counties, are the Red,
Pin, Swamp Spanish, Burr, and Swamp White oaks, hickory, ash, Elm,
and the Red and Black gums, in the order given. The largest Illinois
tree measured was 95 feet high and had a trunk diameter of 23 inches.
Uses: The wood of the Cow Oak, seldom distinguished by the
lumber trade from that of the White Oak, is close-grained and hard,
as well as tough and durable in the soil. It is of a somewhat lighter
brown than White Oak wood and generally has less conspicuous tan-
gential bands of parenchyma fibers in the late wood (see page 306).
Fig. 58. Distribution of the
Cow Oak.
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QUERCUS PRIXUS Lixxaeus BASKET OAK
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OUERCUS MONTANA Lixxaeus CHESTNUT OAK
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It is used for liniiber, shinsjles. barrel staves, veneer, for fuel and fence
posts, and in the manufacture of baskets.
The Cow Oak is not an important timber tree in Illinois, except
as it contributes to the general production of white oak lumber. In the
upland type of forest it is rare, occurring t)nly at the rate of 2 trees in
approximately '2^.)() acres; but in the bottomland forests it is a little
more common, there being approximately 2 trees to 15 acres of Cypress
forest and 8 trees in the same area of mixed hardwoods on main streams.
QUERCUS MONTANA Linnaeus
Chestnut Oak Rock Chestnut Oak
The Chestnut Oak is a tree of moderate size, with large limbs that
sjjread from the trunk, at a height of 15 or 20 feet, to form a broad,
open crown. The tirm. leathery leaves, 4 to inches long by 1^^ to 3
inches wide, are i)ale and finely hairy on the lower surface, and the
blade is coaisely toothed. Their petioles are /^ to 1 inch long. The stam-
inate catkins are long and hairy ; and the pistillate flowers stand. 2 or more
together, on stout, downy stalks. The oval, lustrous acorns. 1 to 1/^ inches
long and usually less than 1 inch broacl, are buried for about one-half their
length in thin, deep cups, the scales of which appear grown together ex-
cept at their tips. I'he orange- to red-brown twigs bear pointed, hairy-
tipped, brown buds ^ to 3^2 inch long. The trunk, which is often 3 feet
in diameter, is covered by dark-brown to nearly black bark fissured into
broad, rounded ridges. The height of the tree varies from 20 or 30 up
to 60 feet.
Distribution: The Chestnut Oak grows on hillsides and rocky banks
from Maine to Georgia and westward to Mississippi. In Illinois, it is
found in but one locality—the rocky sides of Atwood Ridge in Union
County at elevations of !)()() feet. This is of particular interest because it
marks the most westerly occurrence of the tree. Before the discovery
of this station in Illinois, the native Chestnut Oaks in the "knob" region
in the central part of southern Indiana were thought to mark the north-
western limit of the range of the species.
Uses: The close-grained, hard, heavy wood of the Chestnut Oak,
though easily split, is very strong and tough and quite durable. Where
the tree grows in abundance, the wood is used for general purposes of
construction, as well as for fence posts and fire-wood. It is used also for
the manufacture of cooperage, farm implements, and baskets.
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QUERCUS MUEHLENBERGII Engelmann
Yellow Oak Chinquapin Oak
The Yellow Oak. sometimes called also the Chinquapin Oak, is a tall
tree, with a narrow, round-topped crown of small branches capping the
tall, buttressed bole. The firm, yellow-green leaves. 4 to 7 inches long
and 1 to 5 inches wid;^ and i)ale or white-hairy beneath, have coarse but
uniform teeth with incurved points,
and stand on slender petioles ^'\ to 1^^
inches long. The oval, chestnut-itrown
acorns, Yi to 1 inch long, are half-bur-
ied in deep, brown cups covered with
sniall, blunt scales. The light-orange
to reddish-brown twigs bear pointed
I ud-; ' s to y^ inch long, the scales of
whicli are white and papery on the
margins. The trunk, often nearly 3
feet in diameter, is covered by thin
bark, the surface of which is broken
into loose, silvery scales. The tree is
often 80 feet high.
Distribution: From Vermont and
Massachusetts to Nebraska and south-
ward to Georgia and Texas, the Yel-
low Oak grows on ridges, hills, and
bottomlands. In Illinois it ranges
throughout the State, being most
abundant and generally of a larger
size in the southern counties. The
largest standing tree that has been
measured is in Brownfield Woods,
Champaign County; its height is SO feet and its diameter 2i) inches.
In the Cotifee Creek locality near Mt. Carmel, a tree measuring 93 feet
in height and 24 inches in diameter within the bark was found to be
iS.j years old. It grew on a gray silt-loam soil in company with Burr
and White oaks and hickories. In Champaign, Logan, and Vermilion
counties. Yellow Oak is associated with Red Oak, hickories, ashes.
Elm, Hard Maple. Ohio Buckeye, Wild Black Cherry, and a number
of other trees.
Uses: The hard and close-grained wood of the Yellow Oak is
heavv and strong and is, besides, durable in the soil, having a life of
Fig. 59. Distribution of the Yellow
Oak.
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about 10 years when used untreated. The lumber is made into fur-
niture and is used in the interior tinishin"' of houses. Formerly, however,,
it was much used in the Wabash Valley by wagon makers, as its wood
was considered tougher than white oak.
Other Oaks in Illinois
The Scarlet Oak. Oucrciis cocciiiea Muenchhausen, is known to
occur rarely in southern Illinois. A specimen has been collected at
Karnak, Pulaski County, by Professor William Trelease, and another
at Cobden, Union County, by E. M. Wright. According to Pepoon\
trees of this kind are common in dry woods north and west of Chi-
cago ; l)ut Professor Trelease regards these trees as forms of Oncrcus
cllipsoidcdis Hill. A flowering specimen collected in 1919 by E. W.
Mattoon in a woodlot near Camp Grant appears to be Scarlet Oak.
The oak hybrids are many, though the individual hybrid trees are
widely scattered and rare. Oncrcus X Lcana Nuttall, the hybrid of 0.
iiiibricaria and 0. 7'clittiiia, is the commonest in the northern regions
of the State. Specimens have been taken from trees near Marley, Will
County, in the Des Plaines valley by Agnes Chase ; near Willow Springs.
Cook County, by E. J. Hill ; near Peoria, by Frederick Rrendel ; and
from a tree in Fulton County by Wolf. In southern counties, the hy-
brid most often encountered is Q. X tridcntafa Engelmann, a cross be-
tween 0. imbricario and 0. uiarilaudica, specimens of which have been
preserved from trees growing in Massac. Wabash. Richland, and Cham-
paign counties. Qucrcus X c.vacta Trelease, produced by the crossing
of Q. iiiibricaria and 0. palusfris, has been found in Richland County
by Robert Ridgway and in Wabash County by Jacob Schneck. Qucrcus
X runcinata Engelmann, derived from 0. borcalis maxima and Q. iin-
bricaria. is also apparently a usual form in the south. Specimens show
its occurrence in Richland and Wayne counties, and a reported hybrid of
0. iiiibricaria X rubra, which occurs near Rosiclare and Shawneetown,
in Hardin and Gallatin counties respectively, probably is the same form.
A hybrid of 0. bicolor X lyraia is reported from Pulaski County, in the
neighborhood of Mound City; and 0. X Schockiana Dieck., from Q.
palustris X Phcllos, and Q. X Fcrnonni Trelease, from Q. alba X stcl-
lata, are also within our State. Qucrcus X SJiucftci Trelease. from Q.
alba X macrocarpa, has been found in Richland County by Robert Ridg-
way ; and Pepoon- states that Q. alba X bicolor, which is possibly Q.
X Jackiana Schneider, is represented by a single tree at Highland Park.
1 Flora of the Chicago Region, p. 279.
2 Loc. cit.
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ULMUS LixxAEUs The Elms
Family Ulmaceae
Moderate to large, deciduous trees, with simple, alternate leaves
arranged in 2 ranks on the twigs, the blades broad, unequal at the base,
and toothed. Stamens and pistils in one flower, the flowers usually sev-
eral together in stalked or stalkless groups. Fruit a small, winged cajisule
of a paperv texture, within which is one small, flattened, dark-brown
seed. The slender, zig-zag twigs, with small round pith, bear solitary,
oval, obliquely set buds above nearly halt-round, 2-ranked leaf-scars.
There is no terminal bud; but the lateral buds are inclosed by a number
of "^-ranked scales.
Ulmus, with its 20 species, ranges through the entire temperate
and cold-temperate regions of the Xorthern Hemisphere, except for
western North America, where it is absent. In North America there are
six species. Among fossils which date to the Ice Age, eight dift'erent
species of Elm have been recognized, and most of them, including the
three most common of our four Illinois species, exist as living trees today.
KEY TO THE ILLINOIS ELMS
None of the branchlets with corky wings U. americana p. 156
Corky wings more or less evident on 2-year-old branchlets.
Twigs rough-hairy: inner bark mucilaginous or "slippery". . U. fulva p. 163
Twigs soft-hairy to smooth; inner bark not mucilaginous.
Buds hairy; wings usually 2, thin, high, and opposite. .. .U. alata p. 162
Buds smooth; wings 1 to 4, low. thick, discontinuous. . U. racemosa p. 159
ULMUS AMERICANA Lixnaeus
White Elm
The White Elm, also commonly called American Elm, is a tall and
bulky tree, with large, ascending limbs that form a very wide, spread-
ing crown. The pointed, coarsely double-toothed leaves, 4 to 6 inches
long by 1 to 3 inches wide, are dark-green and often rough on the upper
surface but pale and usually soft-hairy beneath. The flowers grow in
short-stalked bundles of 3 or 4, each on a slender, drooping pedicel some-
times 1 inch long ; and the fruits, which ripen as the leaves unfold, are
about y2 inch long, the points of the hair-fringed wings bending inward
and inclosing the notch between them. The reddish-brown, usually smooth
twigs bear oval, slightly flattened buds about % inch long, which are
covered by light-brown, smooth scales. The trunk, which is covered
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by thick, deeply rissured. broad-ridged,
ashy-gray bark, attains a diameter of
2 y2 to 3 feet, and the height of the
tree is often between HO and 100 feet.
Dislnbution: On bottomlands,
stream banks, and springy hills, the
\Miite Elm ranges from Newfound-
land far west into Canada and south
to Florida and Texas. It is found
practically throughout Illinois and
reaches its largest size as well as its
greatest abundance in the southern
counties. In the upland type of mixed
hardwood forest it is found at the
rate of about 2 trees per acre; amongst
the Post Oaks and Scrub Oaks it does
not occur ; but in the bottomlands it
averages 8 trees per acre in the Cy-
press forests, 13 to 14 trees per acre
along the main streams, and fi trees
per acre along the secondary streams.
The largest measured tree was
KK feet high and 35 inches in di-
ameter. One near Ware, Union County, though only GO feet tall, was
30 inches in diameter and had a clear bole 4:2 feet long, from which 921
board feet of lumber could be taken. In the Wabash Valley a White
Elm was seen 95 feet tall, though the trunk diameter was only 15
inches ; but on the Kaskaskia bottoms the highest tree measured 80 feet,
with a diameter of 32 inches; while in the north, along the Rock River,
a tree was found which was 90 feet high and 30 inches in diameter.
On the u])lands of Union County the average height is 50 feet and
the average diameter 9 7^ inches.
Robert Ridgway says that fully 90 per cent of the trees in the W'a-
bash \'alley that are attacked by mistletoe are White Elms.
I'scs: The white, hard wood of the American Elm is moderately
heavy and tough, but it is apt to twist and warp unless it is handled
carefully in seasoning, and it is not durable in the soil. It is used in
making barrel staves, wagon hubs, cheap furniture, veneer for fruit
baskets, and sometimes for the bows of carriage-tops.
In 1925. some 2.350,000 board feet of white elm lumber was pro-
duced by Illinois mills. In the virgin bottomland forests between the
Cypress sloughs and the drier benches, the 21 trees per acre are capable
Fic. 60. Distribution of White Elm.
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of yielding about G500 board feet per acre, which is about 3000 board
feet more than either the Soft Maple or Red Gum can furnish ; while
en better-drained ground 3 trees per acre yield about -iSO board feet,
as compared to 6800 board feet from the Red Gum. In the Wabash
region, the White Elm yield is only 92 board feet per acre, but in the
Rock River region it is high, being estimated at about 5300 board feet
per acre.
ULMUS RACEMOSA Tiiom.\s
Rock Elm Cork Elm
The Rock Elm is a moderately tall tree, with a long, straight bole
from which short, stout branches spread to form a narrow, round-topped
crown. The pointed, coarsely double-toothed, firm leaves, 2 to ^lA inches
long by >'4 to 1 inch wide, are dark-green and shiny above but pale and
soft-hairy beneath. The slender-
pediceled flowers stand in group-; of 2
to 4 along the axes of floral stalks up
to 2 inches long. The oval, pale-
hairy fruit is about ]/> inch long, with
a shallow, open notch between the tips
of its hair-fringefl wings. The light
recldish-ljrown twigs, eventually fur-
nished with 3 or 4 irregular, thick,
corky wings, bear pointed brown buds
about 34 iiich long. The red-tinted,
gra}- bark is deeply fissured into broad,
flat ridges with scaly surfaces. The
tree is usually SO feet high or more
and its trunk may be as much as 3
feet in diameter.
Distribution: From Quebec, Wis-
consin, and Nebraska, the Rock Elm
ranges southward, on limestone ridges,
steep hillsides, gravelly soils, and
glacial drift, to northern New Jersey.
Ohio, and Indiana. In Illinois, it is an
infrequent tree, probably limited to
our most northern counties.*
Fig. 61. Distribution of the
Rock Elm.
* The record for Kane county is based on specimens collected by George A.
Vasey in 1865, and that for Will County on a specimen collected by Agnes Chase
in 1899. Specimens labeled Vlmus racemosa, and collected by .Jacob Schneck from
Johnson County, and by E. W. Mattoon at Olney, are regarded as U. nlata. The
occurrence marked for Jo Daviess County is based on Pepoon's statement (see
Trans. 111. St. Acad. Sci. Vol. 3, p. 155. 1910).
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Uses: 'I'hc very tough and close-grained wood of the Rock Elm,
light red-brown in the heart, is hard as well as strong and heavy. In its
technical qualities, it is the finest of the elm woods, and it has in addition
the special (|uality of resisting shocks and jars. As a consecjuence. it is
used largely in agricultural implements, wheel hubs, building sills, and
the framework of chairs. It is a tine wood for hockey sticks, which are
subject to severe strains and twists, and it is made into plant-presses for
botanists. \\'hen it can be seasoned without warping, it is" one of the best
woods for javelins.
ULMUS ALATA Miciiaux
Wahoo Winged Elm
The Wahoo is usually a small to moderate tree, with a narrow, round-
topped head of stout, straight branches. The somewhat sickle-shaped,
coarsely double-toothed leaves, 1^ to 3^4 inches long, are dark-green and
smooth on the upper surface but pale and soft-hairy beneath. The stout,
hairy joetioles are about j/? inch long.
The flowers are in few-flowered
fascicles : and the fruit, which is cov-
ered with long, white hairs, is about
'/3 inch long, its base narrowed into
a slender stalk and its tip capped by
the two long, incurved wing-points.
The smooth, reddish-brown twigs,
which are marked by a few orange
lenticels, become, during their tirst or
second season, supplied with 2 op-
]:)Ositely placed, thin, corky wings.
The pointed lateral buds, about }i
inch long, are dark chestnut-brown.
The red-tinted, brown bark, which in-
closes a trunk about 2 feet in diameter,,
is divided by shallow fissures into flat
ridges. The tree usually attains a
height of 40 or 50 feet.
Disfrihiifioii: Fro m Virginia
westward to Missouri and southwarc
to Florida and Texas, the Wahoo is^
to be found on gravelly uplands and,
occasionallv alonsr the borders ofl
Fig. 62. Wahoo on the Gentry
Creek bottoms of Richland County.
Phofo hy Robert Rklgway.
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swamps and streams. In Illinois, it is distinctly a southern tree, with
a range generally south of the Kaskaskia River. There is a considerable
variation in the development of the corky wings on twigs, which appears
to he related to the situations in which
the trees grow. On the low, moister
places, the wings are less well de-
veloped, sometimes not appearing until
after the twigs are .") and 4 years old,
and then sometimes having the ap-
pearance of the corky ridges of the
Rock Elm. Specimens collected in
Richland County by E. W. Mattoon
and in Johnson County by Jacob
Schneck are similar to the Rock Elm
in this respect and have been labeled
Ulmiis racciiinsa; but by their buds
and by other twig characters they are
shown to be specimens of Wahoo.
Thus, the natural ranges of the two
trees, distinct throughout the United
States, are found to be distinct in
Illinois also.
Uses: Though the light-brown
wood of the Wahoo is close-grained
and hard, it is not very strong. But
l)ecause it does not split easily, it is
u;:ed for wheel-hubs and tool handles.
From the inner bark a rope is made, which is used for fastening the covers
of cotton bales. The Wahoo is not, however, abundant enough in our
southern forest to rank as a con:mercial tree.
Fig. 63. Distribution of the Wahoo.
ULMUS FULVA Michaux
Slippery Elm Red Elm
Tb.e Slippery h^lm is a tree of only verv moderate size, with an open
;ind rather flat-toi)ped crown of spreading branches. The slender-pointed,
coarsely double-toothed leaves, 5 to 7 inches long by 2 to 3 .inches wide,
arc dark-green and very rough to the touch above but pale and rather
soft-hairy beneath. The stout, hairy petioles are about j/3 inch long. The
crowded fascicles of flowers stand on very short pedicels. The round
fruits, lA inch wide, have no hairs on the margins of the broad, thin wings.
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the tips of which are well united and
leave no notch at the end of the seed
capsule. The stout, light-hrown Ijranch-
lets. always quite cons])icuously hairy
on the new growth, bear blunt, oval
buds aljout 34 i"^''i lo"g above rather
large, half-round, raised leaf-scars.
The tnnik, which is covered by red-
tinted, dark-brown, shallowly fissured
bark, attains a diameter of 2 feet ; and
the height of the mature trees is
usually between 60 and 70 feet.
Disfribitlioii: From the St. Law-
rence Valley, in Quebec, to South
Dakota, the Slippery Elm ranges, on
stream banks and rocky hills, south-
ward to Florida and Texas. Though
not a common tree in Illinois, it oc-
curs in practically every part of the
State. It is an occasional tree in the
hardwood forests, making its best
growth on fertile bottomland soils. In
Wabash County, a tree was measured
and found to be 8!) feet high, with
a trunk diameter of ^T inches and a merchantable bole 48 feet long. The
average trees on poorer land in other parts of the State are, however,
much smaller.
Uses: The heavy and very close-grained wood of the Slippery Elm.
dark-brown to red in the heart but lighter in the thin sapwood, is easily
split but durable and serves well for fence posts and railroad ties. It is
also hard and strong and it is used in making agricultural implements and
wheel-hubs, as well as for the sills of buildings. A medical preparation
made from the mucilaginous bark is used in the treatment of inflamma-
tions, such as boils and carbuncles.
Although not an abundant tree in the forests of Illinois, it is cut and
made into lumber along with the White Elm, from which it usually is not
distinguished.
Fig. 64. Distribution of Slip-
pery Elm.
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PLANERA Gmelin Water E'm
Family Ulmaceai-:
Small, (lecitluous trees with alternate, '^-ranked, broad-bladed simple
leaves. Flowers alike but ftinctioning separately as staminate and instil-
late flowers, the former borne in bundles on the year-old w'ood, the latter
1 to 3 to<]jether in axils of the new leaves. The fruit an oblong, promi-
nently ribbed and tuberculate, light-brown drupe with a dark-brown to
blackish, shiny, oval seed.
There is but a single species, which lives only in the southeastern
United States, the sole living re]:)resentati\e of an ancient genus, which
appears, from its fossil forms, to have had a wide range in North America.
Furope and Asia, during the geological epochs preceding and succeeding
the Ice Age.
PLANERA AQUATICA Gmelin
Water Elm
The Water Elm is a small tree, with a broad, low crown of slender,
spreading branches. The dull-green, coarsely toothed, leathery leaves,
2 to 2^2 inches long by
-j'l to 1 inch
wide, stand on slender, hairy ])etioles
j-i to ^ inch long. The flowers,
borne at the same time as the leaver
appear, stand on slender, erect pedicels,
and the fruit, which is about ys inch
long, ripens in April. The hairy,
brown branchlets bear fine, globular
buds above nearly round leaf-scars.
The trunk, which is covered by thin,
brown to gray bark with large scales
on the surface, may become 2 feet in
diameter, and mature trees are usually
30 to 40 feet high.
Distribution: In swamps that are
water-covered for several months of
the year, the Water Elm ranges from
North Carolina southward into Flor-
ida, westward to Texas, and north-
ward again to the lower valley of the
Wabash River. In Illinois, it is a very
rare tree and is known to us only
Fig. 65. Distribution of Water Elm. through specimens collected by E. J.
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Palmer at Cairo and in Johnson County. A specimen collected from
Hancock County and originally identified as this tree proves to be spice-
bush.
Uses: Though close-grained, the light-brown wood of the Water
Elm is light as well as soft and weak. It is of little commercial value,
not only because of its poor technical characteristics but also because
the small trees yield but little salable wood.
CELTIS Linnaeus The Hackberries
Family Ulmaceae
Deciduous trees and shrubs, with broad-bladed, simple leaves. The
pedicelled flowers on the season's new growth ; the staminate flowers in
fascicles at the base of the growth, the pistillate flowers solitary or a
few together in the axils of the upper leaves. Fruit a globular drupe,
with thin flesh and a bony inner shell surrounding the seed. Twigs
rounded, slender, and more or less zigzag, with small white, round, closely
chambered pith and with solitary, stalkless, oval buds covered by 2 or
4 two-ranked scales ; the end bud absent.
With its GO or more species, Celtis is widely distributed through the
north temperate and tropical regions of the world. In North America
there are 6 species of tree form, but of these only two occur in Illinois.
KEY TO THE ILLINOIS HACKBERRIES
Leaves half as broad as long; berry stems half as long again as the
petioles; buds about i/4 inch long C. occidentalis p. 169
Leaves one-third as broad as long: berry stems half as long as the
petioles; buds up to % inch long C. laevigata p. 171
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CELTIS OCCIDENTALIS Linnaeus
Hackberry Sugarberry
The Hackberry is a tree of only very moderate height, with a round-
topped head of spreading or drooping branches. The sharply pointed
and usually sharply toothed leaves, 2]^ to 3>4 inches long by 1^^ to 2
inches broad, are thin and somewhat hairy beneath on the midrib and
veins, with petioles usually less than Yz
inch long. The flowers are not dis-
tinctive, but the dark-purple, globular
fruits, about Vt, inch in diameter, have
dark orange flesh and hang from stems
j/2 to "JA inch long. The slender, red-
brown branchlets bear oval, flattened
|)ointed buds about J4 inch long, anc
the trunk, usually not over 2 feet in
diameter, is covered by dark-brown
bark roughened by irregular, wartlike
excrescences or by long ridges. The
tree is usually between 40 and 50 feet
high.
Distribution: From New Eng-
land to \ irginia and westward to Ne-
braska and Kansas, the Hackberr}' is a
fairly common tree on rocky hills and
ridges, but it is not found often on low
ground. It ranges over the entire
State of Illinois. Excepting the Post
Oak and Scrub Oak types of upland
woods, all of our hardwood forests
contain Hackberry. It is most abun-
dant in the drainage basin of the
Ohio River, and occurs commonly with Pin Oak, Elm, Honey Locust,
Soft Maple, cottonwoods. Burr Oak, Ash, Red Gum, and hickories. In
the northern part of the State, its commoner associates are Elm, Ash.
maples, Walnut, Burr Oak, and Bass Wood. VestaP describes a well-
defined Elm-Hackberry forest in Cumberland County, in which also
occur Honey Locust, Black Haw, and, in some places. Shingle Oak. He
Delieves that, as the Hackbeiry seeds are readily dispersed to considerable
distances, "these forests are of independent and comparatively recent
origin in locally favorable spots in the prairie uplands."
Fig. 66. A fine Hackberry in the
upland woods at Allendale. This
tree was 112 feet high and had a
trunk diameter of 3 feet.
Trans. 111. St. Acad. Sci. 12:237. 1910.
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In northern Illinois, at the present
time, the Hackberry grows to a maxi-
mum height of 7T feet and a diameter
of 17 inches. In the extreme south
it grows no taller ; but in the Wabash
Vallev, the trees growing on rich bot-
toms are described by Robert Ridgway
as very tall and beautiful, frequently
attaining heights of 120 to 130 feet and
diameters of 3 feet, with tall, straight
boles, reaching 60, 70, and even SO feet
to the first limb.
I'scs: The heavy, close-grained,
light-yellow wood of the Hackberry is
neither very strong nor very hard, but
in durability it ranks with white elm.
Unless it is carefully seasoned, it
warps and twists ; and so, beyond
those of fencing and cheap furniture,
it has few commercial uses.
As a source of lumber in Illinois,
the Hackberry is of little importance.
In the Cypress forests, there is
about 1 tree to every 2 acres ; in
the mixed hardwood growths of the main streams, about 3 trees on every
2 acres; along secondary streams it is of no consequence at all ; and in the
upland hardwood forests, there are only about l.") trees to 100 acres.
Along the Rock River, where the Hackberry numbers about -1 trees per
acre, the yield is estimated at approximately 400 board feet to the acre.
Fig. 67. Distribution of the Hack-
berry.
CELTIS LAEVIGATA K. Koch
Sugarberry Mississippi Hackberry
The Sugarberry, also called the Mississippi Hackberry. is a tree
of moderate size, with a broad crown of spreading or pendulous branches.
The long and sharply pointed, thin leaves, 2 ^'2 to 5 inches long by ;>4
to 13/4 inches wide, are light-green on both surfaces, generally smooth
above and below, and stand on slender, hairless petioles 34 to >4 inch
long. The flowers terminate smooth, slender pedicels ; and the orange-
red to yellow fruits. 34 inch in diameter, hang from the axils of the leaves
on stems about as long as the petioles. The reddish-brown, shiny branch-
lets bear pointed, brown buds up to y^ inch long. The trunk, inclosed by
it: Illinois Natikal Histoky Stuvky Billkti.n
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thin, pale-gray bark covered by prominent excrescences, attains a diameter
of 2 feet or more; and the tree may become 60 to <S0 feet high.
Distribution: The range of the Sugarberry extends from \'irginia
southward to the Everglades, westward to Texas and northward again
into Illinois and Indiana. In Illinois, it is found on the bottomlands of the
large rivers, and is limited in its distribution practically to the southern
third of the State. Two specimens have been taken from Pike County,
perhaps from the same tree, the locality given for them being on the
Mississippi bottomland in the extreme northwest corner of the county.
This represents, in comparison with our other records, not only the most
northerly station for the tree but also a rather remarkable norlhward
extension of its range.
In the Cache River bottomlands in Massac County, the Sugarberry
grows with ash, Elm, Pin and Swamp Spanish oaks. Soft Maple, Red and
Black gums, and hickory—a list which does not differ greatly from that of
the Hackberry. In the Wabash Valley, a tree measured by Robert Ridg-
way was G<) feet high and 11 inches in diameter.
Fig. 68. Trunk and bark of the
Sugarberry. Photo from the Field
Museum of Natural History.
Fig. 69. Distribution of the Sugar-
berry.
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i'scs: 'Ihe close-drained, light-yellow wood of the Sugarberry is
neither strong nor hard and has but few commercial uses. In Illinois, it is
not a common tree and. when cut, it is sold along with Hackberry. as the
wood of the two trees is not distinguished in the lumber trade.
MORUS Linnaeus Mulberry
Family Mokaceae
Deciduous trees or shrubs, with simple, alternate, broad-bladed
leaves. :>- to o-nerved from the base. Staminate and pistillate flowers on
ditVerent branches or even different trees, both in stalked clusters from
the a.xils of bud scales or the lower leaves of the new growth; staminate
flowers in long, cylindrical spikes, each with a 4-lobed calyx, 4 stamens
opposite the lobes, and a rudimentary pistil ; pistillate flowers sessile, in
densely flowered, oblong si)ikes, each with a persistent, 4-lobed calyx,
a flat, oval ovary capped by 2 spreading stigmas. Fruit a succulent
"berrv" compo.sed of numerous tiny drupes developed from the indi-
vidual flowers.
11iere are about nine species of Morus, and the genus ranges through
the temi)erate regions of eastern North America, south along the high-
lands into South .\nierica, and from the southwest of Asia into japan
and the Indian Archipelago. There are two species in North America,
one t)f which grows in Illinois.
MORUS RUBRA Linnaeus
Red Mulberry
The Red Mulberry is a tree of moderate size, with a dense, round-
topped head of stout, spreading branches. The entire, or often deeply
;5-lobe(l, bluish-green, thin leaves. :) to 5 inches long by 2^ to 4 inches
wide, are smooth or a little rf)Ughened above but pale and more or less
hairy l)eneath, and have coarse, incurved teeth along their margins. The
spikes of staminate flowers are narrow and 2 to 2)/^ inches long, and the
dense pistillate spikes, about 1 inch long, stand on short, hairy stalks. The
sweet, juicy fruit, a little over an inch long, is at maturity nearly black. On
the light, red-brown to orange, slender, zig-zag branchlets, the oval buds,
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about 34 iii^'li l*-"!*?. stand above rather
large and nearly circular leaf-scars.
The trunk, which is covered by fairly
thin, red-tinted, brown bark divided
at the surface into elongated plates,
may reach a diameter of 3 feet, and
the mature tree is usually 60 to 'iO
feet high.
Distribution: The Red Mulberry
ranges from Massachusetts westward
into the Dakotas and southward to
Florida and Texas. It grows through-
out Illinois, being more numerous,
and the individual trees larger, toward
the south. In the northeast, as report-
ed by Pepoon\ it is "very local and
rare or overlooked" along the Des-
Plaines River. In Hancock County,
Alice Kibbe says, the tree grows in
rich woods, there being few large
trees but many small ones. Usually
the Red Mulberry grows alone or in
small groups, in association with Black,
White. Pin, Swamp White. Swamp
Spanish, and Cow oaks, together with hickory. Elm, ash, Hackberry,
and numerous other trees, the particular mixture being determined by
the location.
Before the Wabash region had been cut over for lumber, a tree
measured by Jacob Schneck was found to have a height of 62 feet, a cir-
cumference of 10 feet 6 inches, and a bole reaching 20 feet to the first
limb. The maximum height of Red Mulberry trees recently measured in
a virgin stand of hardwoods in Union County was 30 feet, with an ac-
companying diameter of 7 inches.
Uses: The golden-brown wood of the Red Mulberry, which
darkens with age and exposure, is soft and weak, though coarse-grained
and tough. Because of its durability in the soil, the farmers of southern
Illinois frequently reserve the mulberry trees when selling the other timber.
in order to convert them into fence posts for their own use. Occasionally,
the wood gets to the sawmills, and is cut into lumber for use in boat
building and barrel making.
Fig. 70. Distribution of the Red
Mulberry.
' Flora of the Chicago Region, p. 282.
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MACLURA NuTTALL
I-'amily Moraceae
Deciduous, spiny trees, with alternate, broad-bladed, simple leaves.
Staniinate flowers with long pedicels, grouped on slender stalks which
arise from the axils of the leaves ; pistillate flowers sessile in dense, globu-
lar heads, which cap stout stalks arising from the axils of the new leaves.
Fruit a large, globose, milky "orange" composed of the united fruits of
the individual flowers. Twigs round, with axillary spines, round, pale
pith, and small, gloljular liuds which stand above somewhat triangular
leaf scars.
There is but one species, the well-known Osage Orange. It is con-
fined to eastern North America.
MACLURA POMIFERA Sciineidkr
Osage Orange Bow Wood
The Osage Orange is a tree somewhat over medium height, with an
open, round-topped head of stout, uptiltcd, spreading branches. The
sharply pointed, smooth-margined
leaves, with blades 3 to 5 inches long
by 2 to 3 inches wide, stand on slender
petioles 1^ to 2 inches long. The
clusters of staminate flowers are 1 to
lYz inches long, and the globular heads
of pistillate flowers are >>4 to 1 inch in
diameter. The globular, orange-like,
green fruit, which ripens in the au-
tumn, is 4 or 5 inches in diameter.
The rather stout, pale-orange, zig-zag
twigs bear pointed spines or small
globular buds in the axils of the leaves.
The trunk, which may attain a dia-
meter of more than 2 feet, is covered
by dark-orange bark deeply fissured
into broad, rounded ridges. The
height of the mature tree is between
50 and 60 feet.
Distribution: The Osage Orange
has been ])lanted widely as a hedge
tree in all kinds of situations, but its
, , ,
. . , .
, , , ,
Fig. 71. Distribution of the Osage
natural habitat is the rich bottomland Orange
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of streams, and its native range extends from southern Arkansas and
Oklahoma southward into Texas. In lUinois it is found occasionally as
an "escape" from cultivation.
Uses: The bright, orange wood of the Osage Orange, though coarse-
grained, is exceedingly hard and strong. Its durability in the soil exceeds
that of all other woods used for fence posts and railroad ties. Fences
of Osage Orange have stood for more than 50 years without a rotten
post, while onlv 40 per cent of the posts in black ash fences remain sound
for 10 years.
The Osage Indians called it "Bois d'arc," or bow-wood, and ttsed it
in their finest bows. It does not shrink with weather changes, and for
ihis reason it was used in the early days to make the felloes of wagon
wheels. At the present time, it finds some use in the manufacture of
wooden machinery, insulator pins, and tool handles.
The bark of the roots contains an important dye, made up of moric
and moritannic acids, which gives a yellow color; and the bark of the
trunk, which yields the same substances, is employed in tanning leather.
MAGNOLIA Linnaeus Magnolia
Family Magnoliaceae
Small to very large trees and shrubs, with deciduous or persistent,
broad-bladed, alternate, and simple leaves. Flowers rather large and
showy, consisting of 3 sepals, 6 to 13 petals in series of 3's, and numerous
stamens and pistils with 2 recurved stigmas. Fruit a dry, cone-like struc-
ture, made up of numerous 2-seeded capsules, the seeds with thick, red-
dish, pulpy coats. The rather stout twigs, which contain large, roimd,
sometimes diaphragmed pith, bear oval buds covered by a single scale.
The bark is ashy-gray or brown and either smooth or scaly.
Represented by about 30 species, Magnolia is found in eastern North
America and southern ^lexico, and in eastern and southern Asia. But
in the geological epochs succeeding the Ice Age, the number of species,
judged from the fossils that have been found, must have been much larger.
Certainly, the range of the genus was greater, for it is known to have
been represented in southern Europe and Japan, as well as British Colum-
bia, Alaska, and Greenland. At the present time there are in the United
States T species, one of which is native to Illinois.
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MAGNOLIA ACUMINATA Linxakus
Cucumber Tree Mountain Magnolia
The Cucuml)er Tree is of moderate to large size, with a pyramidal
crown of rather small, sjjreading or erect branches. The pointed, yellow-
green leaves, 6 to 10 inches long by 4 to 6 inches wide, are smooth on the
upper surface but paler and soft-hairy beneath. The slender and eventu-
ally smooth petioles are 1 to IjA inches
long. The flowers, which stand on
pedicels ]/> ^o -/^ inch long, have 3-
pointed, reflexed, membranous sepals
and (5 erect, greenish-yellow petals 2)4
to 3 inches long. The oblong, some-
times curved, "cucumber-like" fruit is
dark red and between 2 and 3 inches
long. The bright red-brown branch-
lets are slender, with sharp-pointed
and hairy terminal buds J^ to ^ inch
long—abotit thrice as long as the blunt
lateral buds which are set in the curve
of the narrow, nioon-shaped leaf-
scars. The trunk, which is clothed by
thin, furrowed, dark-brown, scaly
bark, becomes 3 or 4 feet in diameter
;
and the tree grows to a height of 60
to 90 feet.
Distribution: From Ontario to
Georgia and westward to Louisiana
and Missouri, the Cucumber Tree
Fig. 72. Distribution of the Cucum- grows on hillsides, mountain slopes.
ber Tree ....
and along streams. In Illinois, it is
native only in the extreme southern part of the State, where it is to be
found as an occasional tree among other hardwoods on the richer and
cooler northern slopes as well as on the bottomlands. In its moisture
requirements, it is rather exacting, preferring deep, loose, moist soils
and avoiding situations where the upper soil layers tend to become dry.
Although it never forms pure stands, it makes up a considerable propor-
tion of the new stand on the cut-over and partially drained bottomlands
of Union County. Its common associates include the White, Pin, and
Black oaks, Hickory. Black Gum. Beech. Ash. Tulip Tree, and numerous
others, both on uplands and bottomlands.
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i\\-cs: TIk- yc'llow -l)r<)\\n wood (jf tlie C"ucuiiil)cr Trcf, ihougli
close-grained, is neither hard nor slronjj; : and thouj,di occasionally sawed
into iuniher for flooring and cahinet-making, it is used chiefly for veneers
and carriage and automobile bodies
—
purposes for which its durability
makes it suitable.
LIRIODENDRON Linnaeus Yellow Poplar
l-'aniily M A(;\()LIACI£AE
\'erv tall, deciduous trees, with alternate, broad-bladed, 4-lobed leaves
with broad, notched tips. Flowers large and conspicuous, with '•] sepals.
!) ])etals. and numerous stamens and pistils, the latter (le\eloping together
into a narrow, woody, cone-like fruit with 1 or 2 seeds in each of its cap-
sules. The twigs are round and moderately thick, with light-brown, dia-
phragmed pith and flattened, 2-edged l)uds above nearly round leaf-scars.
The brown bark is deeply furrowed and bitter.
At the present time, there are 2 sjiecies of Liriodendrtjn. one native
in eastern North America, the other in Central China : l)ut in ancient geo-
logical times there existed a great variety of species, w'hich flourished
throughout most of the North Temperate Zone and even in Greenland
a:i(l Iceland.
LIRIODENDRON TULIPIFERA Linnaeus
Tulip Tree Yellow Poplar
'J^ie Tulip Tree is exceedingly tall, rising at maturity to a height of
1 50 feet or more, and its straight bole is capped with a narrow, conical
crown of rather small liranches. The dark-green and shiny leaves. 5 to 6
inches long, e{|ually broad, and pale on the lower surface, are variable in
shape but have (|uite commonly 4 distinct, pointed lobes, the uj^per 2 lobes
being so arranged as to give the leaf end a flat or notched appearance. The
flowers, which are 1 1/2 to 2 inches deep, stand on slender ])edicels nearly
an inch long, the greenish-white sepals spread or turn downward and fall
soon, and each of the G petals is conspicuously marked with orange at its
base. The mature, cone-like fruit it from 2^ to 3 inches long by about 3^
inch thick and ripens in September or October. The shiny, reddish-brown
branchlets. which contain pale, diaphragmed pith, are terminated by a
flat, 2-edged. and somewhat stalked bud about j/2 inch long, and the dark-
red lateral buds, smaller than the terminal one, stand above large, round
leaf-scars. The trunk, covered when young by thin, scaly bark but when
old by deeply furrowed brown bark 2 inches thick, often attains a diameter
of .") feet or more.
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Distribution: On slopes and in
stream valleys, but always on deep
and moist but well-drained soils, the
Tulip Tree ranges from Massachu-
setts south to Florida and westward
to Missouri. Arkansas, and Louisiana.
In Illinois, it is distinctly a southern
tree, its range reaching northward
in the west only as far as Piney Creek
in St. Clair County and in the east
to Richland County. Its occurrence in
the southeast corner of Vermilion
County is undoubtedly a local exten-
sion of its range in Indiana, where
it is known to have been native in the
north as well as in the south. In
the southern Illinois counties which
line the Mississippi. Ohio, and Wa-
bash rivers, the Tulip Tree finds fa-
vorable sites on the deep, moist soils
of cool ravines and along the lesser
streams ; but it does not venture far
into the interior counties.
Its common associates are White,
Black, and Red oaks, hickories. Sycamore, Black and Red gums. Beech.
White and Slippery elms, the maples, ashes, and Black Walnut. In Pu-
laski County, it grows on the terraced soils of the bottomlands, just above
the Cypress swamp, with Hard Maple, ashes, Bass Wood, hickories.
and elms ; and at the Piney Creek station, it grows with Beech. Black
Gum, and Short-leaf Pine. About (55 years ago. A. H. Worthen^ ob-
served that "at points in Johnson County where sandstone does not
prevail, the limestone and shales have added to the soil by their disin-
tegration and this change of soil can be recognized by a somewhat changed
growth of timber, especially by the presence of yellow poplar."
The original Tulip Trees of the Wabash Valley, according to Rob-
ert Ridgway^, ranked next to the Sycamore in the size, height, and sym-
metry of their trunks. He measured 20 standing trees and found them
to have an average height of 147 feet, a trunk circumference of 19 feet
4 inches, and a clear bole (>!) feet long. He states, also, that "the finest
Fig. 73. Distribution of the Tulip
Tree.
' Geology of lUinois, Vol. 1, p. 377.
= American Naturalist, Vol. 6, pp. 658-665 and 724-732. IS- A
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tree measured was one cut for lumber near Timberville
. . which mea-
sured 158 feet in total length while the trunk was 23 feet in circum-
ference 3 feet from the base, and 18 feet at a point 74 feet further up
where the first branch grew. The trunk was perfectly sound and sym-
metrical throughout." The largest Tulip Tree measured in our recent
forest survey was only 90 feet high, with a diameter of 27 inches.
Uses: The wood of the Tulij:) Tree, often called "whitewood" in
the lumber trade because of its creamy-white sapwood, is yellowish-
brown with a green tint in the heart. Being light and soft and easily
worked, though somewhat brittle and weak, it finds numerous uses in
the manufactured articles of commerce. Because of its durability and
receptiveness to paint, it is used extensively in the exterior trim of houses,
as in cornices, bevel siding, and veranda columns ; and, though it has no
decided grain pattern, the color contrast between its heart and sapwood
lends a pleasing etifect for interior finishing. Formerly, a considerable
amount of yellow poplar was used in the manufacture of buggy boxes
and wagon beds ; but the present cut finds its way into automobile bodies,
boats, shingles, drawing boards, tables, and veneers. It is an ideal
wood for turnery, and nuich of it is used in making toys, novelties, and
cabinets. Tulip Tree shavings, together with other waste wood, are
shipped from St. Louis mills to Chillicothe, Ohio, to be made into paper
pulp.
Though still valuable, the Tulip Tree no longer holds an important
place among the commercial trees of our forests. In the bottomland
forests, it grows only in the south ; and there it is to be found only along
the secondary streams at the rate of about 1 tree per acre. In the upland
forest, it grows only with the mixed hardwoods, 1 tree to the acre on an
average; but even when it is more numerous, as in the ui)land stands of
Union County, it makes U]) only about 3 per cent of the stand, and even
then only 1 tree in 3 has reached merchantable size, and the merchant-
able trees yield only 70 to 120 board feet to the acre.
ASIMINA Adanson Pawpaw
Family Anonaceae
Deciduous small trees or shrubs, with alternate, broad-bladed, simple,
and entire leaves. Flowers, borne alone on pedicels from the old leaf
axils, have 3 green sepals, (5 dark petals in 2 series of 3 each, many sta-
mens, and 3 to 15 pistils crowded in the center of the flower. The fruit
is berry-like and edible. The round twigs contain white, green-dia-
phragmed pith, end in a naked terminal bud, and bear smaller lateral
1S6 Illinois Natikai. History Survky Bulletin
buds above halt-round or crescent-shaped leaf-scars. The branchlets
jrive off a disagreeable odor when bruised.
The genus is found only in eastern North America, where 6 species
are recognized; but of these only 1 attains the size and form of a tree,
the others being low shrubs of the far south.
ASIMINA TRILOBA Dunal
Pawpaw
The Pawpaw is a decidedly small tree, with a straight bole and small
spreading branches. The sharply pointed, smooth-margined, conspicu-
ously obovate leaves. 10 to 12 inches long by -t to G inches wide, are light-
green on the upper surface, paler beneath, and not at all hairy. The
flowers, which are nearly 2 inches in
diameter and stand singly on stout,
hairy pedicels an inch or more long,
have 3 pale green sepals, which are
densely hairy on the outside, and 6
brown to deep-red petals 2 or 3 times
as long as the sepals. The dark-brown
to blackish fruit, 3 to 5 inches long by
1/^ to 2 inches long, has a whitish to
orange, edible fiesh, within which are
the large seeds. The finely grooved,
dark-red twigs bear pointed, somewhat
flattened, hairy buds about y& inch
long. The small trunk is inclosed by
thin, dark-brown, blotchy bark. The
tree usually attains a height of between
30 and 40 feet.
Distribution: From New York
westward to Iowa and southward to
Florida and eastern Texas, the Paw-
paw is to be found in woods on deep,
moist soils. It occurs throughout Illi-
nois except in the northwestern corner
of the State, and it is most abundant
in the southern counties, where it grows in dense clumps beneath the
larger hardwood trees. In Edgar County, in the rough uplands woods,
its associates are Black Walnut, oaks, and hickory; in Wabash County,
Sycamore and Burr Oak ; and along Coffee Creek in Wabash County, it
is common among the bottomland hickories and oaks.
Fig. 74. Distribution of the Pawpaw.
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Rol)ert Ridj^wav' rej^orted, in 188-^. that he had seen pawpaws in
the Wahash \'allcv with a height of 48 feet and a trunk circumference of
3'^ inches, but at the present time one seldom sees a tree more than 30
feet high and 2A or "i", inches in circumference.
Uses: The coarsely grained, spongy wood of the pawpaw, which is
not only light but soft and weak as well, has no commercial value. The
tree is used to some extent in decorative planting ; but its chief value lies
in its fruit, which matures about the middle of September. As its poor
keeping qualities do not allow it to be shipped to fruit markets, its sale is
limited to the localities in which it is grown. There are two varieties of
fruits, one with white and one with yellow flesh, and it is the latter that
is considered the more desirable for eating.
SASSAFRAS Nees Sassafras
Family Lauraceae
Small to moderate, deciduous trees, with alternate, simple, variously
lobed leaves and terminal flower buds. The staminate and pistillate flowers
on dififerent trees, each usually in few-flowered racemes, and each flower
with six sepals, no petals. 9 stamens (poorly developed in the pistillate
flowers), and one ovary (absent in the staminate flowers). Fruit a dark
blue to black berry, with thin flesh surrounding the dark brown seed. The
rounded, green twigs contain white, somewhat angled pith and bear soli-
tary, subglobose lateral and terminal buds above small, nearly semicircular
leaf-scars. The bark red-brown, thick, and deeply furrowed.
\\'ith its 3 species. Sassafras now grows in southeastern North Amer-
ica, southeastern Asia, and Formosa ; but in pre-glacial ages, several spe-
cies, some of which had leaves quite similar to those of our one modern
American form, were in existence, and the range of the genus included
southern Europe, South America, Australia, Greenland, and northwest-
ern North America.
' Proc. U. S. Nat. Museum, Vol. 5, pp. 49-88.
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SASSAFRAS OFFICINALE Nees and Ebermaier
Sassafras
The Sassafras tree is generally of only very moderate size, with a
flat-topi)ecl head of rather stout branches which extend almost horizontally
from the trunk. The firm and often rather leathery, dark-green leaves,
4 to G inches long by 2 to -i inches wide and more or less hairy beneath,
commonly have 3 or 3 very distinct,
large, and characteristic apical lobes.
The petioles are from ')i to lYi inches
long. The small, greenish flowers
stand on short stalks along a central
axis and form racemes about 'I inches
long. The blue berries, which ri])en in
the fall, are between ^ and ^ inch
long and stand in scarlet cups at the
tips of stalks 1>^ to 3 inches long.
The bright-green, shiny branchlets
bear globular buds about ^ inch long.
The trunk is generally not over (i
inches in diameter. The tree rises
to an ordinary height of 30 or 40 feet
;
but nmch larger trees may be found.
IJisfribufion: From Maine to
Iowa and southward to Florida and
Texas. Sassafras finds a natural home
on rich and sandy, well-drained soils,
often invading abandoned agricultural
land. With the exception of our 3
northern tiers of counties, it ranges
throughout Illinois, but it is most frequently met with to the south of
the Illinois River. Though generally a small tree, it is known to have
attained a height of 71 feet and a trunk circumference of over T feet,
with a clear bole 52 feet 6 inches long, in the Wabash Valley. A tree
standing 3 miles northwest of Maysville. Pike County, measured 33
inches in diameter but. being on open ground, it has a short trunk.
Sassafras sometimes grows in pure stands, as at Foley's Mill, near
Paris. Edgar County ; but it is usually accompanied by other trees. On
poor or abandoned land, its associates often are Persimmon and Sumach
;
but on bottomlands, as in Wayne County, they are Red Gum. River
Birch, hickories, ash. and Swamp White Oak. In Fulton County, it was
found with hickories. Elm. Bass Wood, White and Shingle oaks, Wal-
FiG. 75. Largest Sassafras in Illi-
nois. This tree, situated in Pike
County, near Maysville, has a trunk
diameter of 33 inches.
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nut. and Ironwood; in Kankakee
County with the Black and White oaks
and Black Cherry ; and in Mason
County with the Black, White and
Jack oaks and Red Mulberry.
Uses: Though soft and light, the
wood of the Sassafras, which is light-
brown with a yellowish thin sapwood.
is very durable in the soil and is used
not only for fence posts and rails but
also for railroad and mine ties. The
roots fiu'nish the material for sassa-
fras tea, and sassafras oil, distilled
from the bark, is an ingredient of cer-
tain medicines and perfumes.
In the Wabash Valley, where
trees SO feet high, though only 1-4
inches in diameter, have been seen.
Sassafras furnishes abovit 30 board
feet per acre, while among the upland
limber of Union County, where the
maximum height is oO feet and the
greatest diameter S inches, the board-
fodt yield is negligible.
Fig. 76. Distribution of the
Sassafras.
LIQUIDAMBAR Linnaeus
Family Hamamelidaceae
Tall, deciduous trees, with alternate, broad-bladed. palmately lobed
leaves and flowers with rudimentary sepals and no petals. The stamin-
ate and pistillate flowers separate, the former in terminal racemes, the
latter in globular heads at the ends of stalks arising fnjm the axils of the
upper leaves. Fruit a globular collection of capsules, armed by hard-
ened and incurved, warty spines, usually containing a flattened, terminally
winged seed.
The 4 species of this genus give it a disconnected range which in-
cludes southeastern North America and Central America, southeastern
and southwestern Asia, and Formosa. But from fossils, about 20 spe-
cies, now extinct, are known to have existed during the world's history
and to have grown, at various times, in Asiatic Russia, southern Europe,
western North America, and even Alaska and Greenland. There is now
but one species in the United States.
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LIQUIDAMBAR STYRACIFLUA Linnaeus
Sweet Gum
The Sweet Gum is a tree of considerably more than moderate height,
with a small and oblong crown of slender branches. The thin, bright-
green, tinelv toothed leaves aie divided into 5 or T large, pointed lobes, so
that each leaf has the ai)pearance of a star. The slender petioles are 5
or 6 inches long. The terminal ra-
cemes of staminate flowers are 3 or o
inches long, the flowers being ar-
ranged in compact heads along the
axis ; and the pistillate flowers are
grouped in globular heads Yi inch in
diameter on the ends of drooping
pedicels. The globular fruits attain a
diameter of 1 to 1^ inches, the cap-
sules opening in the autumn to set
free brown, resinous, winged seeds
about Yz inch long. The round and
often corky-ridged twigs contain
brown, star-shaped pith and bear oval
buds above more or less triangular
leaf-scars. The trunk, covered by
deeply furrowed, light-gray bark, at-
tains a diameter of \ feet or more
;
and the tree often grows to a height
of 100 feet or over.
Disfribiitioii: On rich, inundated
bottomlands and in swamps, the Sweet
Gum ranges from Connecticut to Mis-
souri and to Florida, Texas, and Mexico. In Illinois, it is native only in
the southern counties, coming up the Wabash and its tributaries to Rich-
land County and up the Mississippi to Jackson County. Of all the trees
in the virgin forests of the Wabash Valley, according to Robert Ridg-
way, Sweet Gum. or Red Gum as it is often called, had the tallest and
straightest shaft, in proportion to its girth. The two largest specimens
seen by him had trunks IT feet in circumference, and one of these had a
clear bole so feet long; and the tallest tree he saw cut for lumber had a
total length of 1(54 feet. In our forest survey, we measured a Sweet Gum
in Massac County, which had a height of 122 feet, a bole ()2 feet long, and
diameters of ;U inches at the base and 26 inches at the top of the bole.
Fig. 77. A Sweet Gum in the for-
est near Mt. Carmel. This tree had
a clear bole 78 feet long, a crown
spread of 85 feet, and a trunk cir-
cumference of 12 feet 6 inches.
Photo by U. S. Forest Service.
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PLATE 62
LIOUIDAMBAR STYRACIFLUA Linnaeus SWEET GUM
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It funiisht'd. when sawed, '^,31 T feet of lumber for egg crates. .V fine
stand is now in existence on the Coffee Creek bottoms near Mt. Carmel,
in which the trees vary from 'i2 to -li inches in diameter and average about
11") feet in height.
On the bottomlands, the Sweet Gum is commonly associated with
Sycamore, Cottonwood, Honey Locust, the bottomland oaks. Pecan, Hack-
berry, and Soft Maple.
Uses: The heavy and close-grained wood of the Sweet (jum, though
hard, is not very strong; but because of its fine texture and the alternating
streaks of red and black, which give highly figured patterns, it is used
often for interior finishing, especially in the panels of doors and walls.
To some extent, it is used in the
manufacture of furniture, as a sul)sti-
tute for walnut or mahogany, being,
indeed. ex])orted to England under the
trade name "satin walnut."
A "sweet gum" derived from the
tree is similar, in its properties and
com])osition. to the storax taken from
Licjitidaiiibar oricn talis in Asia Minor,
a substance yieldin;^ both cinnamic
acid and cinnamic alcohol. These
products enter into the manufacture
ji tobaccos, pharmaceutical substan-
ces, adhesives, and perfumes. Andre
Michaux. in relating his travels be-
tween K!)o and lTi)6, says that "a
Frenchman who traded among the
Cheroquois savages cured himself of
the itch by drinking for ten days a de-
coction of chi})s of that tree which he
called copalm and which is the tree
Li(|uidambar."
In 1925, the Illinois cut of Sweet
Gum yielded two and a half million
board feet of lumber, and in addition a large amount went into the manu-
facture of basket and crate veneers. In the Cypress swamps. Sweet Gum
is third among the trees in importance and constitutes between 10 and 11
per cent of the stand; among the hardwoods of the main streams, it con-
stitutes between 4 and 5 per cent of the stand ; but along the secondary
streams, it falls to a low position among the timber trees. In the Wabash
Fig. 78. Distribution of
Sweet Gum.
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X'alley. there is still a potential yield in the virgin forest of 4,500 board
feet to the acre, while in the Cypress swamps the yield is estimated at
about 3,600 board feet per acre. Elsewhere, the Sweet Gum is not now
of great importance as a timber tree.
PLATANUS Linnaeus Plane-tree
Family Platanaceae
Small to very large, deciduous trees, with alternate, broad-bladed,
more or less distinctly lobed leaves, the petioles enlarged at the base and
inclosing the buds. The minute flowers in dense, stalked heads, staminate
and pistillate flowers common in separate heads, the former dark-red and
the latter light-green. The staminate flowers with 3 to 6 small sepals,
3 to 6 pointed petals, and as many stamens as sepals ; the pistillate flowers
with 3 to 6 sepals and petals and an equal number both of rudimentary
stamens and of pistils. Fruit a long-stalked, dense head of nutlets, with-
in which are the light-brown seeds. The round, zig-zag, moderate-sized
twigs contain pale to brownish pith and, though lacking a terminal bud,
bear rather large, conical one-scaled lateral buds wdthin the circular leaf-
scars. Thin stipule scars encircle the twigs at each leaf-scar. The bark
characteristically exfoliates in large, thin strips, exposing the white under
bark.
With its 6 or T modern species, Platanus is now native in North
America and southwestern Asia, as well as Mexico and Central America.
But the history of the Plane-tree extends far back into the early story
of the world's life. Not less than 16 species have been found among
American fossils ; and these records, which show that North America was
the original home of the Sycamore, carry us back to a time when the ape-
man was still a being of the future and when the gigantic dinosaurs still
roamed the earth. Though of most ancient ancestry and once a widely
distributed and numerous tribe, Platanus has succumbed to the march of
the ages ; and there are now but 3 species in North America, of which
one alone is found in Illinois.
PLATANUS OCCIDENTALIS Linnaeus
Sycamore Buttonwood
The Svcamore is an exceptionally tall tree, often with several trunks
that rise from near the ground to a great height and then give out mas-
sive, spreading limbs, which form a very wide and open head. The 3-
to 5-lobed. coarsely but sharply toothed leaves are thin but firm ; the blade,
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Fig. 79. Sycamore grove on the
Mississippi bottoms in Union
Coun'.y.
i to ', inches hjiig and almost eqtially
broad, is bright green on top. thongh
l)aler beneath, where the midrib and
veins are furnished with fine hair.
The stout petioles are between A and
5 inches long. The flower heads are
solitary, or occasionally 2 together, on
the ends of pendulous, pale-hairy pedi-
cels ; and the fruits or "button-balls",
which develop from the pistillate
heads, grow to a diameter of an inch
or more, while their slender stems in-
crease in length to 3 or even G inches.
The branchlcts, which are at hrst
hairy and dark-green, become orange-
brown and later gray and bear conical.
2
-ranked buds ^ inch or more long.
The lower tnuik, which often attain.^
a diameter of 10 feet, is covered with thick, dark-brown bark deeply ftu^-
rowed into broad rounded ridges ; btit upward on the tnmk the thin otiter
bark falls in scales, exposing the inner bark. The height of the tree often
exceeds 100 feet.
Distribution: From Maine westward to Iowa, southward to Florida,
and again westward to Texas, the Sycamore grows on the rich border-
lands of streams, rivers, and lakes. It ranges through the length and
breadth of Illinois, though in the north, where favorable localities are
few. it is not a common tree. In Hancock County it is said to grow, even
abundantly, on rich lowlands, and it is found also on dry limestone
ledges at Cedar Glenn, as well as occasionally on dry, upland slopes. In
Vermilion County, on the eastern side of the State, it grows with the Beech
and its as.sociates. while in the University Woods of Chami)aign County
it is found with such trees as maples, hickories. Buckeye. Hackberry, and
Honey Locust. In the southern ])art of the State. Sycamore is, however,
a fairly important tree
; for though in the upland forests there are only
about 2 trees to 100 acres, it increases in abundance on the lowlands and
averages 40 trees to TOO acres in Cypress swamps, GG trees to 100 acres
on the lowlands of the main streams, and about 2G5 trees to 100 acres
along the secondary streams.
In Thwaite's Early Western Travels\ there is this note on the Syca-
more
:
"1 he Sangamon bottom has a soil of amazing fertility and rears
from its deep, black mould a forest of enormous sycamores; huge, over-
grown, unshapely masses, their venerable limbs streaming with moss."
'Vol. 26, p. 320.
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PLATANUS OCCIDENTALIS Lixxaeus SYCAMORE
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Fig. 80. Distribution of the
Sycamore.
And to Andre Alichaux the statement
is credited that the Poplar and Syca-
more were of all trees in eastern
North America those that attained the
greatest diameter.
Uses: The wood of the Syca-
more is hard and hea\y but not very
strong ; its worst quality, however, is
the cross-grain, which makes it hard to
split and renders it liable to excessive
warping and twisting during the sea-
soning process. The heartwood is
reddish and is marked with a silver
grain, which gives a pleasing effect
when the lumber is used for interior
finishing and for furniture. Of the
1,^00,000 board feet of sycamore liun-
ber produced in Illinois during 1925,
by far the greatest proportion was
made into veneers and wooden ware
of various kinds, such as tool handles,
tobacco boxes, butcher's blocks, and
the like.
MALUS Hall Apple
Family Rosaceae
Irees of only small to very moderate size, with alternate, simple.
entire, or variously lobed leaves. The flowers, borne in short, terminal
racemes, have 5 green sepals, 5 white, pink, or rosy petals, about 20
stamens, and 3 to 5 pistils united into a single, inferior ovary. The fruit
is a small, fleshy a]jple with a pa]jery core, within which are the brown,
lustrous seeds. 'JMie round, slender twigs bear small, 4-scaled buds above
narrow leaf-scars. The bark is only shallowly fissured and usually is scaly.
The wide range of Mains in the Northern Hemisphere includes North
America, southern Europe, and much of central and southern Asia.
Among about 15 species, 9 occur in North America, but in Illinois only
one species. Mains iooisis Britton, is common, although certain others,
such as M. (uigustifolia IMichaux, M. lancifolia Rehder, and M. platycarpa
Hoopcsii Rehder occur here and there.
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MALUS lOENSIS Britton CRAB APPLE
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MALUS lOENSIS Britton
Crab Apple
The Crab Apple is a small, spiny tree, with a wide, open crown of
stout branches. The sharply-toothed and sometimes somewhat lobed,
firm leaves are dark-green and shiny above but pale, yellowish, and at least
somewhat hairy beneath. The blade is from 2^ to -i inches long by ] to
1^/2 inches wide and stands on a slender petiole nearly an inch long. The
flowers, which are Ij/ to 2 inches broad, are borne in clusters of 3 to 6
on woolly pedicels an inch or more long, and the white or rosy petals
surround the stamens and the o styles, which are covered with long, white
hairs for a third of their length. The greenish-yellow apples which cap
the stout hairy pedicels are from ;4 to 1^^ inches in diameter. The red-
dish-brown, bright branchlets bear rather small buds with blunt points
and scales hairy over their upper halves. The trunk, inclosed by a thin,
"ed-brown, scaly bark, may become a foot or more in diameter ; and the
mature tree is usually between 20 and 30 feet high.
Distribution: This is a tree of the Central States, ranging, in its
typical form, only from Indiana westward to Nebraska and northward
to Wisconsin and Minnesota. In Illinois it occurs in many places and is
frequently mistaken for the Garland Tree, Mains coronaria Linnaeus.
Uses: The small size of the Crab Apple renders its wood of very
little commercial value. A cultivated variety, Mains ioensis plena Rehder,
which is sold by nurserymen under the name of Bechtel Crab, is, however,
one of our valuable decorative trees, highly prized for its large, double,
rosy-pink blossoms.
SORBUS Linnaeus Mountain Ash
Family Rosaceae
Small, deciduous trees or shrubs, with alternate, compound, finely
toothed leaves and white flowers in broad, terminal inflorescences. Each
flower with 5 persistent sepals, 5 white petals, 20 stamens, and 2 to 5
pistils united at the base into a single ovary. Fruit a small, globular,
orange-red, berry-like structure with sour flesh and a papery core con-
taining shiny, brown seeds. Twigs round and slender, with conical buds
standing above narrow leaf-scars. Bark usually smooth and aromatic.
Sorbus, with its many species, is widely distributed through the
temperate regions of the Northern Hemisphere. Of the 4 North American
species, one attains tree size.
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SORRUS AMERICANA Marshall MOUNTAIN ASH
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SORBUS AMERICANA Marshall ^
Mountain Ash
The Mountain Asli is a small tree, with a narrow, rounded crown
of slender, spreading branches. The yellow-green leaves, which are 6 to S
inches long, are made up of G to 8 pairs of sharply pointed finely toothed
leaflets set op]iositely along the midrib, which is terminated by an odd
leaflet. The flat inflorescence is 3 or 4
inches wide and is made up of many m
small flowers, which stand on short. -
stout, stalks. The bright, orange-red.
fleshy fruit, wdiich is about ^ inch in
diameter, contains a brown seed about
}i inch long. The trunk, which is cov-
ered by thin, smooth, gray bark, is
usually less than a foot in diameter
;
and the tree attains an ordinary height
of a little over 20 feet.
Distribution: The Mountain Ash
ranges from Newfoundland to Mani-
toba and southward to North Carolina
and Tennessee. In Illinois it is a very
rare tree and is known to us by only
three records : W. G. Waterman re-
ports it as one of the trees inhabiting
the bogs of Lake County ; a specimen
from Oregon, Ogle County, bears the
notation that the tree is "native" ; and
Pepoon says the tree is rare in the
Ash. woods along Lake Michigan, being
found near Glencoe, Wilmette. and Waukegan.
L scs: The Mountain Ash has a pale-brown, close-grained, soft
wood that is of no commercial value. The chief value of the tree lies in
its decorative qualities, though the acid fruits are employed in the manu-
facture of certain medicinal preparations.
AMELANCHIER Medicus Service Berry
Family Rosaceae
Small, deciduous trees or shrubs, with alternate, broad-bladed, simple
leaves and small white flowers borne in erect, terminal racemes. Each
flower with o persistent sepals, 5 petals, 20 stamens, and o pistils united
Fig. 81. Distribution of tlie Mountain
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into a single ovary. Fruit a globular, blue to black, fleshy "berry" con-
taining 5 or 10 dark-brown seeds. Twigs slender, zig-zag. with .j-angled,
pale pith and long buds covered with twisted scales. Bark usually scaly.
Though there are many species of Amelanchier in North America,
there is but one in southern Europe, northern x^frica, and southwestern
Asia ; and another in eastern Asia. The tree forms, 3 in number, are all
American, and one of these grows in Illinois.
AMELANCHIER CANADENSIS Medtcus
Shad Bush Service Berry
The Shad Bush forms a tree of only very moderate size. It has a
narrow head of small, spreading branches. The sharply pointed, sharply
toothed, yellow-green leaves, which are 2 to 4 inches long by 1 to 3 inches
wide, paler and usually a little hairy beneath, stand on slender petioles
nearly 2 inches long. The small,
white flowers are grouped in droop-
ing racemes, and resemble those of
cherries at a distance. The purple
fruits, each about ^4 iiich in diameter,
are dry and insipid. The slender, red-
brown branchlets bear green buds ^4
inch or more long. The trunk, which
is not often more than a foot in dia-
meter, is covered by thin, gray bark
shallowly fissured into scaly ridges.
Disiribution: The Shad Bush
ranges from Maine to Nebraska and
southward to Florida and Oklahoma.
It is found in many parts of Illinois.
Uses: The heavy, hard wood of
the Shad Bush, so called because its
blossoming was considered in New
England a sign of the proper time to
fish for shad, is of little commercial
value, although it has been used for
tool handles, fishing rods, bows, lances.
and other articles generally classed as Fig. 82. Distribution of the Shad
turnery. B"^^-
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PLATE 66
AMELAXXHIER CANADENSIS Medicus SERVICE BERRY
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CRATAEGUS LixXnaeus The Hawthorns
Family Rosaceae
The Hawthorns, the smaUest of our trees, are generaUy 15 feet but
seldom more than 30 feet high. They are. in the main, spiny, shrubby-
looking, deciduous trees, with short trunks, stout, coarse, ascending, or
spreading branches, and broad, open heads. The leaves are alternate,
simple, generally toothed, often more or less lobed, and distinctly petiolate.
The fiowers, which occur in small or large groups on the ends of short,
lateral, leafy branches, have, in common with most members of the rose
family, 5 persistent, green sepals, 5 white, or rarely rosy, deciduous petals,
stamens, in sets of 5, from 5 tq 25 in number, and in the bottom of the
calyx-tube 1 ovary composed of 1 to 5 basally united pistils. The fruit is
a globular, variously colored, dry and mealy-fleshed "haw" containing
from 1 to 5 more or less united, hard, and bony-shelled nutlets, within
which there are solitary, brown seeds. The twigs are slender to moderate,
round, and contain rather small pith. The buds are small and globular
and stand above narrow, lunar leaf-scars. The bark is usually dark and
scaly.
Although a few species of Crataegus occur in Europe, Asia, and
western North America, by far the greater number are in eastern North
America. The wood of these trees is hard and tough and is used for
small articles such as mallets, tool handles, fishing rods, wooden type,
and the like. In North America, no less than 153 species have been
distinguished ; but the proper identification is a task for the expert. The
following key to certain Illinois species, some of which are known only
from Illinois, will prove helpful ; but in every case the technical man-
uals should be consulted for detailed descriptions, and the opinions of
experts should be obtained for every doubtful instance.
Idle three plates shown here exemplify the three types of Crataegus
which occur in Illinois, arranged according to the shape of their leaves,
as in the key. C. Phaenopyrum (Plate 6T) has triangular leaves ; C. Crus-
galli (Plate 68) has leaves which are broadest above the middle, with
their bases sloping onto the petioles ; and C. inoUis has leaves which are
broadest at the base.
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Typical leaves distinctly triangular, their wide, flat bases extending nearly at
right angles to the petioles (Plate 67) C. Phaenopyrum Med.
Leaves variously shaped, but their bases distinctly sloping onto the petioles.
Leaves broadest at or above the middle (Plate 68).
Petioles short.
Small veins thin, buried in the leaf, inconspicuous.
Spines 3 to 4 inches long; haws dull red C. Crus-galli L.
Spines up to 2i,^ inches long; haws scarlet.. C. peoriensis Sarg.
Small veins prominent, at least below.
Haws longer than wide C. punctata Jacq.
Haws globose C. pratensis Sarg.
Petioles elongated, generally slender.
Spines long, li^ to 4 inches.
Haws small, % to % inch long C. macracantha Koehne
Haws larger, about i/^ inch long C. illinoiensis Asche
Spines short, % to li^ inches long.
Leaves large, generally more than 2 inches long.
Haws juicy and sweet C. tomentosa L.
Haws dry C. nitida Sarg.
Leaves smaller, generally 1 to 2 inches long.
Haws very small, % to ^4 inch long C. viridis L.
Haws larger, about i^ inch long...C. rotundifolia Moench.
Leaves broadest at the base (Plate 69).
Leaves large, generally 2i/^ to 4 inches long.
Haws % to 1 inch long, dry and mealy C. mollis Scheele
Haws about i/^ inch long, juicy 0. Hillii Sarg.
Leaves smaller, generally not over 2 inches long.
Haws juicy C. apiomorpha Sarg.
Haws dry and mealy.
Haws on long, thin, bright-red pedicels. . .C. pruinosa K. Koch
Haws on short, stout pedicels C. iucorum Sarg.
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CRATAEGUS PHAENOPYRUM Medicus WASHINGTON THORN
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PLATE 68
CRATAEGUS CRUS-GALLI Linnaeus COCK-SPUR THORN
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PLATE 69
CRATAEGUS MOLLIS Scheele RED HAW
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PRUNUS Bextham and Hooker Plums and Cherries
Family Rosaceae
Small, deciduous trees, usually between 20 and 30 feet high, with
alternate, broad-bladed, simple leaves and white flowers in terminal or
axillary groups. Each flower with 5 sepals, 5 petals, 15 to 30 stamens,
and a single ovary in the bottom of the calyx tube. Fruit a one-seeded
drupe with thick, pulpy, or dry flesh covering the hard, bony pit. Slender
branchlets with small, globular, or conical buds above very small, raised
leaf-scars.
With many more than a hundred species, Prunus, which includes
both the plums and the cherries, is to be found throughout most of the
temperate parts of the Northern Hemisphere, and it ranges southward
into tropical America and southern Asia. Of about 22 American tree-
sized species, 5 are fairly common in Illinois.
KEY TO THE ILLINOIS PLUMS AND CHERRIES
Terminal buds falling off, fruit a plum.
Leaves sharply toothed, plums bright-red P. americana p. 212
Leaves bluntly toothed, plums deep-red or yellow P. hortulana p. 213
Terminal buds persistent, fruit a cherry.
Flowers and fruit in stalkless clusters irom buds in the axils of leaf-
scars P. pennsylvanica p. 216
Flowers and fruit on the ends of short, leafy branches.
Flowers % inch wide, cherries '"puckery"' P. virginiana p. 217
Flowers larger, cherries juicy and pleasant P. serotina p. 220
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PRUNUS A^IERICANA Marshall WILD PLUM
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PRUNUS AMERICANA Marshall
Wild Plum
The Wild Plum is a small tree, divided upward into many spread-
ing branches which form a broad head. The firm, rather rough, dark-
green leaves, 3 to 4 inches long by about 1^2 inches wide, are sharply
toothed on the margins. ])ale beneath, and stand on petioles ^ to }i inch
long. Ihe white flowers, with the
petals bright-red at the base, ajjpear in
small clusters above the leaf-scars of
the previous year. The globular
plums, usually about an inch in di-
ameter, turn bright-red when ripe, and
contain rough, oval pits. The brown-
ish branchlets, some of which are
spine-like, bear pointed, brown buds
% to 34 inch long. The trunk, which
is covered by red-tinted, brown, plated
bark, seldom is over 10 inches in di-
ameter; and the usual height of the
tree is 20 to 30 feet.
Distribution: The W'i'd Plum in-
hal)its a great variety of situations, in-
cluding both swamps and mountain
slopes, and ranges from Connecticut to
Montana and southward to the Gulf
States and New Mexico. It is un-
doubtedlv much more common and
more widely distributed in Illinois than
our map suggests. In the neighbor-
hood of Lake Michigan, and especially
in the river thickets, it was once abundant ; but Pepoon^ says : "This
plum's glory has departed from northern Illinois. Fifty years ago every
thicket was full of bearing plums of all sizes and colors."
Uses: The wood of the Wild Plum, though possessed of high tech-
nical qualities, is not used extensively. The fruit, picked from the wild
trees, makes excellent jellies and preserves.
Fig. 83. Distribution of the Wild
Plum.
'Flora of the Chicago Region, p. 352.
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PRUNUS HORTULANA Bailey
Wild Goose Plum
The Wild Goose Plum is a small tree, with spreading branches and
a broad crown. The thin, dark-green, shiny leaves, 4 to 6 inches long
and an inch or more wide, are finely toothed on their margins and stand
on slender, orange petioles an inch or more long. The white flowers,
the petals of which are often orange-
tinted at their bases, stand in small
clusters above year-old leaf-scars.
The deep-red or yellow plums, rare-
ly an inch in diameter, have rather
hard flesh and rough, pitted stones.
The dark, red-brown branchlets, which
are seldom spine-like, bear tiny, blunt,
brown buds. The slender, leaning
trunk, covered by dark-brown, thinly
plated bark, is not often more than
half a foot in diameter; and the tree
may attain a height of 30 feet.
Distribution: This plum, native
along stream banks in the Central
States and often cultivated, occurs
through most of southern and western
Illinois and is undoubtedly more prev-
alent than our records suggest. Rec-
ords from more northern stations,
however, we regard as cases of incor-
rect identification.
Fig. 84. Distribution of tlie Wild
Goose Plum.
Uses: In common with most
plums, the wood of this tree is close-
grained and durable, though little used commercially. The horticultural
varieties are, however, not only numerous but valuable.
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PLATE 71
PRUNUS HORTULANA Bailey WILD GOOSE PLUM
i
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^RUNUS PENNSYLVANICA Linnaeus WILD RED CHERRY
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PRUNUS PENNSYLVANICA Lixxaeus
Wild Red Cherry Bird Cherry
The Wild Red Cherry is a moderately small tree, with a narrow
crown of slender, horizontal hranches. The bright, shiny, green leaves,
3 to o inches long by about an inch wide, are finely toothed along their
margins, verv sharply pointed, and stand on slender i)etioles generally
less than an inch long. The small
clusters of flowers, whose petals bear a
band of orange, stand above year-old
leaf-scars. The cherries, seldom more
than 3-4 inch in diameter, are light-red
and have thin, sour flesh surroimding
the hard pit. The bright-red branch-
lets, often spiny, bear tiny, bright-
brown buds. The trunk, covered by
red-brown bark which separates into
broad, horizontal, papery scales, be-
comes 18 to 20 inches in diameter ; and
the tree may grow to a height of 30
feet or more.
Distrihution: The Bird Cherry
grows generally in all the forested reg-
ions of North America from Hudson's
Bay southward into the mountains of
the states bordering the Ohio River.
In Illinois, however, it is limited in its
distribution to an area comprising
about the northern third of the State,
and through this region it is undoubt-
edly more prevalent than the coUec-
1
Fk;. 85. Distribution of the
Wild Red Cherry.
tions from which our map is marked seem to indicate.
Uses: As the tree is not abundant, it is of little economic importance.
The cherries are, however, commonly used in households and they are also
employed as an ingredient of cough medicines.
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PRUNUS VIRGINIANA Linnaeus
Choke Cherry
The Choke Cherry is a decidedly small tree, with a small crown of
small hranches. The sharply toothed, short-pointed, dark-green leaves,
2 to 4 inches long by 1 to 2 inches wide, stand on slender petioles nearly
an inch long, which bear 2 distinct glands near the base of the blade.
The white flowers, nearly an inch in
diameter, are borne, each on short
stalks, in crowded racemes 3 to (i
inches long. The shiny, dark-red to
black cherries, the fiesh of which is
dark, juicy, and "puckery." are usually
more than % inch in diameter and con-
tain a hard i)it. The s'ender. red-
brown twigs bear large, brown buds.
The trunk, inclosed by ill-scented,
warty and scaly, red-brown bark, is
not often more than inches in di-
ameter ; and the tree is usually 20 or
25 feet high.
Distribution: Shrubby in its
northern range, tree-like in the south,
the Choke Cherry ranges almost trans-
continentally from Hudson's Bay to
the Gulf of Mexico. Though more
common in the counties of northern
Illinois, it is found southward to Madi-
son County in the west and Wabash
County in the east.
Uses: The wood of the Choke
Cherry, though of high quality in some respects, is weak and has little
commercial value. The cherries, however, if not gathered too soon,
may be made into delightfully flavored jelly.
Fig. 86. Distribution of the Choke
Cherry.
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PRUXUS VIRGINIANA Linnaeus CHOKE CHERRY
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PRUNUS SEROTINA Ehrhakt WILD BLACK CHERRY
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PRUNUS SEROTINA Ehriiart
Wild Black Cherry Rum Cherry
The Wild Black Cherry is often a moderate-sized to large tree
and has a narrow head of small, horizontal branches. The leathery,
dark-green leaves, 2 to (J inches long by somewhat more than an inch
wide and sharply toothed along the margins, stand on slender petioles
half an inch or more long. The many-
flowered, white racemes become 4 to 6
inches long, and the cherries, almost
black when they are ripe and nearly ^
inch in diameter, contain hard pits.
The dark-brown to bright-red branch-
lets bear chestnut-brown buds ^ inch
or more in length. The trunk, clothed
in dark, red-brown, plated bark, may
attain a diameter in excess oi 2 feet
;
and the tree may grow to a height of
80 feet or more.
Distribution: The Wild Black
Cherry, in its favorite situation along
the margins of forests, ranges
throughout much of the eastern half
of North America, from Hudson's
Bay in the north to Alabama in the
south. It is by far the most common
cherry in Illinois and ranges through-
out the State. Among the hardwoods
of the upland forests, it constitutes be-
FiG.87. Distribution of the Wild tween 1 and 2 per cent of the stand;
Black Cherry. along the secondary streams, it aver-
ages 1 per cent of the stand; and even on the bottomlands of main
streams it still occurs in appreciable numbers. In Jo Daviess County.
Black Cherry attains an average height of 50 feet; farther south, in Han-
cock County, it attains a height of 72 feet; and in McLean County the
maximum height among the measured trees was 82 feet.
Uses: The close- and straight-grained, light-brown wood of the
Wild Black Cherry possesses many desirable technical qualities. It is
light, strong, and rather hard; and, because of the satiny finish it takes,
it is used quite extensively in the making of fine cabinet articles as well
as for the interior finish of houses. It is the one Illinois cherry with a
real commercial value.
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From the bark, hydrocyanic acid is extracted, and this is used in
the preparation of sedative and tonic medicines. Formerly, the ripe fruits
also supplied flavors for alcoholic beverages.
CERCIS Linnaeus Judas Tree
Family Leguminosae
Small to moderate, deciduous trees, with alternate, entire, sinijjle,
broad-bladed, 5- to T-nerved leaves and somewhat pea-like, colored flow-
ers clustered above the past-year's leaf-scars. Fruit an elongated, flat-
tened, rather woody, purplish pod with bright, reddish-brown seeds.
The slender, zig-zag twigs have jjale to pinkish pith, no terminal bud,
oval, scaly, and often stalked lateral buds, and raised and rather dis-
tinctly triangular leaf-scars fringed at
the top and marked with 3 bundle-
traces. The bark is usually scaly.
This genus, of which there are S
known species, occurs rather widel\
through the temperate and warmer re-
gions of the Northern Hemisphere.
Its original home, in ancient geologi-
cal times, is supposed to have been in
Central Asia, from which a large num-
ber of species are thought, from
fossil records, to have migrated tu
many parts of the world, and some of
these are considered to be the ancient
but direct ancestors of our modern
species, which are themselves so old
that their history extends back to the
Ice Age. Our Northern American
species are now only 3 in number, 3
of them tree-like; and only the well
i-,-,,.,..,, T?^^i ] • Tir • Fig. 87a. Bark of the Red Bud.knoun Redbud occurs m Ilhnois. pj^^^^ ^^.^^^ ^j^^ j.^^.^^ Museum
of Natural History.
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CERCIS CANADENSIS Linnaeus
Redbud Judas Tree
The Redbud. a tree of only very moderate height, usually branches
10 feet or so upward into a flat, wide crown of stout limbs. The very
broad, rounded, and ])ointed. lieart-sha])ed leaves, 3 to 5 inches in di-
ameter, stand on petioles 3 to 5 inches long. The brilliant, rosy-red
flowers, each about 3^^ inch long, oc-
cur. 4 to S together, in stalkless bundles
above year-old leaf-scars. The pink-
ish or rosy pod, usually 2 to 3 inches
long, contains numerous brown seeds
about % inch long. The dull or shiny,
brown branchlets bear small, scaly
buds above the triangular, fringed leaf-
scars. The trunk, covered by red-
brown, deeply fissured, scaly bark, sel-
dom attains a diameter of more than
a foot, while the tree itself does not
often exceed 40 feet in height.
Distribution: From Pennsylvania
to Florida the Redbud ranges west-
ward, in rich woodlands and along
streams, to Nebraska and Texas. It
grows practically throughout Illinois
and is one of the most striking trees
in the understory of our woodlands
when its brilliant flowers appear in the
spring.
Uses: The rich, brown, red-
tinted wood of the Redbud, though
hard and close-grained, is not strong and has practically no commercial
use. As an ornamental tree, however, the Redbud is used extensively
and may be purchased directly from nurserymen, most of whom pro-
pagate it artiflcially in their tree and shrub nurseries.
Distribution of the Redbud.
GYMNOCLADUS La.makk Coffee Bean
Family Leguminosae
Rather large, deciduous trees, with large, alternate, doubly com-
pound leaves and greenish, long-stalked flowers, the staminate and pistil-
late flowers separate and on separate trees. Fruit an elongated, tough,
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woody pod containiiiij several seeds. The stout, rounded twigs, witli
large, round, salmon pilh. bear 2 buds set one above another, each nearly
buried in a silky pit, above each large, rather heart-shaped leaf-scar.
There are but 2 species, one in eastern North America and one in
China. In this respect, it is like the Tulip Tree and the Sassafras, for
all three appear to be isolated survivors of ancient stocks, though little
is known of their earlv historv.
GYMNOCLADUS DIOICUS K. Kocii
Kentucky Coffee Tree Mahogany
The Kentucky Coffee Tree is large and stately, with 3 or -1 ui)right
main stems which form a narrow, round-topped crown. The nuich-
divided leaves, usually between 2 and
3 feet long by lj/4 to 2 feet w^ide,
are made up of numerous dark-green
leaflets, 2 to 2^ inches long by an
inch wide, set along the branches of
the petiole. The greenish-white flow-
ers stand in terminal racemes, the
staminate racemes 3 or -t inches long,
the pistillate racemes nearly a foot
long. The dark-red pods, 6 to 10
inches long by 1 to 2 inches wide,
hang from stout stalks 1 or 2 inches
long, and remain closed through the
winter. The seeds, which are about
•;4 inch long, are separated in the pod
by dark, sweet pulp. The trunk, often
2 feet or more in diameter, is covered
by red-tinted dark-gray bark, which is
deeply Assured and scaly. The tree is
generally more than 70 feet high.
Distribution: Though not any-
where a common tree, the Kentucky
Cofi^ee Tree ranges, particularly on rich bottomlands, from New York
westward to Nebraska and southward only to Kentucky and Tennessee.
Formerly, at least, it ranged throughout the lowlands of Illinois, but now
Fig. 89. Bark of the Kentucky
Coffee Tree. Photo from the Field
Museum of Natural History.
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iYMNOCLADUS DIOICUS K. Koch KENTUCKY COFFEE TREE
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Fig. 90. Distribution of the Kentucky
Coffee Tree.
it is ai)pri)aching" extermination in
many places. Its most common as-
sociates are hickories. Pin Oak, Soft
Maj^le, cottonwoods, ashes, Ehii.
Hackbcrry, Cypress. Black Gum. and
Sycamore, though on higher land it
is found also with such trees as the
BtuM'. White, and Black oaks, Bass
Wood. Black Walnut, and Honey
Locust.
Uses: The coarse-grained, heavy
wood of the Kentucky Coffee Tree,
though not very hard, is strong and
is reputed to be very durable. It is
not used to any large extent for any
commercial purposes, although it is
ctit for fence posts and rottgh timbers
and a small amount is used in cabinet
making. The seeds, as the name of
the tree suggests, once served as a
substitute for coffee, though the de-
coction is said to have been inferior
even to chickory.
GLEDITSIA Linnaeus Locust
h^amily Leciuminosae
Moderate to \ery large, thorny, deciduous trees, with alternate, com-
pound lea\es and regular, somewhat pea-like flowers in racemes on the
sides of the twigs. Fruit an elongated, tough pod containing many or
few seeds. Twigs moderate, zig-zag, with i)ale or pinkish pith, shar]),
axillary, persistent spines, and superposed, globular lateral buds al)ovc
rather large, irregular leaf-scars. Bark furrowed, and the trunk and
branches often armed with large, sharp, branched thorns.
This genus, concerning the early history of which little is known, is
represented in North America and Asia by G species, o being American.
In Illinois, 2 of these occur, one commonlv and one rather rarelv.
KEY TO THE ILLINOIS LOCUSTS
Pods a foot or more long, many seeded G. triacanthos p. 228
Pods about 2 inches long, few seeded G. aquatica p. 229
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GLEDITSIA TRIACANTHOS ' .akus
Honey Locust
'J'hc Honey Locust is a large and s^racetul iree, \vfi\i a broad, open
head of slender and somewhat drooping l)rancl.es. "'The large leaves,
often S inches long, are made up of numerous dark-green and shiny leaf-
lets, each an inch or more in length and jA inch in width. The greenish-
yellow llowers grow in racemes from
the axils of year-old scars, the stami-
nate racemes often clustered and
crowded with flowers, the ])istillate
racemes usually alone, few-flowered,
and graceful The dark-brown pods.
12 to l.S inches long, hang in grou])s
of 'i or 3, each on a stout stalk rui
inch or mon in length, and contain a
number of c val seeds. The lustrous,
greenish-red to brown branchlets bear
small buds and bright, red. .'5-forke(l
tliorns above the leaf-scars. The
trunk, the bark of which is di\ided
by deep fissiu'es into long, narrow,
scaly ridges, becomes 2 or 3 feet thick,
and the tree grows to a height of TO
to 100 feet.
Distribution: From Pennsyl-
\ania westward to South Dakota and
southward to Florida and Texas, the
Honey Locust thrives on moist and
fertile soils. It ranges throughout
Illinois, growing not only along
streams and on the bottomlands, where
the largest and best trees are always found, but also on the uplands. In-
frequently, it forms pure stands, which cover small areas, but it is usually
a solitary tree. It grows i)romiscuously, though nowhere abundantly,
with the White, Black, I^in, and Burr oaks. Elm, Bass Wood. Black Wal-
nut, Wild Black Cherry, .Sha.gbark. Pecan, and numerous other trees.
Robert Ridg^way, who measured many of the lar^e trees of the Wa-
bash Valley before they were cut, gives the measurements of a Honey
Locust standing in 1871 as 1:^0 feet in height, with 50 feet of clear
trunk and a circumference of 17 feet.
Fig. 91. Trunk of the Honey Lo-
cust. The greatly branched spines
are a sure means of identification.
Photo jrom the Field Museum of
Natural History.
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Uses: I'he bright, reddish-brown, coarse-grained wood of the
Honev Locust is hard as well as strong, and it is very durable in contact
with the soil. xAs a consequence, it is used quite extensively for fence
posts and rails and for railroad ties. It also furnishes a fair grade of
charcoal. Although the radial surface of its lumber shows a ])leasing
silver grain, the design is not sufficiently pronounced to give the lumber
exceptional value as a finishing material.
Fig. 92. Distribution of the Honey
Locust.
Fig. 9.3. Distribution of the Water
Locust.
GLEDITSIA AQUATICA ^Iakshall
Water Locust
The Water Locust is a tree of rather moderate size, with a wide,
irregular crown formed by stout, spreading limbs which arise very close
to the ground. The rather large leaves, 5 to 8 inches long, are made up
of a number of dull, vellow-green leaflets about 1 inch long by j/^ inch
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wide, set in pairs along the simple or branched ])etiole. The greenish
flowers stand in slender racemes 3 to 4 inches long, each flower on a short,
imrple stalk. The bright-brown, oval pods, 1 to 2 inches long by an inch
wide, hang from long stalks and contain 2 or ) nearly round, flat, orange-
brown seeds. The orange-tinted, brown branchlets bear unbranched,
sharp, rigid spines 3 to 5 inches long. The short trunk, which is clothed
in smooth, dull-gray, shallowdy fissured, and plated bark, may become 2
feet thick, and the tree rises to a height of G<) feet or more.
Distribution: The Water Locust is distinctly a southern tree and is.
moreover, an inhabitant of swampy and overflowed lands. It ranges from
South Carolina to Florida, westward through the (iulf Coast region into
Texas, and northward again along the Mississippi into southern Illinois,
where it grows as an occasional tree on the swampy bottomlands of the
Mississippi, the Cache, the C)hio, and the Wabash rivers. Along the
Cache River, it grows rapidly attaining a height of 80 feet and a diameter
of IS inches in 60 years. Its principal associates are the Honey Locust,
Tupelo Gum. Elm, Cypress, and ashes.
Uses: The rich, bright, red-tinted, brown wood of the W^ater Locust
is heavy, strong, and hard, though coarse-grained. When freshly cut,
it has an unpleasant odor. In Pulaski County, the Water Locust is cut
and sawed into lumber, which is used both in cabinet work and as a
finishing wood for the interior of buildings.
ROBINIA Linnaeus Locust
Family Leguminosae
Deciduous trees and shrubs, with alternate, compound leaves and
brightly colored, pea-like flowers in stalked racemes arising from the
axils of the new leaves. Fruit a long, flat, short-stemmed, membranous
])od containing many seeds. Twigs zig-zag and somewhat angled, w'ith
round, brown pith, small buds covered by persistent membranes, broadly
triangular leaf-scars, and spiny, persistent stipules.
R( binia, with its 8 species, is confined to the North American Con-
tinent. Although the fossil forms that have been found can be distin-
guished only with the greatest difficulty from those of similar trees, such
as the Honey Locust, it is certain that during past ages Robinia was not
only nuich more widely distributed through the world but was also repre-
sented by a much greater variety of forms. Our common Black Locust,
one of o tree forms now present in the L'nited States, is known to have
lived, during the interglacial periods, in the Province of Ontario and, at
a still later lime and for many succeeding centuries, in France.
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ROBINIA PSEUDOACACIA Lixxai-us
Black Locust Acacia Yellow Locust
The Black Locust is a tree of only moderate size, w ith a high, narrow
head of small, uptilted branches. The large leaves, usually about a foot
long, are composed of an odd number of oval leaflets, ranging from T to
1!», set oppositely in pairs along the slender, somewhat hairy, and un-
l)ranched petiole, which bears a single
leaflet at its ti]). The fragrant, nectar-
bearing flowers, with their pure-white
petals and red-blotched, green sepals,
hang in l)eautiful racemes, -1 or 5
inches long, from the axils of the
leaves. The l^right. leddish-brown
pods, which are 3 or 4 inches long and
half an inch wide, contain from 4 to S
orange-brown, darkly marked seeds
nearly 54 iii-'i 'ong. The light red-
dish-brown, many-angled to round
Ijranchlets have their leaf-scars and
buds covered by a persistent mem-
l)rane. and the stipules persist as
sharply pointed spines. The trunk,
which is inclosed by deeply furrowed,
scaly, reddish-brown bark, grows to
a diameter of 3 feet or more ; and the
tree, though sometimes very tall, is
usually less than SO feet high.
Distribution: Though widely
naturalized and cultivated in a considerable variety of selected forms, the
Black Locust ranges naturally from Pennsylvania to \'irginia and west-
ward to the Mississippi River. In Illinois, though far from abundant in
any place, it ranges practically throughout the State, selecting light and
fairly open situations. It is commonly associated with such trees as Black
Walnut, Wild Black Cherry, ashes. White and Burr oaks, and Tulip
Trees. Some of the best of the older stands occur in Whiteside County,
where the most common associate is Burr Oak.
Uses: The heavy, close-grained wood of the Black Locust is ex-
ceedingly hard and strong. From it are manufactured the "tree-nails"
used for pinning together the timbers of ships. Its durability also makes
Fig. 94. Fifty-year old stand of
Black Locust on sand near Havana.
One tree yielded 40 split and 4
round posts.
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Fig. 95. Distribution of tlie Black
Locust.
it very desirable for fence posts, rail-
road ties, insulator pins, and many
other similar articles.
In common with many other
legumes, its widely spreading and shal-
low roots harbor nitrogen-fixing bac-
teria ; and it is said that barren sand
planted to Black Locust will become
fit, in T) years, to support bluegrass.
The use of the tree is advocated also
for holding and reclaiming badly
gullied lands, and its rapid growth
makes it a suitable tree for planting
on the "spoil banks" of strip mines,
wherever there is any quantity of
limestone.
The usefulness of the Black Lo-
cust is, however, very greatly limited
by the fact that it is subject to great
damage from an insect known as the
Loctist Borer, which is particularly
destructive in piu'e stands situated on
poor soils.
ACER Linnaeus The Maples
Family Aceraceae
Small to very large, deciduous trees, with opposite, simple, palmately
lobed, or (in one species) compound, petiolate leaves and regular flowers
growing in fascicles or racemes from lateral or terminal flower-buds, the
pistils and stamens usually in separate flowers. Fruit, known commonly
as maple "keys," a pair of seeds, each with a long, narrow, membranous
wing. Twigs round or 6-sided, with round, pale pith and oval or coni-
cal buds sessile or on stalks above more or less U-shaped leaf-scars.
Bark quite varied in appearance and characteristics.
With nearly lOU species, Acer is at home through almost all of the
Northern Henfisphere, and one species, in the mountains of Java, crosses
to the south of the Equator. Abundant and varied as the Maples are
today, during ancient geological times they were still more numerous
and varied in their forms. In the history of man. Chaldea. Assyria, and
Babylon, Egypt, Greece, and Rome have risen and fallen, but the heyday
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of the ]\Iaples, begun at a time when the polar regions were warm and
forest-covered, has persisted through the ages. In our modern for-
ests, they are among the cHmax trees, and several of our best known
species were already in existence when the great ice sheets of the Glacial
Period over-ran the northern world.
Today, the North American maples that attain tree size are 13 in
number, and ."^ of these, with several of their varieties, are natives of
Illinois.
KEY TO THE ILLINOIS MAPLES
Leaves compound A. Negundo p. 246
Leaves simple but palmately lobed.
Leaves generally 3-lobed.
Flowers and seeds in lateral fascicles. .A. rubrum Drummondii p. 244
Flowers and seeds terminal, or from subterminal buds.
Leaves velvety-hairy beneath A. nigrum p. 238
Leaves pale but not hairy beneath A. saccharum p. 235
Leaves generally 5-lobed.
Flowers almost stalkless; leaves deeply cut. silvery-white be-
neath; petioles 4 or 5 inches long A. saccharinum p. 240
Flowers long-stalked; leaves moderately lobed, hairy beneath;
petioles 2 to 4 inches long A. rubrum p. 243
ACER SACCHARUM Mar.siiall
Sugar Maple Hard Maple
The Sugar Maple is a very tall tree, with a high, clear bole crowned
with a wide, dome-like head of large branches. The 3-lobed, or less
often 5-lobed, dark-green, leathery leaves, which are usually 4 to 5 inches
long and pale and smooth beneath, stand on slender petioles 1^ to 3
inches long. The greenish-yellow flowers, with o sepals but no petals, oc-
cur in terminal or nearly terminal fascicles and are borne on slender
stalks that vary in length from ><j to 3 inches. The bright, red-brown seeds,
about % inch long, have broad, thin wings from 3^ to 1 inch long. The
slender, shiny, reddish-brov.'n twigs bear small, pointed, purplish buds.
The trunk, with its covering of deeply tissured, gray-brown, scaly bark,
grows to a diameter of 3 feet or more, and the tree often attains a height
of TOO feet, the bole rising 50 feet or more to the first branches.
Distribution: The range of the Sugar Maple extends from Nova
Scotia westward across Canada beyond Winnipeg and southward into
Georgia and Mississippi. In Illinois, it grows particularly in the upland
hardwood forests throughout the State, selecting moderately deep, well-
drained, fertile loam soils. "Sugar tree land," however, is usually rated
as poorer than "black walnut land." The common associates of the
Sugar Maple are Bass Wood, Black Walnut, \Miite, Black, and Red
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oaks, hickories, ashes, Ehn, Wild
I'hick Cherry, Mulherry, Hackberry,
Kentucky Coffee Tree, Honey Locust,
and Redbud. On the high moraines
of \'erniiHon County, however, it is
found especially with the White. Red,
IMack. and Burr oaks, Beech, Syca-
more, Sassafras, and several of the
trees previously named.
Besides the typical Sugar ^laple.
two varieties are known to occur
in niinois. The variety Rngclii Reh-
der. in which the leaves have 3 long,
pcinted. smooth-margined lobes, has
been found in Richland County by
Robert Ridgway, in Wabash and
Johnson counties by Jacob Schneck,
in Jackson County by L. T. Cranwill,
and in White County. The variety
Schiicckii Rehder, wdiich is distin-
guished from the typical Sugar Maple
l)y the presence of hairs on the veins
Fig. 96. Distribution of the Sugar beneath the leaf, has been found in
^^'
^'
nine southern counties. Richland, Ed-
wards, W'abash, Gallatin, Hardin, Pope, Johnson, Pulaski, and Alexander.
Neither of these varieties is, however, abundant ; and the distinctions be-
tween them and typical trees will not be made by the usual observer.
Uses: The hard, fine-grained wood of the Sugar Maple is heavy and
takes a beautiful polish, to the appearance of which a slight silver grain
on the radial surface lends a distinctive touch. It is among the most use-
ful and most valuable of our Illinois hardwoods. The uses to which it
is put make a long hst and include furniture, flooring, boxes, crates, shoe
parts (such as lasts, shanks, and pegs), farming implements, musical in-
struments, wooden ware of many kinds, and laundry appliances, as well
as wagon axels, too] handles, bobljins for cotton mills, trunks, toys, cut-
ting blocks, slack cooperage, and veneers.
Two very valuable types of lumber are derived from the Sugar
Maple. Certain trees, in which the grain has become twisted and con-
torted during growth, furnish the ornamental "curly" maple so exten-
sively used in cabinets ; while other trees, within whose trunks the adven-
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titious hiuls have been huried, furnish the highly decorative '"birdseye"
maple so greatly prized for small panels in beds, cabinets, and walls.
Sugar Maple logs are easily split, and this, together with their hard-
ness, makes them admirably suited for fuel purposes. The ashes, which
were formerlv much used in the manufacture of soft soap, contain a con-
siderable amount of phosphate and are valuable as lawn and orchard fer-
tilizers. The wood ranks with beech for distillation purposes.
The maple sugar and the maple syrup of commerce are also obtained
from this tree.
ACER NIGRUM Michaux
Black Maple
The Black Alaple is a tree of somewhat more than medium height,
with a shallow, flat-topped crown of stout, spreading branches. The thick,
firm, dull-green leaves, usually 3-lobed, but occasionally 5-lobed, and yel-
low-green and velvety-hairy beneath, are between 5 and 6 inches long and
hang on stout, hairy petioles ;'> to 5
inches long, the enlarged bases of
which nearly cover the buds. The yel-
low flowers, which have 5 sepals but no
petals, hang from slender, hairy stalks.
'i]/2 to 3 inches long, arranged in ter-
minal fascicles. The keys, the wings
of which usually spread widely, are
between i/^ and 1 inch long and carry
bright, red-brown seeds about ^ inch
long. The orange-brown branchlets
bear very hairy, pointed, dark red-
brown buds set deep in the narrow
leaf-scars. The thick and deeply fur-
rowed bark covers a trunk which may
attain a diameter of 2^^ to 3 feet,
while the tree may rise to a height of
;0 or 80 feet.
Distribution: Though always a
rare and localized tree, the Black
Maple ranges from Montreal west-
ward to South Dakota and southward
into New York, West Virginia, Ken-
tucky and Missouri. In Illinois, as
Fig. 97. Distribution of tlie Black
Maple.
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mav be judged from the map, it is a widely distributed but not common
tree. Its occurrence in the State is known chiefly through the collections
of Virginius H. and Agnes Chase, Frank C. (jates, and C. J. Telford,
though specimens obtained by other collectors have been seen.
Uses: Though the Black Maple is not sufficiently abundant to be an
important timber tree in Illinois, its wood, which is not easily distinguish-
able from that of the Sugar Maple, can be used for practically all the pur-
poses for which hard maple is suitable.
ACER SACCHARINUM Lixxaeus
Silver Maple Soft Maple
The Soft Maple, or Silver Maple, is a tree considerably over medium
height, with a divided bole consisting of 3 or 4 stout, upright limbs and
with a broad head of drooping lateral branches that turn upward toward
the ends. The thin, bright, pale-green leaves, which are G to 7 inches long
and distinctly white beneath, are
divided very deeply into 5 distinctly
toothed lobes and hang on slender,
drooping, bright-red petioles -i or 5
inches long. The greenish-yellow
flowers, which lack petals, hang on
short stalks from the axils of the past
year's leaves. The large keys, which
are usually between 1^ and 3 inches
long, have wings nearly ^ inch wide
and carry pale-brown seeds ^^ inch
long. The trunk, covered by red-
brown, furrowed, scaly bark, may be-
come 3 feet or more in thickness, and
the tree may grow to a height of SO
feet or more.
Distribution: From New Bruns-
wick westward into South Dakota and
southward to Florida and Louisiana,
the Silver Maple is found along the
banks of streams and on low, often
submerged, swampy lands. In Illinois, its range includes the entire State
and it grows in a considerable variety of situations, with an equally varied
assortment of tree species in association with it. On the Mississippi bot-
tomlands of Carroll County, it constitutes 33 per cent of the merchantable
Fig. 98. Silver Maple ou the Mis-
sissippi bottoms, near A t w o o d
Ridge, in Union County.
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timber, the other important trees being Ehn. Pin Oak, and Ash, and the
minor trees willows. River l-Jirch, and cottonwoods. Along the Illinois
River, in the region about 1 lavana. it grows on rich land with Elm, Cotton-
wood, and Svcamore, sometimes attaining a height of 100 feet before the
trunk diameter is much over a foot. On the alluvial soils in Alason
County, where the Illiiiois often over-
flows its banks, its associates are
usually Cottonwood, Willow, ashes,
and Elm, of which the first two form
the "upper story" and Elm and Soft
Maple the "lower story" of the for-
est. Here Soft INIaples with trunks
20 inches in diameter attain a height
of !X) feet.
On poorly drained, brown, clayey
loam in Fayette County, the Silver
Maple grows in company with Ash,
Elm, Pin, and White oaks, Honey
Locust, and Cottonwood ; while on the
margins of the Kaskaskia River, in the
same county, its additional associates
are Sycamore, hickories, Hackberry,
and Black Walnut. On the flat, over-
flow land of the Big Muddy River in
Franklin County, where the soil is
mostly drab clay, there are also Pin
Oak, ashes. Honey Locust, and Elm;
while the loamy land supports, in ad-
dition, the White and Burr oaks and
various haws. In Union County, along a small tributary of the Missis-
sippi, the stand that accompanies the Silver Alaple is made up of Water
Elm, ashes. Box Elder, Pecan, Pin Oak, and Willow ; elsewhere in the
same county additional associates are found, which include Sycamore,
Cottonwood, Burr Oak, Hackberry, Honey Locust, and an occasional
Cucumber Tree. On the eastern side of the State, in Wayne County,
Silver Maple and hickories form the main part of the reproduction on
the yellow, silty loams, as for example on the Skillet Fork bottomlands,
but there is a considerable variety of other trees. In Massac County, in
the area of the Cache River drainage project, where the soil is described
as a "mellow, rich-brown loam," the Silver Maple makes up the stand of
timber in association with Tupelo, Cypress, and Cottonw^ood.
Fio. 99. Distribution of tlie Silver
Maple.
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The Silver Maple grows rapidly, in this respect ranking next to
Sycamore among the Illinois trees. In a 40-year-old stand examined by
our forest survey party, the Silver Maple had grown at an average rate
of 53 cubic feet per year per acre—a rate exceeded only by the Cotton-
woods, which had averaged 96.7 cubic feet, and by the Sycamores,
which had averaged nearly 63 cubic feet. In Wabash County, near Mt.
Carmel, several lOO-year-old trees had attained a height of 107 feet,
and their trunk diameters averaged 33 inches. Such trees will each
yield nearly 1400 board feet of lumber. On the Mississippi bottom-
land at Ware, Union County, a tree 76 years old had attained a height
of over 100 feet and a trunk diameter of 29 ^-^ inches. Robert Ridgway
reports that a tree on his estate near Olney added 2 feet 4 inches to its
circumference in 9 growing seasons.
Uses: Though inferior to either Red Maple or Sugar Maple, the
pale-brown wood of the Silver Maple is used quite extensively for a
variety of purposes. It is close-grained and easily worked, though rather
brittle. Besides being sawn into rough lumber and flooring, it is manu-
factured into furniture, barrel heads and staves, and veneers. When
treated against decay, it is serviceable for railroad ties, and a considerable
amount is used for piles.
Because of its susceptibility to attack by the cottony maple scale, it
does not make a satisfactory shade tree, though a variety with finely di-
vided leaves—the well-known Cut-leaved Maple—is a very handsome
street tree, because of its bizarre leaves and its drooping habit.
ACER RUBRUM Linnaeus
Red Maple Scarlet Maple
The Red Maple is a tree of moderate to large size, with a narrow
head of more or less upright branches. The coarsely toothed, usually
5-lobed, light-green leaves, 3 to 6 inches long, are whitened beneath and
stand on slender petioles 3 to 4 inches long. The red flowers, which
have both sepals and petals, are borne in dense clusters along the previous
year's growth, each flower on a long, slender stalk. The small, red, brown,
or yellow keys hang from stems 3 or 4 inches long and have thin wings
nearly 1 inch long by J^ inch wide. The dark-red, rough-coated seed is
about ^4 inch long. The shiny, red twigs, which are marked by white
lenticels, bear blunt, dark-red buds js inch long above the small leaf-scars.
The trunk, covered by dark-gray, longitudinally ridged bark that flakes
oft" in large, plate-like scales, attains a diameter of 3 feet or more, and the
tree grows commonly to a height of 50 feet or, in favorable situations,
even 100 feet.
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Distribution: A tree of streams,
swamps, and forests, the Red Maple
ranges from Newfoundland to Florida
and westward to Iowa and Texas. It is
generally considered the commonest
and most widely distributed tree in
eastern North America, but in Illinois
it is the least abundant of our maples.
Though its range includes the entire
State, it is not common in the north
and is hardly more abundant, though
more often collected, in the south.
On mixed loam soil at Allendale, W'a-
bash County, one of the finest trees
had. at 90 years of age. attained a
height of 101 feet and a diameter of
24 inches inside the bark.
In the northern part of the State,
the Red Maple occasionally occurs
in pure stands on the borders of
streams and lakes, and Pepoon' re-
marks that it is abundant in the wet
woods at Edgebrook. In northern
situations its chief associate is the
Black Ash. In Cumberland County it forms an understory on the Pin
Oak flats and is associated also with the Shingle and Swamp White oaks,
the Green Ash, and the Honey Locust. In \\illiamson County it grows
with Elm and Hackberry, and still farther south its associates are Red
Gum, Cypress, Cottonwoods, and the bottomland oaks.
Two varieties of Red Maple occur in Illinois. Through the southern
third of the State, Acer nibnim Druunnoudii Sargent is fairly frequent. It
differs from the species in several respects, chiefly in having hairy twigs,
leaves with woolly under-sides. and very large keys, which may reach a
length of
-ll^ inches. This is preeminently a swamp-inhabiting tree and
has been collected in Richland County by Robert Ridgway. in Richland,
Jackson, and Wabash counties by H. Teuscher. and in Pulaski County by
C. J. Telford. The variety tvidcns W'ocjd has been found in Richland
County by Robert Ridgway and E. W. :\Iattoon. and in Pulaski County,
near Karnak, by C. J. Telford. It differs from the species particularly
with regard to its leaves, which are distinctly 3-lobed, remotely toothed,
and hairy beneath.
Fig. 100. Distribution of the Red
Maple.
'Flora of the Chicago Region, p. 378.
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Uses: The very heavy and close-i^rained wood of the Red Maple,
which is reddish-brown in the heart and very white in the thick sapwood,
stands between hard maple and soft maple in its technical qualities. It is
always more or less streaked with dark lines, which mark the beginnings
of decay. When carefully seasoned, it makes fair lumber for farm con-
struction, such as sheds, cribs, barn sills, rafters, braces, and even siding,
and it is made into furniture, gimstocks, veneers, charcoal, and numerous
turnery articles, as well as being used for fuel.
ACER NEGUNDO Lixnaeus
Box Elder Ash-leaved Maple
The Box Elder is a tree of only moderate size, with a number of
main stems which arise near the ground and form a broad crown. Its
leaves are made up of one or two pairs of leaflets set along the mid-vein
and an odd leaflet at the end. Thin, light-green, pale beneath, each leaflet
is 2 to i inches long by 1 to 2^/2
inches wide and has a slender stalk.
The tiny, yellow-green flowers are
subterminal on the year-old growth
;
each staminate flower borne on a
slender drooping stalk, the pistillate
ones growing in drooping, few-
flowered racemes. The keys, 1^^ to 2
inches long, each pair on an individual
stalk, hang in graceful racemes 6 to 8
inches long. The seeds are smooth,
bright red-brown, and about y^ inch
long. The shiny, pale-green, slender
branchlets bear blunt or pointed,
hairy buds about y^ inch long, which
are set deep in the hairy, notched tops
of the leaf-scars. The trunk, covered
by thin, pale-green to brown bark
deeply fissured into broad, rounded,
scaly ridges, seldom becomes more
than 2 feet thick, and the tree is not
often more than 40 or 50 feet high.
Distribution: In its natural habi-
tat a tree of stream and lake banks
Fig. 101. Distribution of the Box
Elder.
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and ihf borders of swam]).-;, the Box I'^lder ranges from X'erniont westward
to Minnesota and southward to hlorida and Texas. Through most of
Illinois it is to be found in low woodlands and other moist situations. It
is a very common escape from cultivation along hedge rows and fences,
where the nearlw roadside ditches undoubtedly favor its growth. It
.'Utains its best growth in the southern part of the State. On the Big
Mudtly bottomlands in Williamson County, it grows in company with
Elm, ashes, White Oak. Water Locust, and hickories ; and in Union
County with Soft Maple. Elm. ashes. Pecan, Willow, and Pin Oak.
Uses: The creamy-white, close-grained v.oocl of the Box Elder is
neither hard nor strong. Its poor technical qualities render it rather use-
less, though it has been em])!oyed to some extent in the making of cheap
furniture, for the inferior finish of houses, where its whiteness may be
used with a decorative effect, and in the manufacture of cooperage and
wooden wares of various kinds.
Maple sugar can be made from Box Elder sap ; and the tree has been
u.sed extensively for shade, though the brittleness of its branches renders
it very susceptible to damage from storms and sleet. A cultivated variety
with variegated leaves is used for decorative planting.
AESCULUS Linnaeus Buckeye
Eamily Hippocastanace.-\e
Small or large, deciduous trees, with opposite, compound leaves con-
sisting of 3 to 9 feather-veined, toothed leaflets arising together from the
end of the petiole. Elowers rather showy and colored, in upright racemes
on the end of the branchlets. each flower with 5 sepals and 4 or 5 petals,
(') to 8 stamens, and a 3-celled ovary, which is rudimentary in the staminate
flower. Fruit a rough or smooth, woody capsule that splits into 3 parts
to liberate 1 to 3 pressure-flattened, globular seeds, each of which is
marked by a large light scar. Stout, round twigs with somewhat angular,
])ale pith and very large, scaly buds set above low, more or less triangular
leaf-scars. Bark variable in character, but bitter.
This genus, with its W species, is widely distributed in the Northern
Hemis])here. In North America there are 6 species, which are most
abundant and range, chiefly, through the southeastern part of the United
States. But one species extends its range northwestward into Illinois.
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AESCULUS GLABRA Willdexow
Ohio Buckeye Fetid Buckeye
1 he Ohio l^»iickfye, also known as the Fetid Buckeye, is a tree of
considerably less than medium height, with a broad, long, round-loppcd
crown of small, spreading branches. I\ach leaf consists of o long-oval,
pointed, toothed, yellow-green leaflets set like the fingers of a hand at the
top of a slender petiole -t to 6 inches
long. The pale, yellow-green flowers
stand in rather dense, upright, conical
racemes, at the ends of the branchlets.
The fruit incloses within its sharply
warty, brown shell from 1 to 3 shiny,
brown, dark seeds usually an inch or
more in diameter. The red-brown
branchlets, which are covered at first
with fine hair, are marked by scattered,
orange lenticels and bear large buds,
3/2 to ^ inch long above large leaf-
scars. The trunk, which is covered
by dark-brown to gray, fissured,
scaly bark, attains a diameter in pro-
portion to the height of the tree, which
is not often more than 30 or 40 feet.
Distribution: Along the banks
and on the bottomlands of rivers and
streams, the Ohio Buckeye ranges
from Pennsylvania southwestward to
Alabama, Kansas, and Nebraska. Ex-
cepting only a region in the northwest
corner of Illinois, it ranges quite gen-
erally through the wooded stream lands of the State, preferring especially
the moist sides of low blufifs but growing also on the bottomlands. In
these woodlands it is, however, to be counted as among the occasional
rather than the common trees. Its associates are Soft Maple, ashes, Cot-
tonwood, Elm, Sycamore and, very often, various haws.
Uses: Though close-grained, the light wood of the Buckeye is both
weak and soft. When it is cut, it is sold on the market as bass wood,
which it resembles both in its whiteness and the ease with which it can
be worked. Its uses include chiefly manufactured articles such as wooden
ware of various kinds, drawing boards, artificial limbs, and paper pulp.
Fig. 102. Distribution of the Ohio
Buckeye.
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TILIA Linnaeus The Lindens
Family Tiliaceae
Small to very large, deciduous trees, with alternate, 2-ranked, broad-
bladed, toothed leaves and white or yellow, fragrant, nectar-bearing flowers
borne in clusters toward the end of a stalk which arises from the mid-vein
of a large, leaf-like structure. Fruit a nut-like, globular, woody body,
hairy on the outside and containing 1 or 2 light reddish-brown seeds.
Twigs zig-zag, with fibrous bark, [jale pink or yellowish pith and red or
green buds above nearly half-round leaf-scars. Bark tough and fibrous.
Tilia, with its 30 species, ranges throughout most of the temperate
regions of the Northern Hemisphere, with the exception of western
North America and central Asia. Though not as ancient as many of
our trees, its known fossil forms include perhaps 30 species. It always
has been one of the most highly valued trees. To primitive man, its
flowers yielded, as they still do, honey of the finest flavor and lightest
color ; the wood served the homeliest uses, being made into such necessary
articles as ox-yokes; and the bark yielded fibers for making cords and
ropes.
There are 15 native American species, four of which are reported to
occur in Illinois. So far as may be judged from the specimens at hand
and the observations of our forest survey, three of these are rare, the well-
known Bass Wood being the common tree. The following key will serve
to distinguish them, though only the common species is described.
KEY TO THE ILLINOIS LINDENS
Leaves velvety or woolly beneath T. heterophylla Michauxii Sargent
Leaves smooth or only hairy beneath.
Leaves very large, 5 to 6 Inches long T. glabra Ventenat
Leaves generally smaller, 3 to 5 inches long.
Leaves pale but smooth beneath T. floridana Ashe
Leaves covered with short hairs beneath T. neglecta Spach
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TILIA GLABRA \entenat
Bass Wood Linden
The Bass Wood, or Ameiic:'.n Linden, is ordinarily a tree of moderate
height, with a broad and roun(l-to])]:)ed crown of small and somewhat
drooping branehes. The broadly oval, slenderly pointed, coarsely toothed
leaves. .") or (i inches long by :! or I inches wide, dark-green and dull on
the upper face, lighter and shiny be-
neath, stand on slender petioles 1^/2
to 2 inches long. The sweetly fra-
grant, yellowish-white flowers hang
in clusters of 5 to 20 on a long stalk,
which arises from the middle of the
mid-vein of an axillary, oblong, leaf-
like structure. The woody, globular
fruit, nearly j/^ inch in diameter, is
densely hairy outside. The brown
branchlets bear dark-red buds about
14 inch long ; and the trunk, inclosed
Ijv thick, brown, deeply furrowed
Ijark, may become 3 feet thick, while
the tree attains a height of ()0 feet or
more.
Distribution: On rich, moist
soils, the Bass Wood ranges from
New Brunswick westward to Winni-
])eg and southward to Pennsylvania,
Kentucky, and Nebraska. It ranges
throughout Illinois and may be found
wherever rich, wooded slopes, moist
stream banks, and cool ravines occur.
.\mong the large number of its associates are the White, Black, Red, and
Burr oaks, hickories, the White and Slippery elms, maples, ashes, Black
Walnut. Wild Black Cherry, and Tulip Tree. It grows to its largest
size on the bottomlands of the Ohio River.
Uses: Though light in weight, the red-tinted, light-brown wood of
the Bass Wood is strong and especially suited for such articles as high-
grade boxes and crates. Being very easily worked with tools, it is a
favorite wood of cabinet makers and manual training teachers. It is not
by any means durable and cannot be used for rough building, ties, or fence
posts, wilh the certainty of more than 3 to 5 years of service. Small
Fig. 103. Distribution of the Bass
Wood.
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quantities are used for fuel, though the heating quahty is inferior to both
beech and oak. Under the name "white wood," however, bass wood is
manufactured into a great variety of articles, including cheap ftirniture,
trunks, boxes, musical instruments, picture mouldings, laundry appliances,
and beekeeper supplies, as well as paper pulp, veneers, and excelsior. In
lumber cut from the butt of the tree, there often is a curly grain, which
gives an attractive appearance in cabinets.
NYSSA Linnaeus The Tupelos
Family Nyssaceae
]\Ioderate to large, deciduous trees, with alternate, crowded, entire,
broad-bladed leaves and tiny, greenish-white flowers. Staminate and
pistillate flowers separate, the former in globular clusters, the latter a few-
together on the ends of long, slender pedicels which arise from the axils
of the leaves. Fruit a fleshy, oval drupe containing a thick-walled, bony,
variously roughened pit. Twigs rather stout, with diaphragmed white
pith and with oval buds set in the notch of crescent or U-shaped leaf-
scars. Bark gray to brown, furrowed, and roughened with scales.
Besides the four species of southeastern North America, there are
but two other Tupelos, one a native of central China, the other native to
southern and eastern Asia. Though now so limited both in the variety
of its forms and the wideness of its distribution, Nyssa is an ancient
genus, the history of which goes far back into our knowledge of the world's
life. Previous to the glacial period, as fossils show, it was not only widely
distributed throughout what are now the North Temperate and Arctic
zones but was also possessed of a much greater variety of forms, no less
than 30 of which have been found as fossils. In Illinois, at the present
t'mo, we have but 2 species.
KEY TO THE ILLINOIS TUPELOS
Leaves 2 to 5 inches long; on moist but not inundated soils. . . N. sylvatica p. 256
Leaves 5 to 7 inches long; on inundated, swampy lands N. aquatica p. 257
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NYSSA SYLVATICA Marshall
Tupelo Sour Gum
The Tupelo is a tree of somewhat more than moderate height, with
a long, narrow crown of slender, rather drooping branches capping the
straigiit trunk. The firm, shiny, dark-green leaves, 2 to .") inches long by
1 to ;) inches wide, stand on round or winged petioles j4 t'O 1^2 inches long.
The staminate flowers, capping slen-
der, hair}- pccHcels sometimes 1 ]A
inches long, are in dense. gli)l)nlar
heads, while the pistillate flowers, on
separate pedicels, occur only in two's
and three's. Tiie fruits, 1 to ;] in a
cluster at the end of a pedicel, are
dark-blue, about Ij to •''4 inch long,
and contain a light-brown, ribbed
stone. The light red-brown branch-
lets, marked by pale lenticels, bear
blunt, dark-red buds above lunar leaf-
scars. The trunk, covered by red-
tinted, brown, deeply fissured bark,
has a diameter proportionate to the
height of the tree, which varies ac-
cording to situation from -']() or 40
feet to more than 100 feet.
Pistrihufion: On wet, jjoorly
drained soils and the edges of swamps,
the Tupelo ranges from Maine to
bdorida and westward to Texas and
Missouri. In Illinois, it is now dis-
tinctly a southern tree, coming up the
eastern side of the State as far as Richland County and up the western
side into Perry County. The record of its occurrence to the north, in
Cook County, is based on some fine trees, now comjjletely destroyed,
which grew in a small swamp near Rogers Park previous to 1910. In
southern Illinois, the Tupelo is not confined entirely to low or swampy
situations, but is seen not infrequently on hills and dry slopes. It has a
large list of associated trees, among which are numerous oaks and hick-
ories, White Elm, ashes. River Birch. Wild Black Cherry, Sycamore, and
Red Gum.
Fio. 104. Distribution of the Tupelo.
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Uses: Though heavy, strong, and very tough, the wood of the
Tupelo is neither hard nor durable. Exceptional care must be used in
seasoning it. because of a pronounced tendency to warp and twist. By
the pioneers, who used the hollow trunks for "bee-gums," Ttipelo was
looked upon as a weed tree ; but it is now used very extensively in manu-
facturing the veneers from which egg crates are made. The toughness
of the w()<)d also has led to its being used for such articles as wheel hubs,
gun stock;, rollers, mallets, and rough flooring, while a certain small
amount furnishes charcoal and ])ulpwood as well as fuel.
NYSSA AQUATICA Marshall
Tupelo Gum Cotton Gum
The Tupelo Gum is a tree of rather more than moderate height, with
a wide and buttressed trunk, above which rises a straight bole capped by
a narrow, oblong crown of rather small, spreading branches. The shiny,
dark-green, tirm leaves, 5 to 7 inches long by 2 to 4 inches wide and some-
times slightly toothed on the
margins, stand on stout, hairy
petioles 1 to 3 inches long.
The dense, globular clusters
of staminate flowers cap their
slender pedicels, while the
pistillate flowers stand alone
on the ends of much shorter
pedicels. The dark-purjile,
conspictiously dotted fruits,
nearly an inch long, have thin,
sour flesh inside their thick,
tough skins, and a flattened
,-,, ,., -1 Fig. 105. Tupelo Gum on the Cache River
pit with 10 wmg-like ridges bottoms in Massac County. The swollen,
occupies the center. The buttressed bases are characteristic of trees
^ ^ , , ,
. ,
,
inhabiting flooded lands,
stout, dark-red branchlets
bear tiny, blunt buds nearly imbedded in the bark above the cons])icuous,
nearly round leaf-scars. The trunk, which is covered by dark-brown,
furrowed, scale-roughened bark, becomes 3 or 4 feet thick above the but-
tressed base ; and the tree attains a height of 80 feet or more.
Distribution: From Virginia southward to Florida, westward to
Texas, and again northwara into the lower valley of the Wabash River,
the Tupelo Gum is an inhabi ant of low, inundated swamps. Its range
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in Illinois is confined to four counties in tlie southern tip of the ."^tate. Ijut
even in this region it does not occur outside of the Cypress swamps. Its
chief associates are Cypress, Soft Maple, and Black Cottonwood.
Uses: Though close-grained and difficult to split, the light-brown to
nearly white wood of the Tupelo Gum is light, soft, and weak. Its best
grades resemble yellow poplar, as it has a fiaie. uniform texture and,
though tough, is easily worked with tools. ]\Iuch cure is required in season-
ing the lumber ; but the wood takes
paint and varnish well and is used for
house-flooring and interior finishing.
The pocjrer grades of tupelo gum fur-
nish material for boxes and egg crates,
and timbers and planks are used ex-
tensively as flooring for depots and
\\'arehouses. where there is heavy wear
on the floors. Though the wood is
not durable in the soil, it has proved
satisfactory, when treated against de-
cay, for such uses as cross-arms of
telephone poles, cross-ties in mines,
and wood paving blocks.
In the bottomland Cypress for-
ests of southern Illinois, the Tupelo
Gum constitutes between 1!) and "in
per cent of the stand. Among 22
species of trees, it stands second only
to Cypress, with an average of IG
trees to the acre. Its potential yield,
however, is in excess of all species,
amounting to 15,0(10 board feet per Fig. 106. Distribution of the Tupelo
1 1 ^ • ij Gum.
acre, or nearly twice the Cypress yield.
In 1910, about 9:8.000 board feet of tupelo gum was produced in
the southern counties of Illinois; but in 1925, the amount had fallen to
10L^OOO board feet. This may be taken to indicate that the Tupelo Gum,
like the other trees of the Cypress swamps, are fast disappearing. In-
deed, the largest trees measured in our survey VN-ere but 80 feet high and
had trunk diameters of only 30 inches.
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CORNUS Linnaeus Dogwood
Family Cornaceae
Small and generally bushy, deciduous trees and shrubs, with opposite
or alternate, entire, broad-bladed leaves and small flowers in loose or
dense, terminal heads. Fruit a fleshy dru];e with thin, juicy flesh and a
hard, often bony pit containing, as a rule, 2 seeds. Twigs rather slender,
with more or less angled and sometimes colored pith and with stalked. 2-
scaled buds above more or less U-shaped leaf-scars. Bark generally scaly,
sometimes fissured.
With its 40 or 5U species, Cornus is widely distributed throughout
the Xorthern Flemisphere and extends its range south of the Equator into
Peru, where one species is found. Of the 18 North American species,
only 4 attain tree size ; and 2 of these are common in Illinois. Though
not so ancient as many of our trees, more than 50 dififerent species have
been identified from fossils ; and one of these, with large floral bracts,
almost certainly an ancestor of our modern Flowering Dogwood, grew
in Xorth America when the polar region w'as warm and forested and be-
fore the ice sheets were formed.
KEY TO THE ILLINOIS DOGWOODS
Leaves opposite; flower heads surrounded by white, petal4ike bracts...
C. florida p. 260
Leaves alternate; flowers in loose, branched heads C. alternifolia p. 264
CORNUS FLORIDA Linnaeus
Flowering Dogwood
The Flowering Dogwood is a small, bushy tree, with a flat crown of
slender, spreading branches and branchlets up-tilted at the ends. The
firm, bright-green, minutely hairy leaves, with oval blades 3 to 6 inches
long and 1 to 2 inches wide, are pale beneath and stand on grooved petioles
nearly ^ inch long. The dense heads of small, greenish flowers stand, on
pedicels 1 to 2 inches long, in white, flower-like cups 3 or 4 inches wids.
which are so conspicuous in the early spring as to give the tree its common
name. The bright, scarlet fruits, about 3^ inch long by 34 inch wide and
crowded at the ends of the pedicels, have thin and rather mealy flesh and
smooth, hard pits, each containing 1 or 2 pale-brown seeds. The bright-re 1
or yellow-green branchlets terminate in long-stalked, globular buds. The
trunk, covered by thin, dark, reddish bark broken into square plates, may
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become a foot thick, and the tree may
attain a height of 40 feet, though it is
not often over 25 feet high.
Distribution: As one of the un-
der-storv trees of forests on rich and
well-drained land, the Flowering Dog-
wood ranges from Maine southward
to Florida and westward to Kansas
and Texas. In Illinois, it occurs in
most of our wooded regions, ex-
cepting only those in the northeast
corner of the State. It is, however,
found most frequently in the south-
ern half of the State, where it is
associated commonly with Persim-
mon and Sassafras. Its dark-red
autumnal foliage, its beautiful, white
flowers in the spring, and its bril-
liant, red berries give color and char-
acter to our woodlands : but in the
practice of forestry in our woodlots, it
may have to be removed, along with
Redbud, Persimmon, Ironwood, and
Blue Beech, as its shade is so dense
that some more valuable trees cannot gain a foothold.
Uses: The hard, close-grained, brown wood of the Flowering Dog-
wood is both strong and heavy, and it resembles superficially the wood
of the Hard Maple. Through long wear, it becomes highly polished and
is, therefore, much used for shuttles, spools, and bobbins in cotton mills.
It is a favorite wood for small articles of turnery, and is made also into
engravers' blocks, golf-stick heads, brush blocks, and bearings for wooden
machines. In the virgin timberland of Union County. Flowering Dog-
wood now averages about 100 trees to the acre; but the maxinnim height
is only 25 feet and the potential yield only 16 cubic feet to the acre.
Fic. 107. Distribution of tlie
Flowering Dogwood.
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PLATE 89
CORNUS FLORIDA Linnaeus FLOWERING DOGWOOD
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CORNUS ALTERNIFOLIA Lixxaeus DOGWOOD
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CORNUS ALTERNIFOLIA Lixxaeus
Dogwood
The Dogwood is a very small tree, with a dense, flat-topped crown
of slender, spreading hranches. Tiie thin, hright yellow-green, pointed
leaves, mostly alternate on the hranchlets and 3 to 5 inches long by 2 to 3
inches wide, are pale, hairy, and sometimes nearly white beneath and
stand on slender, hairy petioles nearly
2 inches long. The small, creamy-
white flowers stand in loose, branched
heads on the tips of lateral branchlets.
The loose, spreading, red-stemmed
clusters of globular, dark-blue fruits
ripen in October, each fruit being
somewhat less than ^ inch in di-
ameter, with thin, bitter flesh and a
thick-walled, many-grooved pit con-
taining 1 or 2 curved, pale seeds. The
light-green to brownish twigs bear
sharply pointed, chestnut-brown buds
above the raised, moon-shaped leaf-
scars. The trunk, clothed with thin,
reddish-brown bark which is smooth
or shallowly fissured and ridged, sel-
dom becomes more than (i inches thick
;
and the tree, though arborescent in
form, is usuallv only about 20 feet tall.
Disfrlbiitioii: From Nova Scotia
westward to Minnesota and southward
to Florida, the Dogwood inhabits the
rich soils of the forest edge, stream
borders, and swampy swales. In Illinois it is distinctly northern in its
range, reaching only as far south as Vermilion, Champaign, and Mason
counties. It is particularly common in the lake-shore woods of ovu'
northeastern counties, where it grows as a member of the elm-maple
association.
Uses: The heavy, red-tinted, brown wood of the Dogwood is both
hard and close-grained. In its technical qualities it is comparable to the
wood of the Flowering Dogwood and, like it, is used to some extent in
the manufacture of small wooden articles. It also yields charcoal. The
tree, however, is so small that it cannot be called profitable.
Fic.lOS Distribution
Dogwood.
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DIOSPYROS Linnaeus The Ebonies
Family Ebenaceae
Trees or shrubs with leathery, alternate, entire leaves and 4-parted,
greenish to creamy-white, bell-like flowers from the axils of year-old
leaf-scars. Staminate and i)istillate flowers separate, the former the
smaller and in few-flowered heads, the latter usually solitary. Fruit a
rather large, fleshy, one- to many-seeded berry. Twigs slender and round,
with greenish pith and broadly conical buds, each covered by 2 over-
lapping scales, set close on the flat tops of the nearly half-round leaf-
scars. Bark variable.
With more than 200 modern species, Diospyros ranges through a
great part of the tropical regions of the world; but a few of the species
live in the more temperate climates of eastern North America, the lands
bordering the Mediterranean Sea, and southern Asia. Varied and widely
distributed as it is today, the genus was, in immensely remote ages, at
least as varied and certainly far more widely distributed. The fossils
that have been found up to the present time show that previous to the
great Ice Age the Ebonies lived not only where they are today but even
as far north as the northern coasts of Asia and North America and the
southern part of Greenland.
Of the 3 North American species, the Persimmon alone grows in
Illinois.
DIOSPYROS VIRGINIANA Linnaeus
Persimmon
The persimmon is a tree of rather less than moderate height, with
a round-topped crown of spreading and somewhat drooping branches.
The shiny, dark-green, leatherv leaves, 4 to 6 inches long by half as broad,
are pale beneath and stand on stout petioles nearly an inch long. The
staminate flowers grow, 2 or 3 together, on hairy stalks, while the green-
ish or creamy-white pistillate flowers are solitary on the ends of short,
recurved pedicels. The globular, yellow to orange, bright-cheeked fruit,
often 1 yi inches in diameter, contains sweet and juicy, yellow-brown flesh
which surrounds the flattened, hard-coated seeds. The light-brown to
gray twigs, marked with orange lenticels, bear broadly conical, red-brown
to purplish buds above the half-round leaf-scars. The trunk, covered
by dark-brown to dark-gray bark which breaks up into characteristic,
square plates, is seldom over a foot thick, and the tree is ordinarily not
more than 25 to 30 feet tall.
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Distribution: The Persimmon
ii^rows. in a i^reat variety of situations,
from Connecticut in the Northeast to
Iowa in the West and to Florida and
'j'exas in the South. In Ilhnois, it is
chiefly a southern tree. Its northern
limit is in Peoria County as far as
availahle records show ; but it becomes
increasingly common southward, and
formerly, at least, trees of consider-
able size orew in the Wabash Valley.
Robert Ridgway^ describes them in the
following words : "When growing in
the thick bottomland forest, the per-
simmon is frequently 100 or more feet
in height. The tallest specimen meas-
ured 115 feet high. 80 feet to the first
limb, but only o^^ feet in girth at the
base, or less than 2 feet in diameter."
No such trees as these have been seen
in recent years.
Sometimes the Persimmon grows
in small, pure groves, but more
often it is mixed with a variety of other trees. In the southern counties,
where it frequently invades abandoned fields and eroded lands, it is
associated with Sassafras and Sumach, while in the woodlands of the
Wabash Valley its commonest associates are W^ater Locust, Buttonbush,
and Swell-butted Ash. Northward, as in Vermilion County, it grows
in woods where the White, Black, and Red oaks and hickories are the
jjrincipal trees.
Uses: Exceptionally high in technical qualities, the dense, hard,
heavy wood of the Persimmon is in great demand for wooden articles
which must be strong and able to withstand wear. The black heartwood,
called American ebony, is used extensively for rollers and the heads of
golf clubs. It is preferred above all other American woods for shuttles.
Although the wild trees often furnish excellent fruit, there is con-
siderable variation among them both as to the quality and time of ripen-
ing. It is possible, however, to plant selected varieties, or to top-graft
the native trees with them, and secure fruit superior in flavor and earlier
in ripening.
Fig. 109. Distribution of Persimmon.
>Proc. U. S. Nat. Mu.s. Vol. 5, p. 68. 1S82.
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DIOSPYROS VIRGINIANA Linnaeus PERSIMMON
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FRAXINUS 1. 1 NX Alius The Ashes
r\iniily Oli:aceae
Small to very larjje, deciduous trees, with opposite, mostly com-
jjuiind leaves consisting of an odd number of broad-bladed, toothed leaf-
lets. Stamens and pistils in separate tiowers ; the inconspicuous flowers
2- or 4-parted. in open or compact, pcdicelled, branched heads in various
positions on the new growth or from the axils of leaf-scars. Fruit a key
with 1. or rarely 2 or 3. much elongated wings and ^ or more brown
seeds. Twigs rather stout, with oval pith and often globular, superposed
buds set above the broadly crescent-shaped leaf-scars. Hark usually
thick, furrowed, and scaly.
With more than 50 species. Fraxinus ranges through most of the
temperate regions of the Northern Heniisj)here. extending into the trop-
ics in Cuba and Java. It occurs in a particular abundance of forms in
southeastern North America and southeastern Asia. America appears
to have been its first home, and the American trees are usually larger
and furnish more valuable wood. Not only is the Ash familiar in the
songs and stories and in the superstitions, the joys, and the labors of the
human race, but even millions of years before the history of mankind
began, the Ash was present in the world, as fossils show, in a great
variety of forms and with a distribution stretching from Greenland and
Alaska to Louisiana. Some of these ancient Ashes escaped destruction
during the Ice Age and are perpetuating themselves today in our for-
ests. The White Ash and the Blue Ash are two such American trees.
The modern North American Ashes comprise 17 species, and G of
these, with a few distinguishable varieties, inhabit Illinois.
KEY TO THE ILLINOIS ASHES
Twig.s round or only slightly angular; buds brown to blackish.
Leaflets without stalks; leat-scars oval, longer than broad; buds
blackish F. nigra p. 280
Leaflets stalked; leaf-scars more or less lunar; buds brown.
Wings of the keys arising from the upper third of the seed.
Twigs and petioles hairy F. Biltmoreana p. 271
Twigs and petioles smooth F. americana p. 270
Wings of the keys arising at least half-way down the seed.
Leaflets toothed along at least the upper half of their
margins F. pennsylvanica p. 275
Leaflets not toothed, or only wavy F. profunda p. 274
Twigs square, with 4 .sharp angles; buds gray F. quadrangulata p. 278
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FRAXINUS AMERICANA Linnaeus WHITE A5PI
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FRAXINUS AMERICANA Linnaeus
White Ash
The White Ash is a tree CDiunionly of somewhat more than moderate
height, with a narrow crown of stout and upright, or somewhat spread-
ing branches. The firm, but thin, dark-green leaves, between 8 and r2
inches long, consist of 1. sometimes 5 or 9, sharply pointed, more or less
toothed leaflets, 3 to 5 inches long by
half as wide, set oppositely in pairs,
the odd one terminal, on the stout
])etiole. The flowers grow in compact
or elongated groups from lateral buds.
The keys stand in crowded clusters
to S inches long, each key with its
terminal wing, 1 to 2 inches long by %
inch wide. The gray to brownish
branchlets bear dark-brown buds in
the hollows of the deeply lunar leaf-
scars. The trunk, inclosed by thick,
dark-brown, deeply fissured bark with
rounded, scaly ridges, becomes 2 or 3
feet thick, and the tree grows to a
usual height of 70 or 80 feet.
Distribution: From Nova Scotia,
the White Ash ranges westward into
Minnesota and Nebraska and south-
ward to Florida and Texas. In Illi-
nois, it grows throughout the State,
preferring the moist soils of stream
Fig. 110. Distributimi of the White ^^^nks and bottomlands, though never
Ash. occurring in nuicky swamps. It never
forms pure stands of any extent, though it often occurs in small groups,
which may be gradually enlarged by opening uj) the area to better light.
In Wabash County, near Allendale, where the u])land woods have been cut
over recently, the assr;ciates of the White Ash include Hackberry, Hard
Maple, Shellbark and other hickories. Tulip Tree, Bass Wood, Red Gum,
Slippery Elm, Black Walnut, and Kentucky CoflFee Tree, while nearer the
streams Pin Oak and Schneck's Oak also occur. Ridgway measured
some White Ash growing in the lower Wabash Valley in 1882, one of
which he found to be 110 feet high. 14 feet in trunk circumference, and 79
feet G inches to the first limb.
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Uses: The hard, close-grained
wood of the White Ash is strong and
tough. It is used wherever strengtli
and elasticity are required, as in the
manufacture of tool handles, oars.
paddles, bows for the tops of automo-
biles and carriages, and axles of ar-
tillery carriages and farm wagons.
Xext to rock elm, white ash is the
finest wood obtainable for javelins,
and a great many sporting and ath-
letic goods are made of it, such as
baseball bats, tennis racquets, and
snowshoes. In the manufacture of
airplanes, white ash serves ideally for
the bent wood of wings and fuselage,
for landing skids, and for the frame-
work. In addition, it serves admirably Fig. 111. White Ash growing with
for the interior finishing of houses. oak.s and maples southeast of
Mendota. LaSalle County.
FRAXINUS BILTMOREANA Beadle
Biltmore Ash
The Biltmore Ash is a tree of considerably less than medittm height
with an open head of stout and up-tilted branches. The thick, dark-green
leaves, 10 to 12 inches long, consist of 7 or 9 stalked, toothed leaflets,
each o to 6 inches long and a third as wide, set along the stout, hairy
petioles. The flowers stand in compact, lateral clusters, and the keys,
when they develop, hang in long clusters, each key, with its terminal wing,
measuring 1)^ to Iji inches long by about ^ inch broad.. The stout,
gray branchlets, always softly hairy during their first summer, bear brown
buds above the large, shallowly notched, round leaf-scars. The trunk,
inclosed by its rough but shallowly furrowed, dark-gray bark, becomes a
foot or more in diameter ; and the tree commonly attains a height of 40
or 50 feet.
Distribution: The Biltmore Ash, a tree of low stream sides, ranges
from New Jersey southward to Georgia and westward to Missouri. In
Illinois, as its general range suggests, it is found only in the southern part
of the State, where it occurs so infreqtiently as to have been collected only
in Richland and Gallatin counties.
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FRAXINUS BILTMOREANA Beadle BILTMORE ASH
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FRAXINUS PROFUNDA Bush PU^IPKIN ASH
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Uses: Althou^^h the commercial range of the Bihmore Ash ends
to the east of the IlHnois Hne, it is probable that the tree was formerly
more abundant in our State. Though its wood ranks a little below that
of the White Ash in its technical properties, it is known and sold in the
lumber trade as white ash and is used indiscriminately for the same
purposes.
FRAXINUS PROFUNDA Busii
Pumpkin Ash Swell-butted Ash
The Pumpkin Ash is a tree of rather more than moderate height,
with a swollen, buttressed trunk, from which rises a slender bole capped
by a narrow, open crown of small, spreading branches. The exceptionally
large, yellow-green, thick leaves, 10 to 18 inches long, consist of T. less
often 0, elliptic, smooth- or wavy-
margined, stalked leaflets set on stout,
woolly petioles, each leaflet o to 10
inches long by nearly half as wide.
The flower clusters are elongated, and
the keys, many together in pendulous
clusters are 'i or 3 inches long by about
jA inch wide. The light-gray branch-
lets bear light reddish-brown buds
deeply set in the upper margin of the
lunar leaf-scars. The trunk, inclosed
in thin, light-gray bark shallowly
fissured inlo bro:id, scaly ridges, may
become 2 feet thick ; and the tree may
rise to a height of 90 feet or more.
Distribution: A tree limited al-
most entirely to deep swamps and
river bottomlands subject to periodic
overflows, the Pum]ikin Ash grows
only in the valley of the ^Mississippi
River and its tri1)utaries, from Indiana
and Illinois southward to the Gulf of
Fk;. 112. Distribution of Pumpkin Mexico, and in the valley of the Appa-
^^^^-
lachicola River in Florida. As its
range is distinctly southern, it occurs in Illinois only in the southern third
of the State, coming northward in the east to Richland County, in the
west to St. Clair Countv. anrl extcndins: inland along: the Cache and Big
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Muddy rivers to Johnson and Franklin counties. Its associates in this
region inchide especially the lowland oaks and the Hard Maple. In
Pulaski County, the Pumpkin Ash varies in height from 69 to 98 feet, with
a corresponding variation in trunk diameter from IG to 36 inches, and
the age of the trees ranges between SO and 105 years. Northward, on
the Big Muddy bottomlands of Franklin County, the height of the Pump-
kin Ash is from 67 to !)1 feet, the diameter from 10 to 19 inches, and the
age from 38 to 7 6 years.
Uses: Though similar in many respects to white ash, the wood of
the Pumpkin Ash lacks its hardness and toughness and cannot be used
for such purposes as tool handles, oars, and farming implements. But
its tine grain and its slow growth make the wood desirable for crates and
boxes, as a source of charcoal, and for ])aper pulp, while some is used
also as fuel.
FRAXINUS PENNSYLVANICA Marshall
Red Ash Green Ash
The Red Ash is a small to moderate tree, with an irregular but com-
pact crown of stout, upright branches. The light, yellow-green leaves, 10
to 12 inches long, are made up of T or 9 thin but firm, oval, stalked leaflets,
each 4 to 6 inches long by 1 to 2 inches broad, set along the stout, hairy
petioles. The flowers are borne in greenish- or purplish-red clusters, the
staminate and pistillate flowers usua.ly on separate trees. Hie keys, with
their long, slender seeds and
thin wings, are from 1 to 2
inches long by % to JA inch
wide. 1 he ashy-gray to
brownish twigs bear small,
brown Inuls set in a shallow
indention on the U])per margin
of the half-round leaf-scars.
The trunk, inclosed in red-
tinte;l, brown bark slightly
furrowed and scaly on the
surface, may become 18 inches
thick ; and the tree usually at-
tains a height of 50 or 60 feet. p^^, ^^o q^^^^^ .^.l, j^^ ^^e Forest Tree
Distribution: On the ^ow. Plantation at the University of Illinois. The
\ . ' '
.
*
" plantation dates back to 1871. Photo from
minst plains along rivers and u^e U. S. Forest Service.
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FRAXINUS PENNSYLVAN ICA LANCEOLATA Sargent GREEN
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about lakes, the Red Ash ranges from Nova Scotia southward to Georgia
and westward to Kansas and Mississippi. It is found in Illinois along all
the rivers except the low, swampy streams of the far south, but is neither
so common nor so widely distributed as the varietal form laiiccolafa
Sargent, known as the Green x\sh. The variety is distinguished with
difficulty from the species by its bright-green leaflets, which are more
shar])ly toothed, and its taller, more
robust growth. The distribution
shown in the accompanying map in-
cludes both the species and the variety.
The Red and Green ashes are found
together in greatly differing habitats
;
for example, in the Wabash Valley
they occur on the borders of ponds,
on river bottoms, and on swampy
land, while farther north, as in Cham-
paign County, they grow on upland
soils in rather dry situations. Their
moist bottomland associates include
Cow and White oaks. Sycamore, Per-
simmon, cottonwoods, and maples ; on
drier bottomlands they grow wdth
gums. Cow, Red, and Swam]) \Miite
oaks, Pecan, hickories. Slippery and
Cork elms. River Birch, cottonwoods,
and Cypress ; and on drier jilains witii
White Elm, Hackberry, Sycamore,
Wild Black Cherry, and Burr oak.
Uses: The hard but coarse-
grained wood of the Red and Green
ashes, though handled commercially as white ash, is not so tough and,
being more brittle, has not so wide a range of uses. It is employed chiefly
in the manufacture of farming implements, carriage and automobile Ijodies,
and furniture.
The Green Ash has been planted extensively as a shade tree, but it
is subject to serious injury by the oyster-shell scale and cannot be recom-
mended as a durable ornament.
Fig. 114. Distribution of the Red
and Green Ashes.
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FRAXINUS QUADRANGULATA :\Iiciiaux
Blue Ash
The Blue Ash is a tree of muderate to rather large size, with a small
and slender crown of spreading hranches. The yellow-green leaves, S to
]'i inches long, consist of 5 to 11 pointed, coarsely to:)thed leaflets, ') to ."j
inches long 1)v a third as wide, set on short stalks along the slender pet-
ioles. The flowers, which contain both
stamens and pistils, are borne in
loosely branched clusters from lateral
buds. The keys, with twisted wings
that surround the seed, are 1 to "3
inches long by nearly ]/l inch wide.
The stout, red-tinted, gr.iy bfanchL-t-,
being distinctly 4-sided and b.avin^
four small, corky wings, one at each
angle, provide the outstanding charac-
teristic of the tree. The gray buds are
very round and set close within the
hoHow of the broadly lunar leaf-scars.
The trunk, covered by rather thin,
light-gray bark broken into large
plates, grows to a diameter of 2 feet
or more; and the tree usually atiam^
a height of more than 60 feet.
Distribution: The Blue Ash
ranges, on hills, in valleys, and on
bottomlands, from Ontario westward
to Iowa and southward to Alabama.
Its range in Illinois includes the en-
tire State, but in the south it is rare,
hiving been found only in Union and Wabash counties. In the northern
half of the State, though still an infrequent tree, it grows on the flood
plains of smaller creeks and in the upland woods. In Union County it
grows on limestone bluffs ; in Champaign County it occurs in the Uni-
versity Woods along with White and Green ashes, maples. Buckeye,
hickories, Bass Wood, and several oaks ; and in LaSalle County George
D. Fuller and P. D. Strausbaugh^ report it, along with the Kentucky
Coffee Tree. Sycamore, White Elm, and Pawpaw, as one of the sur-
vivors on the cut-over land along Big Indian Creek.
> Trans. 111. St. Acad. Sci. Vol. 12, pp. 246-272. 1919.
Fi(,. 11.5. Distribution of th«
Blue Ash.
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FRAXINUS OUADRANGULATA Michaux BLUE ASH
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Uses: The brown-streaked, light-yellow wood of the Blue Ash,
close-grained and hard, is both heavier and denser than the wood of
the \\iiite Ash. though the lumber from both trees sells as white ash.
The Blue Ash wood is, however, rather brittle, and for such purposes
as beams, where strength is the first requirement, it is inferior to both
white and green ash. But for other purposes, such as flooring, carriage
and automobile tops, and the like, it is as useful as the wood of other
ashes. Formerly, a blue dye was obtained from the inner bark of the
Blue Ash, but its manufacture and use have been superseded largely by
the more recent aniline dyes and certain vegetable dyes.
FRAXINUS NIGRA Marshall
Black Ash Brown Ash
The Black Ash is commonly a tree of rather more than moderate
height, with a narrow, shallow crown of many up-tilted branches capping
its tall, clean bole. The dark-green leaves, between 12 and 16 inches
long, are made up of 7, 9, or 11 small-toothed leaflets, the lateral leaflets
being set directly on a stalk sometimes
an inch long. The flower clusters,
usually nearly terminal on the year-
old growth, are 4 or .") inches long.
The keys, their wings inclosing the
seeds, are 1 to 13^ inches long by a
little more than 34 inch wide, and they
hang in loose, open clusters 8 to 10
inches long. The ashy-gray to orange
twigs bear blunt buds above the oval
leaf-scars. The trunk, covered by
thin, red-tinted, gray bark irregularly
plated and separating into ])apery
scales, attains exceptionally a diameter
of 18 inches; and the trees become 'lO
or even 100 feet high.
Distrihntiou: From the Gulf of
St. Lawrence westward across Can-
ada to Lake Winnipeg and southward
to West Virginia and Arkansas, the
Black Ash grows on low, swampy
stream-banks and in deep swamps.
Fig. 116. Distribution of Black Ash. Jt is, as should be expected, an un-
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coninion tree in Illinois and is to be found only in swampy situations.
Its common associates to the north of Illinois are the- swamp-inhabitin*;;
conifers, but in our State it is associated entirely with deciduous trees.
Uses: The Black Ash is far too rare in Illinois to be counted as com-
mercially valuable, though it is an inijiortant timber tree in Wisconsin and
Michigan. Though rather soft and weak, its wood is tough and durable
and has a large variety of uses, among v.hich are furniture, cabinet mak-
ing, veneers for crates and baskets, interior finishing of houses, cooperage,
and laundry, creamery, and refrigerating appliances. The Indians knew
that by pounding the wcxxl they could separate it. along the annual layers,
into thin strips, which they used for making baskets ; and they called the
B'.ack Ash the Basket Tree.
CATALPA ScopoLi
Family Bigxoxiaceae
^loderate to very large, deciduous trees, with large, heart-shaped
leaves borne oppositely in })airs or in whorls of three. Flowers large,
rather showy, and spotted inside, borne in terminal, branched clusters.
Fruit a long, narrow, pod which splits into halves to liberate numerous
brown to gray, winged, hairy seeds. Twigs stout, with large, round pith
and with globular buds set above round to oval leaf-scars, there being :i
large and 1 small leaf-scar at each node. Bark thin and scaly.
Catalpa, with 7 species, occurs in southeastern North America, eastern
China, and the West Indies. Though now embracing comparatively few
forms, with only a limited distribution, this genus is known from fossils
to have flourished widely through the ages from a time antedating the Ice
Age by many centuries. There are 2 modern American species, one of
which, the Indian Bean, with a range to the south and east of Illinois, has
been planted extensively as a decorative tree, while the native Illinois ca-
talpa has been employed more often as a timber tree.
CATALPA SPECIOSA Engelmann
Catalpa
The Catalpa is usually a tree of only moderate height, though it some-
times becomes exceptionally tall, with a round-topped but narrow crown
of slender branches. The firm, dark-green, })ointed leaves, nearly a foot
long and more than half as wide, are heart-shaped and stand on stout
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Fig. 117. The Chicago, Burlington and
Quincy railroad's Catalpa plantation at Glad-
stone, producing fence posts at 17 years old.
petioles 4 to 6 inches long.
The bright, purple-spotted,
white flowers, each about 2
inches long, stand in open,
few-flowered clusters. The
thin-walled pods, 8 to 20
inches long but only a little
more than 3^ inch wide, con-
tain a number of light-brown
seeds. Each seed is about 1
inch long by % inch wide and
is inclosed by 2 terminal wings,
from the ends of which a
fringe of short hairs extends.
The orange to reddish-brown twigs bear chestnut-brown buds above the
oval leaf-scars. The trunk, covered by rather thin, red-tinted, brown bark
broken into thick scales, is short and usually not more than 2 feet in
diameter, though it may grow to a much larger size ; and the tree,
usually less than 80 feet tall, may attain heights in excess of 100 feet.
Distribution: Naturally an inhabitant of bottomlands, the Catalpa
ranges throughovtt the wet floodplains and swampy riversides of the Mis-
sissippi valley from southern Illinois to Tennessee and Arkansas. Its
extreme northern station in Illinois is in Richland County, and from this
point it becomes increasingly common as it follows the Wabash River
southward to the Ohio, and thence to the Mississippi. The usual dimen-
sions of the larger Catalpas in the Wabash Valley range between 10 and
i)0 feet for height and between 2 and 3 feet for trunk diameter. Its
associates are chiefly Pin Oak. Sweet Gum, Sugarberry, Big Shellbark,
Hickory, and Pecan, though in Gallatin County it grows also with White
Oak, Red Gum, ashes, Honey Locust, and White Elm.
I'scs: 1 he light-brown, coarse-grained wood of the Catalpa, with
its thin, nearly white sapwood, is neither heavy nor strong nor hard, and
though occasionally employed in the manufacture of furniture and in
finishing the interior of houses, its common uses are limited to nuich
rougher purposes. Its durability in the soil is exceptional, and on this
account it is used chiefly for fence posts and poles. A Catalpa in Richland
County, which was cut in 1900, yielded 24T fence posts, though the entire
stump and trunk were hollow.
Catalpa has become an extensively, though often unsuccessfully, ctil-
tivated tree, from which the only expected yield is posts ; and some rail-
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roads now produce the posts for their
right-of-way fences by growing this
tree for the purpose. From seed-
ling to post size requires between
15 and 20 years of growth, during
which time the trees, unless carefully
pruned and cultivated, are continually
in danger of destruction by the larvae
of the Catalpa Sphinx Moth and a
brown-rot fungus which enters the tree
through the dead, unpruned branches
and rots the wood. Soil, also, is an
important consideration ; for on poor,
sandy, or gravelly soils this tree will
not make a satisfactory growth. In
Stark County, a plantation situated on
good prairie soil has yielded posts and
stakes after 15 years, producing wood
at an average rate per year of 163
cubic feet per acre and returning,
thereby, a good rate of interest on the
investment.
Fig. 118. Distribution of the Catalpa.
LIST OF MINOR VARIETIES AND SPECIES OF TREES
REPORTED TO OCCUR IN ILLINOIS
Acer Ncgundo inolacciim Kirch. The opinion of E. J. Palmer, as ex-
pressed in correspondence, is that this is the common Box Elder in
Northern Illinois.
Acer uigntiii Palmeri Sarg. A specimen in the Field Columbian j\Iu-
seum collected by Agnes Chase (No. IT 58) in woods at New Lenox
May T and September 22, 1902, has been determined as this variety
by H. Teuscher.
Acer ruhruui toinentosittn Kirch. There are 2 specimens in th6 Univer-
sity of Illinois herbarium, one from Herod, Pope County, the other
from Alt. Carmel, Wabash County.
Aescnlus discolor Pursh. Represented by a single specimen in the Alor-
ton Arboretum. The locality is in Pope County.
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Carya (/labra incijacarpa Sarg. In the Arnold Arboretum there are 2
spt'ciniens. one collected by E. J. Palmer in Gallatin County, the
other by B. F. Bush in Johnson County.
Carya oi'iilis obcordata Sarg. Si)ecimens in the Arnold Arboretum show
that this variety has been found in CJallatin. Johnson, Pope, Richland,
and Union counties.
C"(7;v(' oz'olis obovalis Sarg. Arnold Arboretum si)ecimc'ns have been
taken from Richland. Wabash, and White counties.
Carya cn-alis odorala Sarg. Specimens in tlie Arnold xA.rboretum came
from Richland, Johnson, and Wabash counties.
Carya ovata Nuttallii Sarg. A specimen collected in Johnson County by
E. J. Palmer is deposited with the Field Columbian Museum.
Carya ovata pabcsccns Sarg. has been collected in Pope and Richland
counties by Robert Ridgway and in Gallatin County by E. J. Palmer.
The specimens are in the Arnold Arboretum collection.
Ccltis occidcntalis crassifoiia A. Gray. Represented at the Arnold Arbo-
retum by specimens taken in Alexander, Gallatin, Jackson, Richland,
and Pope counties, and in the University of Illinois herbarium by
specimens from Richland and Kane counties.
Cclfis occidcntalis ca)ii)ia Sarg. Specimens from Richland and Johnson
counties, collected respectively by E. J. Palmer and B. F. Bush, are
deposited with the b'ield Columbian Museum.
Ccltis piimila Pursh. A specimen from Richland County, collected by
Robert Ridgway. is in the University of Illinois herbarium.
Cladastris lutca Michaux. A typical specimen collected by R. B. Miller
near Olive Branch, Alexander County, is deposited in the University
of Illinois herbarium.
Piospyros vinjinidiHt platycarpa Sarg. "This variety with subcordate
pubescent leaves and larger earlier ripening fruit is found with the
s])ecies in southern Illinois."—E. j. Palmer, in correspondence.
Fafjus (jrandifolia caroliiiiciia Vcrn. & Rehd. A specimen collected in
the chestnut grove in Pulaski County by William Trelease is de])osited
in the University of Illinois herbarium.
Oiicrcits alba piiiiiatijhla . A specimen determined by William
Trelease is in the b^ield Columbian Museum's collection. It was col-
lected at Fountaindale by M. S. Bebb and was called by him variety
rcpanda.
Sassafras officinale albidiim Blake. A typical specimen, collected by
A. Stanley Pease at White Heath, Piatt County, is in the possession
of the Arnold Arboretum.
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Botany and Forestry
For students and for teachers, whether they are in colleges, high
schools, or academies, and for everyone with a real interest in trees, there
is an opportunity to do work of scientific value in almost every region in
Illinois. A glance at the maps which indicate the distribution of the trees
described in the preceding pages will show how very imperfect is our
knowledge of the exact range, the local habitats, and the particularly in-
teresting isolated and local occurrences of even our most common trees.
This is a kind of information that can be obtained only with the greatest
labor and expense when done at public cost ; but with the help of enthu-
siastic tree lovers a great deal can easily be accomplished toward filling in
the gaps in our present knowledge.
THE BOTANY OF TREES
It is not necessary for one to travel widely in order to learn about
trees. The home county, so accessible in every part in these days of auto-
mobile travel, always contains a surprisingly large number of trees of
diiierent kinds. Somewhere there is almost certain to be a stranger, re-
moved from its usual range, which has persisted and perhaps multiplied.
Instances of this kind are not too frequent, but when they are found
they afi'ord an indescribable satisfaction to the discoverer. It is one of
the tree enthusiast's greatest delights to be able to show that a tree does
grow beyond the range given it by technical botanists, and in this he is
justified, for he has succeeded in making the world's store of knowledge
just a little greater.
Neither will the lover of trees find it necessary to spend his money
lavishly, in order to enjoy his avocation. His first need is a good book
to use as a guide in becoming familiar with the trees, their names, and
their habits. Thereafter, his only requirements will be a quantity of old
newspapers, between which to press and dry the specimens he collects, a
note-pad and pencil to record his observations, a corner of a room at home,
where he may keep and study his collections, and such books as his
particular interests thereafter demand.
CoUcct'nuj tree spBc'uuens: So prone to error are humans, that
botanists have made a rule for themselves, which ought to be adopted by
every person who plans to make more than a superficial study of trees.
This rule is. that in every case where a tree is found a specimen of it must
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be taken and preserved as a positive proof of its existence in that place.
The custom amongst botanists is to secure a rather large specimen, so
that after it has been dried it can be divided into two or three portions,
one of which the collector keei)s for himself, sending the others to be
deposited in large herbaria. The result is that a permanent record is kept,
not only in the collector's personal possession, but also in one (jr more
places open to all students ; and if by chance his own collection is destroyed
by tire or some other hazard, the results of his labors are still preserved.
Moreover, our knowledge of the classification of trees, of their relation-
ships to one another, and of their similarities and differences, is constantly
increasing, and there goes with this an equal advance in the differentiating
of kinds, the result being that years hence differences among trees will
be known to exist where today we can see none. We therefore should
preserve specimens for the sake of the students who come after us, in order
that they may know exactly, in the light of their fuller knowledge, with
what we have dealt. Errors in determining the species of a tree are by
no means infrequent, even among trained botanists ; and the beginner
will find himself very apt to make them, but if he maintains a careful
record of his studies in the form of specimens, he will, as he advances
in knowledge, be able to retrace his early steps and correct his errors.
The gathering of a specimen is a thing that should always be done
with care. Some trees are identified readily by their leaves, some by their
flowers, others by their fruits, and still others by their twigs; yet all of
these structures, and others besides, which are required to make up the
tree, will need to be noticed by the collector. Consequently, he will wish
to visit the same tree several times during a year, in order to become
familiar with its aspect and characters in the spring when the new leaves
and the flowers are coming out, in the summer when it stands fully
clothed in green, in the autumn when its fruits are ripe and its foliage is
gloriously colored, and in the winter when, devoid of leaves, only its
skeleton remains. For each of these seasons, the enthusiastic collector
will wish to preserve suitable specimens, so that the things he has learned
in the summer will be preserved to him in the winter and in order that he
may find foreshadowed in the flowers of spring the fruit of the fall. There
is but one criterion to be observed in gathering these specimens, which is
that, whether it be flowers, leaves, or fruit, the individual example ought
not to be either the largest or the smallest but rather the nearest possible
to the average of those that make up the tree.
At the same time that the specimen is secured, notes ought to be
made concerning the location of the tree, its size, its probable age, and the
I
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habitat in which it grows. Many experienced collectors have found that
they can do this best by keeping a notebook in which these facts are set
down in connection with a series of numbers, and the specimens, as they
are collected, are marked with the same numbers, so that each specimen
and each set of notes will be properly and conveniently connected.
Though many persons have elaborate collecting and drying kits to
carry with them on their trips to the woods, the actual necessities are
few. For almost everyone, the opportunity to become acquainted with
trees will be found on those occasions when a day or an afternoon is
given to an outing away from town or away from the duties of the farm
;
and the specimens that are likely to be collected at such times can be
carried home either in the hands or the pockets, or in a small basket. It
is best to keep separate the pieces taken from different trees by wrapping
them closely in a scrap of newspaper, which w^ill serve also to keep them
from wilting unduly.
Drying the specimens: \Vhen the specimens have been taken home,
ihey should be placed as soon as possible in a drying apparatus. For this
purpose, professional botanists usually have special sets of heavy blotters
and often corrugated cardboards and heaters also. But even the most
inexperienced person can, with a little care, secure excellent results by
using only the old newspapers with which every home is so well supplied.
The first thing to do is to cut a newspaper into single sheets the size of
the usual page and fold each of these sheets cross-wise. When a suf-
ficient number of them has been provided, the collected specimens should
be unwrapped, one by one, and placed within the folded papers, upon
the margins of which should be written the identifying numbers. In
arranging the specimens, it is well to lay out the leaves and flowers in as
natural a position as possible ; but one or two leaves should be turned
with the lower face outward, so that later when the specimens are studied
the characters of both surfaces of the leaves may be compared readily.
In place of the heavy blotters used by botanists, thick pads of news-
papers will be found to serve most admirably. One of these newspaper
pads should be laid on the floor to serve as the bottom of the pile ; on
it is laid the first specimen, in its folded sheet; then comes another pad.
another enfolded specimen, another pad, and so on, until the fresh speci-
mens all have been arranged in an orderly pile capped by a heavy pad
of paper. Now, all that is needed is a board, or a lattice of lathes, of
the same dimensions as the folded sheets, which is laid on the top of the
pile and pressed down firmly by having several heavy bricks or some other
heavy article laid upon it.
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At lirst, the pai)er pads between the specimens will need to be changed
daily, for they absorb water from the plants quite rapidly; and if the stack
is left in a danij) condition, the specimens are apt to become moldy. As
the pressing and drying progresses, changes need be made less often ; and
when the tree samples are thoroughly dried they can be removed from
the dryer and, still folded williin the ne\vsi)aper sheets, tied in convenient
bundles for later study.
The personal herbarium: After having taken the pains to collect
and dry a number of tree samples, the average person will find a real
satisfaction in preserving his s])ecimens in such a way as will allow them
to be examined conveniently by himself and his friends. Botanists have
developed a method for doing this, which, modified to suit the needs and
desires of the individual, will furnish him, in the doing, with many hours
of pleasant memories and, when finished, with a collection which he may
exhibit with pride and which he will constantly be wishing to increase.
Botanists have found that the most convenient method for preserv-
ing a collection is to mount the individual specimens upon sheets of heavy
white paper, of such a grade as the individual can afford, the specimens
being attached to the paper by glue or by means of small strips of gummed
cloth tape. The customary size of these sheets, as used in all the large
herbaria, is 1()^ inches long by 1]^^ inches wide. After the specimen
has been attached, a label should be pasted to the lower right-hand corner
of the sheet, showing not only the name of the tree but also whatever
other information may be necessary, such as its collection number, the
date and place of collection, whether it is a native or cultivated tree, and
notes on its habits of growth. The illustration on the opposite page is a
photograph of such a sheet.
To keep the mounted specimens in good condition, some kind of
storage is required ; and in large herbaria costly metal cabinets are pro-
vided ; but the individual with a small collection can easily store it at
much less expense. If he values it highly he may prefer to purchase
nicely finished wooden cabinets, or if he is handy with tools he may enjoy
the making of his ow-n cases. The best form of cabinet is one 5 or 6 feet
high, with 2 full-length doors on the front, which fit tightly together at
the middle of the case. The interior is divided into halves, corresponding
to the doors, each half being wide enough to allow the specimen sheets to
be placed upon shelves set 5 or (i inches apart, and the depth of the cabinet
corresponding to the length of the sheets.
As the main reciuirement in ])roviding storage for the specimens is
to keep out dust, the ingenious person will not find it hard to substitute
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Fig. 119. A Properly Prepared Herbaritm Specimen. This specimen of
Wliite Ash shows the leaves, a twig, anrl the mature fruit. A leaf has been
turned to show the underside; a small packet has been glued to the lower left
hand corner of the sheet to hold the keys that fall off; and the label on the
lower right-hand corner gives the name of the plant, the date and locality of
collection, and other desirable notes.
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other means when cabinets prove too costly. As an exam])le of what may
be used, we have found cardboard boxes to be quite satisfactory. We
have them made of a substantial grade of cardboard, cloth-bound at the
corners. 12 inches wide, IT inches long and o inches deep inside, covered
without by a black paper of some neat design, and provided on one end
with a brass pull handle and label holder. Each of these boxes will hold
2') or more specimens, and in the quantities in which we have purchased
them they have cost between fifty and sixty cents apiece.
For the sake of convenience, the specimens should be sorted so that
all those belonging to each genus and each species are together. An
added convenience is to have all the sheets for one genus, or all those for
one species if the species has been collected several times, laid together in
a labeled folder of heavy, serviceable paper. Such folders are usually
arranged in the cases by Families, in the order given by some good
botanical manual, though for ready reference the genera of each Family
are usually placed in alphabetic order.
Insects may be kept away from the specimens by sprinkling them
from time to time with naphthaline powder or paradichlorobenzine crystals
or by painting them, when they are being mounted, with a saturated solu-
tion of corrosive sublimate mixed with alcohol to make it dry quickly.
I'^or mice, which are apt to be attracted by seeds and nuts, traps are more
dependable and safer than poisons.
Classification of trees: The first need of the amateur student of
trees is a means of identifying those with which he is not familiar. This
need he is usually able to find supplied in the form of keys, such as those
given on pages 15-22, the use of which does not require more than
a small amount of botanical knowledge coupled with a little careful obser-
vation. But as he progresses in his studies, he will be impressed w'ith the
similarities and diliferences among trees, especially as regards their flowers,
their fruits, and their leaves, and he will be impelled to wonder what the
significance of these facts may be.
Trees, like all other living things, are supposed to be related to one
another, and among them, as among all other living things, size and bulk
are of no great significance as an indication of relationships, for these
may be judged far more accurately by smaller and often less evident
characters. Few people, for example, could be misled after seeing the
acorn of the Willow Oak, though the leaves alone might not suggest an
oak tree; having once seen the fruit of the Hop Hornbeam, no one
would mistake its evident relation to the Birches, though with only the
leaves and twigs it might readily be thought an elm ; and the Hackberry,
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known only by its fruit, would not easily be allied to the elms until its
leaves and flowers had been seen. So, among all our trees there are
characteristics which, however much the trees may vary otherwise, serve
to bring them together into larger and smaller groups of related forms.
All the Illinois trees, however, have one characteristic in common,
which is that they all produce seeds as a means of reproduction, and
upon this is based the largest and most important botanical division of
plants, namely, the Spermatophytes. In contrast with this group, there
are others such as the thread-like plants, or Thallophytes, the moss-like
plants, or Bryophytes, and the fern-like plants or Pteridophytes. The
Spermatophytes themselves are divided into two classes, the Gymosperms
and the Angiosperms.
Gyumospcniis: This is an exceedingly ancient, though not an overly
large, group of plants. The dense forests of remote geologic periods,
the remains of which constitute coal beds, were partly made up of Gym-
nosperms. This group is represented in the world today chiefly by
pines, spruces, and cedars and in Illinois especially by pines, the Tama-
rack, the Cypress, and the Red Cedar. Our Illinois Gymnosperms are all
conifers, which is to say that they bear their seeds in a typical cone; but
they do not have flowers in the sense in which flowers are commonly
recognized. They have in common, also, the character of long, needle-
like leaves, which are usually evergreen. The wood of coniferous trees
is generally termed "softwood," and it has in addition a very regular grain,
which renders it easy to split.
Angiosperms: This great group of plants contains all of our trees
that are not classed among the conifers. Its outstanding characteristic
is the production of structures readily recognized as flowers. The tree-
size Angiosperms of Illinois are, in addition, deciduous, their leaves are
broad-bladed and distinctly veined, and the wood is of the type generally
called "hardwood." In this class, there are two botanical subdivisions, the
Monocotyledons and the Dicotyledons, the former characterized chiefly
by the possession of just one leaf in the seed, as may be seen in the
seedlings of wheat or corn, the latter having 3 seed leaves, such as are
commonly observed on the seedlings of radishes and beans. Although the
Monocotyledons are familiar to us in the form of native grasses and
cultivated crops, such as wheat, oats, and corn, none of the tree forms
such as Bamboo. Date Palms, and Bananas, occur in Illinois. Our de-
ciduous trees belong, without exception, to the Dicotyledons.
Dicotyledons: Two subdivisions of this class of plants have been
recognized generally by botanists, according to the nature of the parts
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of the flower. A dicotyledonous tree can be reco,u;nized by tbe fact tbat
the parts of its flowers occur in 4's or 5's (or in multiples thereof), the
flower parts of Monocotyledons being commonly in 3's, but it is a fact
familiar to almost everyone that the flowers of some trees, such as the wil-
lows, hickories, and birches, appear to lack the sepals and petals usually
associated with the word flower, while those of other trees, such as the
Tulip Tree, Wild Crabs. Plums, and Haws, have all the consj)icuous
flower parts but keep the individual sepals and petals as distinct and
separate members of their flowers. When the flowers are of this general
tvpe. the trees possessing them are grouped in a division to which the
technical name Archichlani} dae is applied. But when, as is true with
the flowers of the Ashes and Catalpa, the petals are almost completely
joined together along the sides, the trees with such flowers are classed
in a second and higher subdivision, to which the name Sympetalae is
given. The first of these two groups contains by far the greater number
of kinds of trees.
Piirllicr botanical subdivisions: By an even closer e.xaniinatitjn of the
characteristics of trees, they are segregated into several still smaller sub-
divisions. The largest of these are called Orders, and they in turn arc
made up of Families, which are still further subdivided into Genera, the
Genera into Species, and the Species into Varieties. As a rule, the Genus
is the smallest division into which similar kinds of trees are grouj)ed.
and the particular kind of tree is known as a Species. All the hickories
for example, belong to the genus Carya, and each particular kind of
hickory is designated as a species under a particular name. The Shell-
bark Hickory is known under the name ovata, from the shape of its nuts,
and its complete name is Carya ovata.
Varieties within a species are regarded in various ways, but the most
common acceptance of their position is that they are not sufficiently
diflerent from species to be regarded as difi^erent kinds of trees.
Not being the creators of the plants with which they deal, botanists
are by no means agreed as to the exact relationships that exist between
plants, and they endeavor to express their different opinions by pro-
posing new or modified classifications. The result is that there are now
several prevalent beliefs regarding the most acce})table, the most usable,
and the most accurate systems of classifications. To the unexperienced,
the prevalence of these different systems, with their accompanying dif-
ferences in scientific names for certain trees, may seem confusing, but
if one accepts at the beginning of his studies the names given by a com-
petent authority and uses them consistently until he is thoroughly familiar
with his trees, he will encounter no real trouble.
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The economic iiiiporfaiice of trees: In addition to the pleasure that
one derives from an intimate acquaintance with the kinds of trees and
the places in which they grow, the tree enthusiast will, no doubt, find
considerable satisfaction in observing the important ways in which they
serve mankind. The uses to which trees are put are many and range
from the homeliest needs of the farm to purposes of the highest im-
portance to industries. The living trees provide shade and fruit, pro-
tect the soil, and conserve the rains. And when they are cut. they fur-
nish many of the necessities of life, including food, shelter, and healing
medicines, and there is no human endeavor which does not in some
measure depend upon the use of wood or upon articles in the manufac-
ture of which wood has played an important part.
\\ ith so varied a range of usefulness, woods must necessarily be
selected for each purpose, in accordance with the particular demands to
be made of them. For some purposes, wood must be soft, for some it
must be hard, for others tough, and for still others strong. The woods
of different trees possess these characters in different combinations, and
the particular combination for any wood is designated as its "technical
qualities."
Softzi'ood and hardwood: It is generally understood that softwoods
are derived from pines or other coniferous trees, while hardwoods are
produced by deciduous trees. It does not hold true, however, that all
softwoods are softer than all hardwoods or that all hardwoods are
harder than all softwoods. Like many another of our common expres-
sions, this generalization of the difference between the woods derived
from evergreen trees and those derived from deciduous trees is really
based on much finer dift'erences.
Structure of wood: When a tree is cut down, the ends of the logs
or the top of the stump can Ije seen to consist of three distinct regions.
On the outside, there is the bark ; in the center, there is a larger or smaller
circle of pith; and intervening between these two is the woody bulk of
the tree, from which lumber is sawed. Upon smoothing the roughly
sawed end of the trunk with a knife or plane, one sees that the wood is
made up of a series of concentric rings—the growth rings which mark
the extent of each year's additional growth. And if one looks a little
closer, he may observe that much of the central part of the wood is of a
dark color, while surrovmding it is a narrow zone of lighter color. The
first, which serves as a supporting structure for the tree, is the heart-
wood, while the light wood at the outside, which serves to carry the sap,
is called the sapwood. As the tree grows, the sapwood of one year be-
comes the heartwood of succeeding years, and new sapwood is added to
take its place.
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One will already have noticed that there are numerous fine streaks
or lines radiating from the center of the stump and from each annual ring
outward through the wood to the bark. These are the rays, more accur-
ately called medullary rays or pith rays, to which is due the beautiful or
striking "silver grain" figures displayed by the lumber from such trees
as the oaks, the Sycamore, and the Beech.
The grain of the w^ood is related especially to the relative width of
the annual growth rings and to the longitudinal directions of the micro-
scopic elements, or fibers, which make up the wood. Fine-grained woods
come from trees that grow slowly and exhibit narrow rings, while coarse-
grained woods are of rapid growth and wide rings. Straight-grained
wood is taken from trees that have the wood elements arranged in a per-
pendicular direction, while spiral or twisted grain results from the wood
fibers being arranged in spirals about the axis of the tree. Cross-grained
wood, such as is found in the tupelos. Ohio Buckeye, and Sweet Gum.
results from the interweaving of the wood fibers ; and the wavy or curly
grain found in the wood of the maples, ashes, and birches is caused by
the wavy growth of the fibers. These variations in grain are important
characteristics in determining the uses of woods. Straight-grained woods
are generallv strong, cross-grained woods are tough, curly-grained woods
are both strong and decorative, and coarse- and fine-grained woods are
apt to be light and heavy, respectively.
Microscopic structure of ivood: In addition to the evident gross
structure just described, the w'ood is made up of numerous kinds of
fibers, cells, and ducts, the purpose of which in the living tree is to fur-
nish strength, transfer water and food material from one part to another,
and to store reserves of food. These structures differ in difi^erent kinds
of trees, their particular variation in kind, size, and location being as
characteristic of the species as are the flowers, fruits, leaves, and buds.
Our commercial woods, as suggested in the paragraph on hardwoods and
softwoods, are divided into two classes, upon the microscopic dift'erence
between the woods of conifers and of deciduous trees.
If one cuts a log into small, square pieces, or blocks, by sawing
crosswise and splitting longitudinally both in a radial direction and in
a direction tangential to the growth rings of the wood, the essential points
of the gross structure can be studied. Such a block will show, on its
cross-cut face, the annual rings, divided into heavy summer wood and
light spring wood, the pith rays, and cross-sections of all the finer ele-
ments ; the side on which the radial split was made, and also that on which
the tangential split was made, w-ill also show all these things, but from
two different sides.
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Cross-section.
Now if it be imagined that one of these blocks has been cut so very
small that an exceedingly thin shaving can be taken from its cross, radial,
and tangential faces and put under the microscope and photographed (as
actually can be done in a laboratory), the three photographs could be so
arranged, by pasting them on a small block, as to show in detail the ar-
rangement and interrelation of all the minute woody parts. This is ex-
actly what has been done in preparing the blocks used in Figures 120
and r^l to illustrate the microscopic structure of soft and hard woods.
]\Iicroscopic structure of softivood: When one sees a thin slice of
wood under a microscope, his first observation is that it is made up of
a great number of cells, resembling in this respect the surface of a honey
comb. Upon more careful examination, these cells are seen to differ
from one another in a regular and
orderly manner. If the first section
seen is that of a softwood, it will be
very nuich like the top of the block
shown in Figure 120. The large cells.
very like to, though less regular than.
the cells of a honey comb, extend in
orderly rows from the center to the
outer edge of the wood, becoming
smaller and more heavily walled and
then suddenly larger and thin-walled
at regular intervals. These cells are
the cross-sections of the tracheids
;
and the regions where heavy walls pre-
vail mark the slow summer growth,
while the bands of thin-walled cells
mark the rapid growth of spring.
Narrow strands of fine, long cells, two
of which appear as dark lines in the
photograph, traverse the section in a direction parallel to the rows of
fiber cells. These are the fine medullary rays. Here and there one will
observe also a large, round space in the wood, surrounded by a ring of
compressed, oval, thin-walled cells. These structures, one of which may
be seen in the top of Figure 120, are the resin-ducts, wherein is stored
the resin from w'hich we derive turpentine and rosin after the trees have
been bled.
If, next, we place a radial section of a softwood beneath our micro-
scope, we will see something very much like the radial view in Figure
120. Running lengthwise of the section are long, narrow cells which
Fig. 120. Composite photomicro-
graph showing the microscopic
structure of a softwood.
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fit together at their ends by nieans of a long bevel. These cells we
readily understand to be the tracheids which we have already seen
in cross-section, and we can see that the straight grain of coniferous
woods results from the straightness of these cells, while the strength of
the wood results not only from the enormous number of these tiny fibers
that is required to make even a small timber but also from the close-
fitting and interjoining of the ends of the fibers. Here and there across
the tracheids run broad plates of nearly rectangular cells, thinner-
walled than the tracheids. These are the medullary rays, one of which
appears as a dark band across the radial face of the figure. The round
"frog-eye"' marks which appear at frequent intervals in the walls of the
tracheids are called "bordered pits," but their function is to serve as con-
nections between the tracheids, through which water and food can pass
easily.
Finally, we look at a tangential section and find it much like the
tangential face of the block in Figure 120. The tracheids show as
long, narrow cells joined by beveled ends, just as they did in the radial
section ; but the pith rays we now see as long, spindle-shaped rows of
oval cells, scattered at intervals between the closely pressed tracheids.
Here and there a broader and larger ray appears, with a space in its
center about which are the oval cells characteristic of resin-ducts. With
careful scrutiny under the high power of the microscope, we might make
out also the structure of the bordered pits and see how the wonderful
little door with which each of them is equipped can close the openings
of the pits, now on one side and now on the other, and so regulate the
flow of water and food from cell to cell.
Microscopic structure of a Ju.irdzcood : There are a large number of
difl'erences between softwoods and hardwoods, as may readily be under-
stood from Figure 121, which is a composite microphotograph of the wood
of White Oak. On the top of the block is the cross-section. A little
to the left of its union with the tangential face is a thin, dark line of heav-
ily walled cells which mark the end of a year's growth, while just beyond
this line may be seen the very large, round openings of the pores, or water-
conducting vessels. Around and beyond them are the heavily and dense-
ly walled woody fibers. Parallel to the radial face, a broad medullary
ray divides the section into halves, and finer rays can be seen at frequent
intervals.
On the radial face of Figure 121, the pores appear as long, connected
tubes filled with a kind of spongy growth (called tyloses by botanists),
and the woody cells are seen to be of several kinds, some long and some
short, some marked with pits and some with sj^rals and ladder-rungs,
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some square at the ends, Cross-section.
some beveled, and some
jointed Ijy interlocking
forks—an array too for-
midable to be discussed
outside of a text-book.
Across these fibers ex-
tend the medullary rays,
and their abundance and
variety of shapes, when
logs are quarter-sawed
to show them to advan-
tage in the lumber, give
the "silver grain" ef-
fects so desirable in
woods used for decora-
tive purposes and for
furniture.
Though the tangen-
tial face of our block
does not show all the
wood constituents, the
;iiedullary rays and the
heavy, woody fibers can be seen plainly, while the ajjpearance of the pores
can be imagined as similar to that shown on the radial face.
Differences in Iiardzvood sfntctiirc: Although the soft woods are in
general quite similar to each other, the hardwoods exhibit striking dis-
similarities in their microscopic structure : and the dififerences, usually
quite characteristic for each species of tree, determine the technical quali-
ties possessed by the wood of every tree and, consequently, the uses to
which it can be put.
One of the most obvious differences, and one that can be seen some-
times without the aid of a hand-lens, is the difference in the size and dis-
tribution of the pores. If they are exceptionally large and concentrated
in a narrow ring in the spring growth of each year, the wood is described
as ring-porous; but if they are smaller and scattered throughout the year's
growth, the wood is said to be dift'use-porous. In general, ring-porous
wood is apt to be weak, unless there is, as in the oaks, a strong develop-
ment of heavily walled woody cells, while dift'use-porous wood is apt to
be strong, unless the wails of the woody cells are thin and light.
Fig. 121. Composite photomicrograph showing the
microscopic structure of a hardwood.
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Differences in the medullary rays are also of importance in determin-
injj; the uses of woods. If the rays are narrow the wood usually has little
decorative value ; hut those woods, such as oak, sycamore, and beech,
which have wide rays are in great demand for cabinet making, furniture,
and interior finishing, where the decorative effect of the rays can be dis-
played to good advantage.
By taking note of such dift'erences as these, it is possible for the ex-
pert to determine exactly, from a very small block, the species of tree
from which a wood is taken, and to suggest at the same time the uses to
which it may l)c' ])ut advantageously. A complete discussion of these
characters would be far too technical for the usual reader ; but from what
has already been said he will be enabled to see. in the photomicrographs
whicli appear on the following [)ages, the most outstanding characteristics
of the important woods taken from the trees native to Illinois.
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Fig. 122. Cross-section of the wood of the Aspen. A light-brown
to silvery wood, with a fine texture and thin, inconspicuous rays. The
pores are small and scattered through the year's growth.
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Fig. 123. Cross-section of Black Walnut. The pores are large and
abundant in the spring wood, but become smaller and fewer in the
later growth; and the rays are thin but numerous.
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Fig. 124. Cross-section of the wood of the River Birch. The
pores are small and uniformly scattered through the year's growth,
the rays are straight and even but thin, and the wood fibers are thin
walled. A light and soft but moderately strong wood.
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Fig. 125. Cross section of Blue Beech (Hornbeam). The pores
are few, small, and scattered; the rays are very narrow and indis-
tinct; the growth rings are uneven; and the woody fibers are small
and heavy walled. A very heavy, hard, and tough wood.
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Fig. 126. Cross-section of Red Oak. The large pores are grouped
conspicuously in the spring wood; there are both wide and distinct
and fine, inconspicuous rays; and the woody cells have thick walls.
The wood is hard and strong but coarse-grained.
S06 Illinois
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Fig. 127. Cross-section of White Oak. R^^SP^^.^^f^;Jl^/^/Jres
very large pores in the spring growth and many
much ^m^ler Pore
In the late growth; rays very broad and
^^f;
heavily walled wo^^^^^^
cells very abundant. A strong, heavy, and hard wood
which gives
beautiful decorative effects.
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Fig. 128. Cross-section of the wood of the Hackberry. Pores in
the spring wood are large, those in the later growth rather large
and grouped; the rays, though narrow, are very distinct; and the
woody cells are very abundant. Though heavy, the coarse-grained
wood is neither hard nor strong.
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Fig. 129. Cross-section of Elm. The pores in tlae spring wood
are very large while those in the later growth are smaller and are
arranged in bands separated by bands of heavily walled woody cells.
The rays are thin, though not indistinct. A moderately heavy,
coarse-grained wood that is hard, strong, and tough.
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Fig. 130. Cross section of Osage Orange. The large pores are in
a conspicuous zone in tlie spring wood; tlie numerous rays are narrow
and fine; and the woody cells are extremely abundant. An exceed-
ingly hard and durable wood that is both strong and flexible.
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Fig. 131. Cross-section of Red Mulberry wood. The large pores
are arranged in a wide zone in the early wood and the smaller pores
stand in groups in the later wood; the rays are numerous and rather
wide; and the woody cells, though abundant, are not heavy-walled.
Though rather tough and coarse-grained, the wood is only moderately
hard and strong.
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Fig 132. Cross-section of Yellow Poplar. The pores are small,
crowded, and through the year's growth; the rays are abundant and
distinct, though narrow; and the woody fibers have thm, rounded
walls. A fine-textured, easily worked, wood that is soft and brittle as
well as light and weak.
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Fig. 133. Cross-section of Sassafras. The large pores in the spring
wood are in a conspicuous, broad zone; the small pores in the later
wood are in small, scattered groups; the rays are fine and narrow;
and the woody cells are large and thin-wailed. A light, softwood
that, though durable, is coarse-grained, brittle, and weak.
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Fig. 134. Cross-section of the wood of the Sweet Gum. The small,
crowded pores are uniformly scattered through the growth rings and
are separated by numerous thick-walled woody cells. The rays are
very fine and narrow, and the growth rings are indistinctly separated.
A rather heavy, hard wood with crossed or interlocked grain, diffi-
cult to work but of a tine texture.
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Fig. 135. Cross-section of Sycamore wood. The pores, somewhat
more numerous in the early wood, are very small and crowded; the
rays are all broad and high; and the woody cells are thick- and
heavy-walled. A moderately hard, fairly heavy but not very strong
wood, with a beautiful "silver grain."
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Fig. 136. Cross-section of Black Cherry wood. The numerous
groups of small pores are well distributed through the growth rings;
the rather thin-walled woody cells are abundant; and the rays are
fine but conspicuous and gummy. A rather light and hard close-
grained, strong wood with a satiny texture and a beautiful "silver
grain."
1
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Fig. 137. Cross-section of the wood of the Honey Locust. The
large pores in the early growth are arranged in a very broad band,
and the small ones in the late wood are in small groups joined by
bands of thin-walled woody cells. The bulk of the woody cells, are
very small; and the rays are but conspicuous. A heavy, hard wood
that is coarse-grained, and durable.
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Fig. 138. Cross-section of the wood of the Kentucky Coffee
Tree. Large pores of the early wood in a broad zone, small
pores in the late wood grouped; woody cells thin-walled but very
small and abundant; rays thin but distinct. Wood heavy, hard,
strong, and coarse-textured.
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Fig. 140. Cross-section of the wood of the Black Locust. Large
pores in a narrow band in the spring wood, the later growth of
compact, heavy-walled wood ceils; the rays fine or narrow and
rather conspicuous. An extremely hard, heavy, strong wood that is
close-grained and durable.
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Fig 141. Cross-section of the wood of the Sugar Maple The
small pores are numerous but not crowded; the woody cells are
thin-walled but small and very numerous; and there are both hne
and conspicuous rays. A very hard and heavy, strong wood that is
both close-grained and tough.
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Fig. 142. Cross-section of Bass Wood. The pores are small, ex-
ceedingly numerous, and well distributed throughout the growth
ring; the woody cells are rather large and thin-walled; and the
rays are fine but often high. A compact but light wood that is both
soft and strong.
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Fig. 143. Cross-section of the wood of the Tupelo. The pores are
small, abundant, crowded, and evenly distributed throughout the
growth rings; the rather large woody cells have thick walls and
small cavities; and the rays are fine and narrow. A comparatively
heavy wood that is strong and tough, though not very hard.
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Fig. 144. Cross-section of the wood of the Persimmon. The
pores in the spring wood large and in a narrow irregular zone, those
in the late wood fewer but also large; the rays are fine, 1 or 2 cells
wide; and the woody cells are small and abundant and very thick-
and heavy-walled. A wood so exceptionally heavy, hard, and strong
that it is called "American ebony."'
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Fig. 145. Cross-section of the wood of the Black Ash. The pores
in the early wood are large and arranged in a broad band, those in
the late wood being few, small, and scattered; the woody cells are
abundant and small but thin-walled; and the rays are fine though
distinct. A rather soft and weak wood that is, nevertheless, heavy,
tough, and durable.
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Fig. 146. Cross-section of Catalpa wood. The pores are large,
abundant, and unevenly distributed; the woody cells are numerous,
rather large, and thin-walled; and the rays are narrow and incon-
spicuous. A satiny-textured, very light and soft wood that is coarse-
grained and durable.
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FOREST INTEREST AND FOREST PRESERVATION
Interest in the trees of Illinois dates back to the closing years of the
Eighteenth Century. In Ki)5, Andre ]\lichaux, a distinguished French
botanist, visited Illinois in search of plants which he intended to send
home to enrich the gardens and pleasure grounds of his own country. Of
the many interesting notes in his journal/ only two need be mentioned.
Concerning the Hackberry, he said ( December 7) : "I have confirmed my
opinion that the second bark of Ccllis occidcutalis (called in the Illinois
country Bois conuii and towards New Orleans Bois iiiconiiii) is an excel-
lent remedy for curing jaundice; a handful of the roots or leaves of Smi-
la.v sarsaparilla is added to it ; it is used for about eight days as a decoc-
tion." And about the oaks he remarked (January 2, 179G) : "Having
nothing to do, I made ink with gall nuts which I gathered on the oaks in
the vicinity of the spot where we camjjcd. It was made in less than five
minutes and will serve me as a sample."
Thomas Nuttall, a well known Ijotanist from Massachusetts, made a
journey down the Ohio and uj) the Mississippi to the "Arkansana Terri-
tory" in LS21 and made many notes regarding our trees. J. A. Lapham,
a Milwaukee botanist, made journeys into Illinois as early as IS.")!), and
subsequently, in 1S5(3, he published a catalog of Illinois plants. At the
State Fair of 1S33, which was held in Chicago, Robert Kennicott, Fmil
Clausen, and some others exhiljited a collection of plants, among which
there were specimens of 70 species of trees. Dr. Frederick Brendel of
Peoria suggested, in iS.jS, that the niembers of the Natural History So-
ciety should unite in an effort "to ascertain the northern and southern
limits of trees," and in accordance wnth this suggestion Samuel Bartley,
of Mur|)hysboro, and C. Thomas, of Marion, made and reported some
observations in their own comities. At the same time, Dr. Brendel read
to the Natural History Society a paper on "Forests and Forest Trees,"
in which he enumerated the 6 conifers present in Illinois today and listed
(j() deciduous trees, 40 of which were of large size.
In 186(3, Dr. A. H. Worthen, the first State Geologist of Illinois,
made many very detailed observations about trees, especially with refer-
ence to their relation to geology and soils, in St. Clair, Madison. Hancock,
Hardin. Pulaski, Massac, and Pope counties. Twelve years later. Pro-
fessor T. J. Burrill and Mr. W. C. Flagg prepared a list of Illinois plants,
1 Proc. Am. Phil. Soc. 26:1-145.
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in which the native stand of Chestnut in Pulaski Count}- was mentioned
for the tirst time. Another list of plants was prepared by William K.
Higley and Charles S. Raddin and published in 1891 as a "Flora of Cook
County. Illinois, and part of Lake County, Indiana."
During the three decades which have intervened, many special studies
have been made of the plants and trees of Illinois, chiefly from the stand-
point of ecology. Most of these have been referred to in the discussion
of the individual trees.
Interest in trees, as a matter of tree planting and forestry, received
a decided stimulus between l.s?0 and ISSO, and many of the tree planta-
tions now growing in Illinois date back to that period. Arbor day was
inaugurated by Governor Morton of Nebraska in LST-t. and the American
Forestry Association was organized in Chicago in January, 1ST5. John
A. Warder, of Ohio, in speaking before the Illinois Horticultural Society
in LS78 referred to the fact that the railroads of the country were using
40 million ties annually (they now use 125 million) and that measures
should be taken to provide for a future supply; and in 18S2. Franklin B.
Hough, who held a position corresponding to the present Chief Forester
of the United States, also spoke of the tie situation, estimating the num-
ber used at that date as 56,571.428, for which at least 565.714 acres of
land had to be cut over annually, supposing a production of 100 ties per
acre and a durability of seven years for each tie.
At about this time, the University of Illinois secured an appropria-
tion of money from the State Legislature, by means of which a Forest
Tree Plantation w^is established. Planting was begun in the spring of
1871. and 30 species of trees were set out, 4 of them being European.
3 from other states, and 23 native forest trees of Illinois. The larger
part of this plantation still remains, as a demonstration that Black Wal-
nut. Green Ash, European Larch. Catalpa, Soft Maple, and Bass Wood
can make good growths on black clay-loam soils. It has shown, too. that
White Pine, WHiite and Burr oaks, and Hickory grow very slowly on
such soils, and that, on the wdiole. forests should be grown on cheai)er
lands.
One of the largest plantations in the State w-as established between
1871 and 1874 by Mr. J. B. White in Christian County. It consisted of
a strip of trees 100 yards wdde placed along the north, west, and south
sides of a quarter section and a block of 13 acres on the east side of the
quarter. The species planted were Ash, Osage Orange, and Catalpa, with
a small proportion of Larch, Norway Spruce. Austrian and Scotch pines.
Sugar and Silver maples. Honey Locust. Burr Oak. and Hickory. Mr.
A. N. Abbott, of Morrison, who has planted 50,000 trees with his own
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hands, has demonstrated that planting will stop "blow sand," the Cotton-
wood being perhaps the best tree for that purpose. The Chicago Burling-
ton and Ouincy railway has also planted thousands of Catalpa trees along
its right-of-way. some of which are large enough for fence posts ; but
it is a question if they can be brought to tie size within a reasonable length
of time without underplanting. Due to the extensive sale of catalpa
some years ago by unscrupulous salesmen who recommended it for all
purposes and on land not suited for growing it, to the planting of Black
Locust on sand where it has made a complete failure because it was
attacked by the locust borer, and to the high prices charged for nursery
stock, our area of forest plantations in Illinois is about at a stand-still.
Enough information is now in possession of our State and Extension
Foresters, however, to enable them to give intelligent advice on the use-
fulness of most species and so at least help planters not to make costly
mistakes. \\ ith nursery stock obtainable at reasonable prices, another
stimulation may come soon in forest and windbreak planting, which will
place them on a sane and permanent basis.
A further indication of the present interest in trees is found in the
fact that there are now two sj^lendid arboretums in Illinois. The Alorton
Arboretum, located near Lisle, has been established only recently, while
"Bird Haven," the personal property of Robert Ridgway, has been under
development for many years.
The Morton Arboretum: The Morton Arboretum at Lisle, Dupage
County, Illinois, was founded in 1921 by Joy Morton. Its purposes and
aims are thus expressed in the declaration of trust establishing it : "creat-
ing a foundation to be known as the Morton xA.rboretum, for practical,
scientific research work in horticulture and agriculture, particularly in
the growth and culture of trees, shrubs and vines by means of a great out-
door museum arranged for the convenient study of every species, variety
and hybrid of the woody plants of the world able to endure the climate of
Illinois, such nmseuni to be equipped with an herbarium, a reference
library, and laboratories for the study of trees and other plants, with
reference to their characters, relationships, economic value, geographical
distribution and their improvement by selection and hybridization ; and
for the publication of the results obtained in these laboratories by the
officials and students of the arboretum, in order to increase the general
knowledge and love of trees and shrubs and bring about an increase and
improvement in their growth and culture."
The four hundred acre tract selected for the Arboretum is situated
one mile north of Lisle and about twentv-five miles west of Chicago, and
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is easily reachedby motor cars over Ogden Avenue or Roosevelt Road
or by train to Lisle on the Chicago Burlington and Ouincy railway. Over
4.000 ditYerent species of woody plants are already growing at the
Arboretum, and its usefulness is being increased by the issuing of bulletin^
of popular information.
Bird Haven: At Olney, in Richland County, not far from the
celebrated lower Wabash Valley region of Indiana and Illinois, stands
Robert Ridgway's Bird Haven. It is remarkable because it has been
built up by a man of limited resources who has been occui)ied in other
scientific pursuits. Aluch of the planting and transplanting has been done
with his own hands or under his personal supervision. Air. Ridgway has
also in the town of Olney his home place, called Larchmound. which
covers about five acres, where many trees and shrubs, strangers to Rich-
land County and even to America, are growing around the house and in the
gardens. On these grounds he also maintains a small nursery, where
the less hardy plants are carefully nurtured before they are transferred
to the woods at Bird Haven. Mr. Ridgway tells in his own words the
objects and accomplishments of Bird Haven:
"Bird Haven is situated two and one-fourth miles north of Olney,
Richland County, Illinois, on the east side of the Macksburg road. Its
area is about 18 acres. It is bordered along the south side by a ()5 acre
tract of heavily culled woodland ; on the north and east sides by open
fields. The higher grounds, which occupy more than half of the total
area, are elevated about 36 feet above low water level in the creek, the
east fork of Fox River, which intersects the northeastern portion. This
stream is constantly fed by springs which emerge beneath the surface of
the water along the south side, a depth of not less than three feet being
thus maintained during the driest seasons. The steeper hillsides face the
north, those facing the west and east having longer and more gentle
slopes. A secondary stream, becoming dry in summer, intersects the
western portion, entering the main stream just outside the northwestern
corner of the ])roperty. The higher grounds are mostly wooded and
there are many trees in the bottoms of the smaller stream ; but the bottoms
between the hills and the main stream, comprising an area of about three
acres, are completely cleared, except along the banks of the creek and along
the eastern border.
"Bird Haven represents a modest efifort at conservation of wild life on
a small area. Its establishment was prompted by a sad realization that our
beautiful and interesting forests are disappearing so rapidly that the
original virgin forest is now a memory only to the oldest inhabitant, while
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the change in the woods that are left is so great that a real virgin forest
is almost if not quite beyond the conception of the present generation.
"The ground selected is not the best for the purpose that could be
found but was the only one available under the purchaser's limitations.
The timber, which occupies about three-fourths of the area, is second
growth, the land having been under cultivation as late as 1872. The soil
on the hills is very poor, owing to exhaustion and washing during the
period of cultivation; and the bottomlands are subject to frequent inunda-
tions. These disadvantages, however, are off-set, in a measure, by the
very unusual richness or variety in the tree growth, and convenient access
from the town.
"As previously stated, about one-fourth of the surface of Bird Haven
is treeless. There are. therefore, approximately 13 acres that are more
or less thickly wooded. On these few acres there are growing naturally.
1o species and varieties of trees, three of which, however, are naturalized
extralimital species, leaving a total of 70 indigenous species and varieties.
This is a larger number of dicotyledonous (broad leaved) trees than are
native to the entire Pacific coast, from southern California to Alaska, in-
clusive: while of the oaks alone ( 10 species) there are only two less than
the number of species of oaks growing naturally on the .-)!). -1'34 square miles
of the six New England States.
"A few old white oak stumps are all that remain of the original
growth. As to the character of this growth, I have been so fortunate as
to learn much from the man who sawed the timber—Mr. John Fahs, now
of Los Angeles. California. According to him on the hills it consisted
princii)ally of splendid white oaks and sugar maples, though many other
species were mingled with them. On the bottomland other oaks, chiefly
the burr oak. swamji white oak, pin oak, bottom red oak ( 0. Schiicckii)
sweet gum, red ma])le. sugar maple, American elm, and other moisture-
loving species predominated.
"Although conservation of the wild life was the chief motive in
establishing Bird Haven, I had other objects in view. It had long been
my desire to experiment with the planting of numerous kinds of woody
plants that had never been grown in this part of the country, in order to
test their adaptability to the climate and other local conditions ; and when
a "census" had been made of the ligneous species that were growing on
the selected tract the idea naturally suggested itself of adding other
Illinois species until the ligneous flora of the State became completely
represented. Thus my plan included (1) the conservation of the original
flora, {2) the development from the nucleus already there of a state
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arlioretum and (3) the experimental planting of previously untested ex-
tralimital species, both American and exotic. In accordance with this
plan there have been added to the 7.") kinds of trees growing there naturally
S!» species of Illinois trees; to the 22 shrubs, 51 species; and to the IT
woody climbers 1-1 species, making a total of 1G2 species and varieties of
Illinois trees, To Illinois shrubs, and ol Illinois woody climbers—a total
of 2G() species and varieties of woody plants native to or naturalized in
Illinois—that are now established on Bird Haven.
"Of species extralimital to Illinois but indigenous to other parts of the
United States there have been planted 38 species of trees, 13 shrubs, and
7 woody climbers. These include the more interesting or ornamental
kinds, among which may be mentioned the Magnolias, of which T of the
8 North American species are represented, the only one wanting being the
rare and local Magnolia pyraiiiidata.
"Of exotic species (chiefly from eastern Asia), there have been
planted 2o species of trees. 28 shrubs and 14 woody climbers. Thus there
are now growing on Bird Haven 225 species and varieties of trees, 114
shrubs and 52 woody climbers, a totrd of 391 ligneous plants."
Forest Preserves for Recreation
One of the greatest purposes to which a forest can be put is that of
furnishing recreation ; and for this purpose alone, without the need of any
additional weight of practical and sentimental reasons, steps should be
taken to preserve the few remaining forests of our State. The rest, the
health, and the contact with nature that could be gained every year by an
ever-increasing number of people would be an "annual crop" fully as valu-
able as any amount of timber that could be harvested.
Some attempts have been made already to preserve the fast-vanishing
woodlands, and there is among our State's laws a Forest Preserve Act
which enables the counties to set aside and maintain valuable tracts of
land for the growing of trees. Cook County was the first to take ad-
vantage of the Forest Preserve Act, and its example has been followed by
DuPage and Winnebago counties, while movements are being inavigurated
in other counties with the same end in view.
Cook County Forest Prescribes: The Forest Preserves of Cook
County add to the city of Chicago an outer belt or system of parks in
which recreation is the outstanding feature. The strength of man's ele-
mental craving for the great open spaces is shown by the fact that in 1925
over 10,000,000 people visited these preserves, which now include a total
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of 30,142 acres. All of this land has been acquired since 1913, and the
ultimate goal is about 35.000 acres. Not all of this acreage is wooded.
Some is given over to golf courses, baseball diamonds, tennis courts, and
parking places, and there are natural open spaces in the woods. The
Forest Preserve District has also acquired title to more than 1,000 acres
of the Skokie ]\Iarsh. and this entire moorland, which amounts to over
2,000 acres, may in time be preserved from drainage projects and kept in
its primitive condition. The average cost of land for the preserves has
been $500 an acre, a very reasonable figure when the values of property
in many surrounding districts are considered ; and many of the tracts have
increased greatly in value since they were acquired.
Fig. 147. Forest recreation: A picnic in a Cook County Forest Preserve.
The activities of the p.reserves can best be learned by a trip through
them, which will recjuire much longer than a day, although a great deal
of ground can be covered in that time on the excellent roads which stretch
from one preserve to another and through the preserves themselves. Good
roads are a first essential, but there must also be means for handling the
public efficiently and for increasing the recreational facilities, among which
are the deepening of ponds and streams, the construction of shelters and
comfort stations, building of cabins and fire places, drilling of deep wells,
erection of tables for campers and picnic parties, providing parking places
for automobiles, looking after concessions of various sorts, etc. One
rather original feature is the construction of dams on the Des Plaines
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Fu;. 148. Forest recreation: Summer camps in a Cook County Forest Preserve.
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River, in order to increase the depth of the water in summer and provide
better faciHties for boating and bathing. These are combination dams and
fords, built of reinforced concrete, so arranged that at the flood times of
the river the water can fiow over them after the iron raihngs are removed.
Permanent cabins for Boy and Girl Scouts and a Fresh Air Camp are also
maintained, and camping privileges are allowed to private individuals.
The management of preserves where recreation is a paramount
feature places a great responsibility upon the forester in charge of them.
He is not only confronted with the task of providing for the comfort of
visitors and furnishing them with recreation of various kinds, but he is
at the same time responsible for the perpetuation of the woods, since the
admission of the public adds greatly to the danger of tires, of trespass, and
of destruction by the vandals who will pick flowers and destroy the trees
and shrubbery. The problem of maintaining the requisite number of trees
per acre by natural reproduction is also exceedingly difficult even if there
is a very large acreage, when the forest preserve is subjected to the trani])-
ling of thousands of persons. This may necessitate the rotation of areas,
just as is done on grazed forests, so that a certain area after being open,
is closed until it recovers from the destructive effects of trampling out the
undergrowth.
lllnncbago County Forest Prcscrz'cs: The \\^innebago County For-
est Preserves came into being July 10, 1924, when Mr. T. G. Lindquist, a
graduate of the Michigan Agricultural College, was employed as Chief
Forester and placed in charge of a newly purchased tract of 05 acres.
This tract, known as Hononegah Park, is situated some 15 miles to the
north of Rockford and borders on the Rock River. Approximately one-
third of it is creek bottomland, another third is upland timbered almost
entirely by oak, and the last third is river bottomland shaded by stately
elms, amongst which are ashes, maples, willows. Box Elder, and nut-trees
as well as hawthorns and oaks.
Another tract, 75 acres in extent, is located on the banks of Kilbuck
Creek, 10 miles south of Rockford. and is known as Kilbuck Bluff's.
By successive acquisitions of land, there are now T Ki acres included
in these preserves, and an ultimate goal of 3,000 acres has been set. So
far, the greater part of the work that has been done has been in Honone-
gah Park and has included the clearing away of old buildings, remodeling
of buildings for a caretaker, the building of roads, and providing for the
comfort of the public.
In 102T, over half a million people visited the Winnebago County
Forest Preserves. But in order to increase the usefulness of the pre-
serves, the program calls for the reforestation of open or cleared spaces
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by the planting of 50,000 young trees yearly and the construction of good
roads. The yearly budget, including provisions for salaries and for the
purchasing of new lands, is now about $63,000.
Municipal Preserves: In addition to the large preserves maintained
by counties, there are many towns in the State which maintain timbered
areas. Among these towns are Monmouth, Knoxville, Joliet, Dixon.
Galesburg, and Ottawa. Here, also, recreation is the principal purpose
for which woodlands are kept.
I
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Acacia 232
Acer 234
Negundo 246
violaceum 285
nigrum 238
Palmeri 285
rubrum 243
Drummondii 244
tomentosum 285
tridens 285
saccharinum 240
saccharum 235
Rugelii 236
Schneckii 236
Aesculus 248
discolor 285
glabra 250
Amelanchier 202
canadensis 203
Apple 198
Crab 200
Arbor Vitae 41
Ash 268
Biltmore 271
Black 280
Blue 278
Brown 280
Green 275
Mountain 200
Pumpkin 274
Red 275
Swell-butted 274
White 270
Asimina 185
triloba 186
Asp, Quaking 47
Aspen 47
Large-toothed 50
Balm of Gilead 59
Bass Wood 252
Beech 103, 104
Blue 94
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Betula 98
lenta 103
lutea 103
nigra 98
papyrifera 101
Birch 98
Canoe 101
Cherry 103
Paper 101
Red 98
River 98
Yellow 103
Bitternut 77
Black Jack 128
Blue Beech 94
Bow Wood 177
Box Elder 246
Buckeye 248
Fetid 250
Ohio 250
Butternut 65
Buttonwood 195
Carpinus 93
caroliniana 94
Carya 71
alba 86
aquatica 80
Buckleyi 93
arkansana 93
villosa 93
cordiformis 77
glabra 88
megacarpa 286
laciniosa 83
ovalis 90
obcordata 286
obovalis 286
odorata 286
ovata 81
Nuttallii 286
pubescens 286
pecan 73
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Castanea 107
dentata 107
Catalpa 282
speciosa 282
Cedar, Red 42
White 41
Celtis 168
laevigata 171
occidentalis 169
caiiina 286
crassifoHa 283
pumila 283
Cercis 221
canadensis 222
Cherry, Bird 216
Choke 217
Rum 220
Wild Black 220
Wild Red 216
Chestnut 107
Cladastris lutea 286
Coffee Bean 222
Cornus 260
alternifolia 264
florida 260
Cottonwood 54
Black 52
Swamp 52
Virginia 56
Crab Apple 198
Crataegus 205
apiomori)ha 206
Crus-galli 205, 206
Hillii 206
illinoiensis 206
lucorum 206
macracantha 206
mollis 205, 206
nitida 206
peoriensis 206
Phaenopyrum 205, 206
pratensis 206
punctata 206
pruinosa 206
rotundifolia 206
tomentosa 206
viridis 206
I'AGK
Cucumber Tree 180
Cypress, Bald 37
Deciduous 39
Diospyros 265
virginiana 265
platycarpa 286
Dogwood 260, 264
Flowering 260
Ebony 265
Elm 156
American 156
Cork 159
Red 163
Rock 159
Slippery 163
Water 166
White 156
Winged 162
Fagus 103
grandifolia 104
caroliniana 286
Fraxinus 268
americana 270
biltmoreana 271
nigra 280
pennsylvanica 275
lanceolata 277
profunda 274
quadrangulata 278
Gleditsia 226
aquatica 229
triacanthos 228
Gum, Cotton 257
Sour 256
Sweet 192
Tupelo 257
Gymnocladus 222
dioicus 224
Hackberry 168, 169
Mississippi 171
Hawthorn 205
Hickory 71, 86
Big Shellbark 83
Buckley's 93
King Nut 83
Mockernut 86
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Pignut 77, 88
Oval 90
Shagbark 81
Shellbark 81
Water 80
White 86
Hornbeam 93, 94
Hop 96
Ironwood 96
Judas Tree 221, 222
Juglans 64
cinerea 65
nigra 68
Juniperus 42
virginiana 43
Kentucky Coffee Tree 224
King Nut 83
Larch 33
European 36
Larix 33
decidua 36
laricina 33
Linden 251, 252
Liquidambar 191
orientalis 194
Styraciflua 192
Liriodendron 182
Tulipifera 183
Locust 226, 231
Black 232
Honey 228
Water 229
Yellow 232
Madura 177
pomifera 177
Magnolia 179
acuminata 180
Mountain 180
Mahogany 224
Malus 198
angustifolia 198
coronaria 200
ioensis 198
plena 200
lancifolia 198
platycarpa Hoopesii 198
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Maple 234
Ash-leaved 246
Black 238
Hard 235
Red 243
Scarlet 243
Silver 240
Soft 240
Sugar 235
Mockernut 86
Morus 174
rubra 174
Mountain Ash 200, 202
Mulberry 174
Red 174
Nyssa 254
aquatica 257
sylvatica 256
Oak 110
Basket 149
Black 117, 122
Black Jack 128
Burr 135
Chestnut 152
Chinquapin 153
Cow 149
Hill's 117
Jack 117, 128
Laurel 134
Mossy Cup 135
Overcup 138
Pin 120
Post 140
Red 112. 116. 124, 126
Rock chestnut 152
Scarlet 155
Schneck's 116
Scrub 128
Shingle 134
Spanish 124
Swamp Spanish 120, 126
Swamp White 138. 146
White 144
Willow 131
Yellow 153
Yellow-bark 122
Osage Orange 177
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Niblack 75
Busseron "^5
Posey "^5
Persimmon 265
Pignut 77, 88, 90
Pine 23
Gray 28
Jack 28
Short-leaf 29
White 24
Yellow 29
Pinus 23
Banksiana 28
echinata 29
laricio 32
mitis 30
pungens 32
rigida 32
Strobus 24
sylvestrls 32
virginiana 30
Plane-tree 195
Planera 164
aquatica 166
Platanus 195
occidentalis 195
Plum 210
Wild 212
Wild Goose 213
Poplar 46, 50
Carolina 59
Lombardy 59
Yellow 182, 183
Populus '. 46
balsamifera 54, 59
virginiana 56
canadensis 59
Eugenie 59
candicans 59
grandidentata 50
heterophylla 52
nigra 59
Italica 59
Populus
—
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tacamahacca 59
tremuloides 47
Prunus 210
americana 212
hortulana 213
pennsylvanica 216
serotina 220
virginiana 217
Quaking Asp 47
Quercus 110
alba 144
alba X bicolor 155
X macrocarpa 155
pinnatlfida 286
X stellata 155
bicolor 146
bicolor X lyrata 155
borealis 112
maxima 112, 155
coccinea 155
ellipsoidalis 117, 155
X exacta 155
X Fernowli 155
imbricaria 134, 155
Imbricaria X rubra 155
X Jackiana 155
X Leana 155
lyrata 138
macrocarpa 135
marilandica 128, 155
montana 152
Muehlenbergil 153
palustris 120, 155
palustris X Phellos 155
Phellos 131
Prinus 149
rubra 124
pagodaefolia 126
X runcinata 155
X Schockiana 155
X Shuettei 155
Shumardii 116
Schnec:;li 116
stellata 140
X tridentata 155
velutina 122, 155
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Red Cedar 42
Redbud 222
Robinia 231
Pseudoacacia 232
Salix 59
amygdaloides 62
nigra 60
Sassafras 188, 189
officinale 189
albidum 286
Savin 43
Service Berry 203
Shad Bush 203
Sorbus 200
americana 202
Sugarberry 169, 171
Sycamore 195
Tacamahac 59
Tamarack 33
Taxodium 37
distichum 39
Thuja 41
occidentalis 41
Tilia 251
floridana 251
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glabra 252
heterophylla Michauxii 251
neglecta 251
Tulip Tree 183
Tupelo 254, 256
Tupelo gum 257
Ulmus 156
alata 162
americana 156
fulva 163
racemosa 159, 162, 163
Wahoo 162
Walnut 64
Black 68
Ohio 71
Stabler 71
Thomas 71
White 65
Water Elm 166
White Cedar 41
Willow 59
Almond 62
Black 60
Peach 62
